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Cover: The tidal fores of the Milky Way slowly pull apart

the Canis Major (CMa) dwarf galaxy (shown here in red).

The stars ripped o� in this fashion surround the galaxy in

a vast ring. The red points are from the N-body simulation

of the CMa reli that best �t the existing data (Martin et

al. 2004, MNRAS 348, 12). In blue: an artist's view of

the Milky Way galaxy, to sketh the relative positions of the

CMa galaxy and its stream and the Galati disk. The dis-

overy of the CMa galaxy has been announed on November

2003 with a joint press release of the Royal Astronomial So-

iety (UK), INAF-OAB (Italy), Observatoire de Strasbourg

(Frane). Credit: N. Martin, R. Ibata, M. Bellazzini, M.J.

Irwin, G.F. Lewis, W. Dennen.



Presentation

The Osservatorio Astronomio di Bologna, one of the twelve Italian

Observatories, is one of the researh strutures of the National Insti-

tute for Astrophysis (INAF), operating under the supervision of the

Ministry for Eduation, University and Researh (MIUR). The Min-

istry provides most of the �nanial resoures whih make our ativity

possible.

This Report gives an overview of our sienti� researhes, over-

ing a wide range of astrophysial topis, as well as operational and

eduational ativities. OAB astronomers are mostly involved in:

� studies of stellar populations and galati evolution and their

osmologial impliations;

� studies of the struture, evolution and distribution of galaxies,

lusters and AGNs, and their ontribution to the osmologial

bakgrounds;

� numerial studies in the �eld of gas hydrodynamis and turbu-

lene simulations;

� management and upgrading of the two telesopes in Loiano (152

and 60 m) and development of astronomial instruments in the

framework of national and international programs.

� outreah and eduational initiatives, through exhibitions, le-

tures and workshops.

Most of these studies are based on an intensive use of the most

advaned instruments available today at all wavelengths. They are

arried out in ollaboration with many international and national in-

stitutes and, loally, with the Universit�a di Bologna, Dipartimento di

Astronomia and with the Consiglio Nazionale delle Rierhe (CNR).

A large fration of the sta� is involved in international long-term

projets.

A very shemati summary of the Observatory budget in 2003 is

presented (in Italian) at the end, for administrative purposes.
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1 Stars and Stellar Populations
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The entral region of the dwarf starburst galaxy NGC1705 as seen by

the Hubble Spae Telesope. At a distane of 5.1 Mp, most of the

individual stars of NGC 1705 are out of range of all but the sharp eyes

of HST. The bright onentration at the galaxy enter is a Super Star

Cluster. From these data, the star formation history of the galaxy

has been derived at the INAF { Bologna Observatory. Image Credit:

Tosi, NASA, ESA and the Hubble Heritage Team.
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People involved at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: M. Bellazzini, A. Bonifazi, A. Bragaglia, A. Buz-

zoni, C. Caiari, G. Clementini, L. Federii, F. Fusi Pei, L.

Origlia, G. Parmeggiani, L. Stanghellini, M. Tosi;

� Tehnial sta�: M. Lolli, P. Montegri�o;

� Fellows: L. Baldai, S. Galleti, M. Maio, L. Monao, E. Pan-

ino, A. Possenti, D. Romano, E. Rossetti, E. Valenti.

The evolution of stellar populations and stellar systems is a very ative

researh �eld at the OAB sine its foundation. The interests range

from the evolution of galaxies to Galati and extragalati globu-

lar luster systems, from binaries to variable stars, from pulsars to

LMXBs, overing the whole range of astronomial wavelengths.

The present desription of the ativity in the year 2003 has been

organized in a few main setions to provide a very general overview:

1. The Galaxy, 2. Globular lusters, 3. Nearby Galaxies, 4. Popula-

tion Synthesis, 5. Pulsating Variable stars, 6. Elipsing binaries, 7.

Planetary Nebulae.

1.1 The Galaxy

1.1.1 Chemial evolution models

People involved at OAB: Romano, Tosi.

Models of Galati hemial evolution are nowadays able to reprodue

the vast majority of the observed harateristis of our Galaxy. There

are, however, a number of open questions on the evolution of the

Galaxy, whih still require further studies (e.g. Tosi 2003). Some of

these issues are being examined in detail at the Bologna Observatory.

In 2003, we have proeeded in the e�ort of aurately analysing the

feedbak between stellar and hemial evolution, the evolution of the

abundane gradients and the impat of Galati hemial evolution

models on osmology. To this aim, new models for D,

3

He,

4

He,

12

C,

13

C,

14

N ,

16

O,

17

O,

18

O,

20

Ne,

22

Ne and heavier speies up to Fe have

been omputed and ompared with the available data, adopting all the

most reent and reliable stellar yields, IMF and stellar lifetimes. The

role of novae has also been studied in detail. These binary systems
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have long been reognized to be able to produe peuliar elements

with large overprodution fators during outbursts (Jos�e and Hernanz

1998 and refs. therein). Aounting for that in the hemial evolution

ode allows us to explain fairly well the evolution of

7

Li and some of

the CNO isotopes (Romano and Matteui 2003).

A ollaboration exists with the International Spae Siene Insti-

tute in Berne (Switzerland) to study all the aspets of stellar and

galati evolution a�eting the abundanes of the light elements. All

the Galati hemial evolution models able to reprodue the largest

set of observational onstraints have shown that the primordial abun-

dane of D and

3

He must have been fairly low. This implies that

the baryon/photon ratio was fairly high during the Big Bang, a result

emphasized by the MAXIMA and BOOMERANG, and most reently

WMAP, experiments on the osmi mirowave bakground. Our group

has shown (Romano et al. 2003) that the primordial abundanes of

the light elements resulting from the WMAP data are in exellent

agreement with the preditions of those among our hemial evolution

models whih best reprodue the galati properties. This result is

interesting in many respets. Indeed, it shows that the preditions of

the standard theory of Big Bang nuleosynthesis, updated theories of

galati and stellar formation and evolution as well as the most reent

observational inferenes on the primordial element abundanes an

be all gathered together in a single, ommon, oherent evolutionary

senario.

1.1.2 Open lusters as traers of the evolution of the abun-

dane gradients.

People involved at OAB: Bonifazi, Bragaglia, Tosi.

Open lusters (OC's) are exellent tools to understand the evolution

of the disk of our Galaxy from both the hemial and strutural points

of view. Many of the existing hemial evolution models are able to

reprodue well the present-day situation, but di�er signi�antly in

the \history" of the hemial enrihment (hene in the involved pro-

esses). In partiular, they di�er in the preditions for the evolution

of the abundane gradients: does the gradient slope steepen or atten

with time? From the OC's we an extrat fundamental information,

sine they an be used to desribe the run of the various elemental

abundanes at di�erent ages.
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In order to study in more detail the metalliity and age distribu-

tion with galatoentri distane, we are analyzing with great au-

ray a large sample of open lusters (our goal is to have at least 30

OC's) at various Galati loations and overing a wide range in age

and metalliity. Age, distane modulus, reddening and approximate

metalliity of the lusters are derived from their Color-Magnitude Dia-

grams (CMDs) using the syntheti CMD tehnique, developed by Tosi

at the OAB, and further onstrained by the observed luminosity fun-

tions. Preise and homogeneous elemental abundanes are determined

from high resolution spetrosopy.

During 2003, we have published our �ndings on Cr 110 (Bragaglia

& Tosi 2003), ompleted the interpretation of NGC 6939 in terms of

evolutionary parameters (Andreuzzi et al. 2004) and proeeded in that

of Be 29 (Tosi et al., submitted in 2004).

Up to now only about 25 % of the � 80 old OC's have ever been

studied with high resolution spetrosopy, and only a handful have

abundanes of elements other than iron. To widen the sample, we

have obtained high-res spetra of red lump stars in a dozen of OC's,

with FEROS�1.5m ESO, SARG�TNG, and UVES�VLT. Three lus-

ters have been analyzed and published (NGC 2506, NGC 6134, IC

4651; Carretta et al. 2004). Furthermore, FLAMES�VLT GTO ob-

servations have been ompleted (3 nights, PI Pallaviini, OAPa) for

three more old lusters (Cr 261, Mel 66, and NGC 2506), and a pro-

posal to observe 10 more open lusters has been approved, also on

FLAMES�VLT (in ollaboration with S. Randih et al.).

Finally, medium resolution spetra for 20 stars in Be 29 have been

obtained with MOS�TNG, and membership based on radial veloity

has been determined (Bragaglia, Held & Tosi 2004).

This researh is in ollaboration with Carretta, Gratton, Held

(INAF{Padova Obs.), Maroni and Andreuzzi (INAF{Roma Obs.),

Randih (INAF{Aretri Obs.), Carraro (Padova Univ.) and Pallaviini

(INAF{Palermo Obs.).

1.1.3 Field Blue Horizontal Branh (BHB) stars and RR

Lyrae as traers of the galati halo

People involved at OAB: Bragaglia, Buzzoni, Caiari.

Field BHB stars and RR Lyrae variables are exellent traers of the

galati halo stellar population. A detailed knowledge of their hemi-

5



al and dynamial harateristis is therefore essential to understand

how the Galaxy formed (e.g., hierarhial aretion/merging proesses).

The questions of whether the high Galati halo is in retrograde

rotation and how the veloity dispersion and attening of the halo

vary with height above the Galati plane are still ontroversial. They

ould be settled by studying halo stars nearer than about 10 kp. In

ollaboration with Kinman (NOAO, USA) and Spagna (INAF{OATo)

we are studying a sample of about 150 BHB and RR Lyrae stars near

the North Galati Pole by means of radial veloities and GSC-II

proper motions for whih we were granted a GSC-II pilot-program.

Metalliities are estimated from various methods.

Photometri and spetrosopi data were olleted during the last

years; in partiular spetra were olleted in spring 2001, 2002 and

2003 (SARG�TNG, LRS�TNG). Results on the spae motions based

on about half of our data show that our sample is distintly retrograde

(Kinman et al. 2003, Caiari et al. 2003).

A new �eld (towards the Antienter) has been proposed in 2003,

also with LRS�TNG, and observations of BHB stars have been ob-

tained in January 2004.

1.2 Globular Clusters

1.2.1 Observational tests of theoretial stellar models

People involved at OAB: Bellazzini, Fusi Pei, Origlia, Panino, Sol-

lima, Valenti

Stellar evolutionary models are often used to derive relevant properties

of globular star lusters and galaxies, suh as their age and metal on-

tent. The Luminosity Funtion of the stellar sequenes in the CMDs,

from the MS Turn O� (TO) up to the termination of the Asymptoti

Giant Branh (AGB), has been reognized to be the most powerful

tool for testing stellar evolutionary models (in partiular the auray

of the input physis, the reliability of anonial assumptions, et.).

A fully fruitful test requires that the observations be a) omplete, b)

statistially signi�ant, and ) aurate and adequate for eah spei�

evolutionary sequene. Point (a) means that virtually all the stars in

a given area of the luster are measured down to a given magnitude

level, and that reliable orretions for inompleteness an be applied

below that level. Point (b) means that observations should over most
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of the luster extension. Point () requires infrared observations to

measure the ool Red Giant Branh (RGB) stars and UV observations

to properly study the blue sequenes as the Horizontal Branh and the

Blue Stragglers.

This year a major work on the alibration of the RGB features

by using the IR photometri database of Galati globular lusters

(GGCs) olleted by our group over the last 5 years has been per-

formed, in ollaboration with F. Ferraro (University of Bologna), O.

Straniero (INAF{OA Teramo), R.T. Rood (University of Virginia,

USA).

By analyzing the olor-magnitude diagrams of 24 bulge and halo

GGCs a set of photometri indies desribing the morphology (i.e.

slope) and the loation in olor and in magnitude of the RGB has

been measured and alibrated as a funtion of the luster metalliity

in all the available IR bands (Valenti et al. 2004). The major RGB

evolutionary features, namely the RGB bump and tip, have been also

measured and alibrated with varying luster metalliity (Valenti et

al. 2004; Bellazzini et al. 2004). An overall good agreement with the

preditions of the most reent models of stellar evolution has been

found. The RGB \bump" and tip represent powerful tools to obtain

independent estimates of the metaliity and distane, respetively, in

old stellar systems within the Loal Group. The new IR adaptive

optis failities available at ground-based 8m-lass telesopes as well as

the future imaging apabilities of the James Webb Spae Telesope will

allow to use the RGB tip as a distane indiator in galaxies well beyond

the Loal Group, up to several Mp away. An empirial alibration of

the mixing-length theory and a new method to derive reddening and

metalliity estimates, based on this database, are still in progress.

The IR spetral range is also partiularly suitable to study the

mass loss proess in giant stars. Mass loss is a ruial parameter in

any stellar evolution modeling. The late evolutionary stages of low-

and intermediate-mass giant stars are strongly inuened by mass loss

proesses. Yet, our lak of empirial estimates on mass loss in low-

mass RGB and AGB stars remains one of the most serious stumbling

bloks for a omprehensive understanding of stellar evolution. A deep

survey of the very entral regions of six massive globular lusters has

been performed using ISOCAM in the 10 �m spetral region (Origlia

et al. 2002). From a ombined physial and statistial analysis we

derived mass loss rates and frequeny. We �nd that i) signi�ant

mass loss (at rates in the range 10

�7

< dm=dt < 10

�6

m

�

yr

�1

) ours
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only at the very end of the RGB evolutionary stage and is episodi,

ii) the modulation timesales should be shorter than 1 million years,

and iii) mass loss ourrene does not show a ruial dependene on

the luster metalliity. A follow-up program using the NASA Spitzer

Spae Telesope has been proposed for Cyle 1 observations.

1.2.2 Main Sequene Fitting Distanes and absolute ages of

Galati globular lusters

People involved at OAB: Bragaglia, Clementini, Fusi Pei

Extensively applied in the eighties, although a�eted by rather large

error bars (�0:25 mag in distane and �4 Gyr in age), the GC Main

Sequene Fitting (MSF) tehnique derives distanes from the ompar-

ison of the GC Main Sequene to a suitable \template" formed by

metal-poor subdwarfs in the solar neighborhood, whose distanes are

aurately measured via trigonometri parallaxes. This method has

been substantially renewed by the release of the Hipparos trigono-

metri parallax atalogue in June 1997.

The Hipparos based MSF tehnique has produed a \strething"

of the GC distanes whih de�nitely favors the long astronomial dis-

tane sale, and, in turn, an inferred age sale younger by 2-3 Gyrs

(Carretta et al. 2000, and referenes therein).

An ESO large programme, arried out in 2000{2002, has permit-

ted to redue the residual unertainty in the MSF distanes to about

�0:07 mag (i.e., dominated by the parallax error) and the orrespond-

ing errors in the GC ages to �1 Gyr, by addressing these e�ets. We

have published results (Gratton et al. 2003) for NGC 104, NGC 6397,

and NGC 6752. From a stritly homogeneous analysis of luster main

sequene turn-o� (MSTO) stars and �eld subdwarfs with well deter-

mined parallax, we have been able to use a homogeneous metalliity

and reddenings sale. This has redued the �nal error on GC distanes

to �0:07, and on ages to �1:1 Gyr. From these 3 Galati GCS, the

age of the oldest globulars in our Galaxy is 13:7�0:8�0:6 Gyr (random

and systemati errors; Gratton et al. 2003), fully ompatible with the

very reent determination of the age of the universe by WMAP. New

observing time with FLAMES has been assigned in P73 to extend this

study to many other GCs.

This work is in ollaboration with Carretta, Gratton (INAF{Padova

Obs.), Grundahl (Aarhus Univ., DK).
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1.2.3 The ompanion to the binary MSP in NGC 6397

People involved at OAB: Bragaglia, Possenti

During a large term projet dediated to �nding and understanding

milliseond pulsars (MSP) in globular lusters, a partiularly inter-

esting system was disovered in NGC 6397 and optially identi�ed

(Ferraro et al. 2001)

This MSP binary system ontains a tidally deformed star. This

is the �rst ase of a MSP in a binary system with suh an exoti

ompanion and it ould represent the �rst detetion of a new-born

MSP. The disovery of this system, thanks to the unusual brightness

of the ompanion (V=16.6), allowed us unpreedented detailed spe-

trosopi observations, opening a new unexplored window to the study

of MSPs in lusters. We have performed phase resolved spetrosopy

at high resolution (with UVES�VLT) whih allowed us to determine

the radial veloity urve and many orbital parameters of this binary

system (Ferraro et al. 2003). These observations have shown a surpris-

ing detetion of strong HeI absorption lines, ompletely unexpeted in

a low-temperature star as the MSP ompanion. This feature implies

the existene of atmospheri regions at T > 10; 000 K, signi�antly

warmer that the rest of the star. The intensity of the lines orrelates

with the orbital phase, suggesting the presene of a small spot onto

the ompanion surfae, heated by the milliseond pulsar ux. We

have also performed the analysis of the omplex struture of the H�

emission line, whih has allowed us to map the struture of the gas

released by the donor star (Sabbi et al. 2003a).

Finally, abundane analysis has been performed, even with some

diÆulties due to the high rotational veloity (about 50 km s

�1

). We

have found that elemental abundanes are fully ompatible with the

ones of \normal" stars in NGC 6397, with the exeption of Li, Ca,

and C. The almost omplete absene of C suggests that the star has

been heavily peeled, and favours the senario where the ompanion is

a MSTO star whih has lost most of its mass (Sabbi et al. 2003b).

This researh is in ollaboration with D'Amio (INAF{OA Cagliari),

Ferraro and Sabbi (Dip. Astr. BO).
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1.2.4 ! Centauri

People involved at OAB: Bellazzini, Origlia, Panino, Sollima

! Centauri is the largest (M = 4 � 10

6

M

�

, Pryor & Meylan 1993),

brightest luster in the Galati Halo, and it is the only GC whih

shows undisputed variations in the hemial ontent of its stars. From

this point of view, ! Cen ould be onsidered a bridge system between

genuine globulars, whih are unable to retain the gas ejeted by their

former massive stars, and dwarf galaxies, whih are the least massive

self-enrihing stellar systems known. We are urrently arrying out

a long-term projet, aimed at performing a detailed photometri and

spetrosopi study of the stellar population in this luster.

The �rst surprising result was the disovery of a distint, anoma-

lous RGB (RGB-a), signi�antly redder than the bulk of the nor-

mal RGB stars (Panino et al. 2000). Prompted by this result, we

have then arried out a systemati spetrosopi and photometri

observational ampaign, using the urrent generation of instruments

available at ESO, on board of HST and at other international tele-

sopes. A spetrosopi sreening of the multi-populations of red gi-

ants in ! Cen has been arried out by means of high-resolution ehelle

spetra with UVES�VLT (Panino 2003, PhD thesis) and medium-

resolution infrared spetra with SOFI�NTT of more than 40 stars

in 2002 (see Origlia et al. 2003 and referenes therein). During 2003

we have aquired more than 700 high-resolution spetra of ! Cen gi-

ants with UVES and FLAMES, within the GTO programmes of the

ITAL-FLAMES onsortium. The data redution is in progress. In the

meantime the results of a detailed study of the strutural properties

of ! Cen as a whole and of its sub-populations have been published

(Panino et al. 2003).

The results of new NIR and optial photometri ampaigns are in

press or in preparation. In this vein the most striking result omes

from deep HST-ACS photometry of the entral region of the lus-

ter (Ferraro et al. 2004) that learly evidenes for the �rst time sub-

strutures in the CMD at the level of the sub-giant branh (SGB, see

Fig. 1). In partiular, an anomalous SGB is learly identi�ed whih is

signi�antly fainter than that assoiated with the bulk of the luster

population. At present it does not seem possible to obtain a satis-

fying explanation of suh a feature in terms of age/metalliity/He-

abundane variations. We are reduing low-resolution spetra of stars
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Figure 1: (R625, B435-R625) CMD for more than 400,000 stars iden-

ti�ed in the nine ACS �elds. The anomalous SGB is learly visible,

along with the omplex substrutures of the TO-SGB region of ! Cen.

in the anomalous SGB to larify their nature. Preliminary results in-

diate that suh stars are indeed members of the luster and that they

are quite metal-rih ([Fe=H℄ � �0:6).

The Bologna key projet on ! Cen is fully ative, with a wealth of

data being redued, several observational proposals already aepted,

one PhD student (A. Sollima) and one post-do (E. Panino) working

full-time on this topi. The work is arried out in ollaboration with

F. Ferraro (Astr. Dept., Univ. of Bologna).

1.2.5 Abundanes in Globular Clusters

Halo Globular Clusters

Stars in eah GC, with the exeption of ! Cen and possibly of M 22,

generally have a very homogeneous omposition as far as Iron-peak

and �-elements are onsidered, while abundanes of lighter elements
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(from C to Al) show a omplex, not yet fully explained, pattern (i.e.,

CN-CH band strength anti-orrelation, Na-O anti-orrelation, et.)

not seen in �eld stars. Proposed explanations have varied from an in

situ mehanism (e.g., very deep mixing of nulear-proessed material)

to an external soure of material (either primordial proto-luster gas

or proessed material from a polluting ompanion). Both explanations

ould work for RGB stars, while main sequene stars require the latter.

Abundanes along the RGB

People involved at OAB: Bragaglia, Bellazzini, Caiari, Monao, Pan-

ino.

In the framework of a large programme in ollaboration with re-

searhers in Padova and Roma, we aim at deriving aurate abun-

danes for a representative number of giants in several globular lus-

ters by using the multiplex FLAMES faility at the VLT (UVES +

GIRAFFE). Our �rst target has been M 22, sine there are reasons

to believe that M 22 ould have a signi�ant dispersion in metalli-

ity. Even though the e�et is going to be smaller than in ! Cen, the

detetion of suh a spread in metalliity would indiate that at least

another globular luster in our Galaxy has experiened the same kind

of hemial enrihment history as ! Cen. Suh a disovery would be

of invaluable help in understanding the mehanism of formation of

! Cen and would shed light on the proesses that are at the basis of

the halo formation and evolution. Aurate wide �eld photometry of

M22 has already been published (Monao et al. 2004), showing that

the metalliity spread should be � 0:1 dex. Using this atalog, we

have seleted � 250 stars that have been observed with UVES and

FLAMES and the data analysis is under way.

Another projet on the RGB of a quite peuliar GC (NGC 2808)

has been onduted, based on Siene Veri�ation observations for

FLAMES�VLT, proposed by Caiari and Bragaglia. A sample of

137 RGB stars (the largest ever in a given luster) have been observed

with UVES/FLAMES and GIRAFFE, monitoring about 3 mag from

the RGB tip, and taking spetra in regions ontaining mass loss and

hromospheri ativity diagnostis: Ca II H+K, Na I D, and H� lines

(see Fig. 2). We have found indiation of outward mass motions, and

on�rmed the presene of hromospheres (Caiari et al. 2004).

The same dataset has been used to study the Na abundane along

the RGB. From 82 stars we determined a large star-to-star satter
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Figure 2: Region entered on H� of 13 stars on the RGB in NGC 2808

observed with UVES. From all spetra we have subtrated a template

pro�le (star 53390, whih did not show any evidene of irregularities)

to enhane asymmetries; results are plotted as solid gray lines. The

dotted lines show instead the di�erenes with the orresponding the-

oretial pro�les.

in Na, at all magnitude levels. Comparison with other lusters has

led us to suggest a primordial origin for the di�erent Na abundanes

(Carretta et al. 2003).

Similar work has reently begun on siene ommissioning data

obtained on 47 Tu.

Abundanes of Main Sequene Turn-O� stars

People involved at OAB: Bragaglia, Clementini

Only reently stars near the MSTO have beome observable at the

neessary S/N and resolution. As part of an ESO Large Programme

(PI Gratton), we have aquired with UVES�VLT in 2000, 2001 and

2002 (30 nights in total) high resolution spetra (R� 40000) of a large
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number of stars at the MSTO and at the base of the sub-giant branh

in NGC 6752, NGC 6397, 47 Tu, NGC 6809 and NGC 7099. Abun-

dane analysis for Fe, Li, and other elements has been ompleted for

the �rst three lusters (e.g., Gratton et al. 2001, Bonifaio et al. 2002,

James et al. 2004, Carretta et al. 2004).

The [Fe/H℄ abundanes determined for NGC 6752, NGC 6397 and

47 Tu (idential for MSTO and subgiant stars; Gratton et al. 2001,

2003) have removed one of the possible major soures of unertainty

laimed to a�et the MSF distanes (see Setion 1.2.2). Our analysis

has also put a strong onstraint on sedimentation.

Furthermore, we have found presene of O-Na and Mg-Al antior-

relations in MSTO stars in NGC 6752 (Gratton et al. 2001) and 47

Tu (Carretta et al. 2004), hene ruling out internal mixing as the

ause of suh anomalies.

This work is in ollaboration with Gratton and Carretta (INAF{

Padova Obs.), Bonifaio (INAF{Trieste Obs.), Pasquini (ESO), and

many more (see list of publiations).

The galati bulge: globular lusters and �eld populations

People involved at OAB: Origlia, Valenti.

Bulge GCs are a fundamental stellar population of our Galaxy and

it is most interesting to ompare their detailed ompositions with the

Galati bulge �eld population (MWilliam & Rih 1994). For many

of these bulge lusters, foreground extintion is so large as to pre-

lude any photometri and spetrosopi optial study. In the last

few years we have undertaken a long-term projet devoted to study a

representative sample of Bulge globular lusters in the infrared.

Using the SOFI medium-resolution imager/spetrograph at the

ESO NTT telesope and the NIRSPEC high-resolution ehelle spe-

trograph at Kek II, we are performing a systemati survey to measure

spetra of several tens of M-giant stars in bulge globular lusters, in

Baade's window and near the galati enter. The spetral analysis is

in progress.

We measure several single roto-vibrational OH lines and CO band-

heads to derive aurate Oxygen and Carbon abundanes. Other

metal abundanes an be derived from the atomi lines of Fe I, Mg I,

Si I, Ti I, Ca I and Al I. Abundane analysis is performed by using

full spetral synthesis tehniques and equivalent width measurements

of representative lines.
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We �nd an overall [�/Fe℄ enhanement up to about solar metalli-

ities, both in the luster and �eld populations, that is onsistent with

a senario in whih the bulge formed early, with rapid enrihment

(Origlia, Rih & Castro 2002, Origlia & Rih 2004).

This reasearh is in ollaboration with F. Ferraro (Astron. Dept.,

Bologna University) and R.M. Rih (UCLA, USA).

1.2.6 The Globular Cluster System of the Andromeda galaxy

People involved at OAB: Bellazzini, Buzzoni, Caiari, Federii, Fusi

Pei, Parmeggiani, Galleti.

The M31 globular luster system is the largest found in the Loal

Group, suÆiently lose to allow detailed observations, and little af-

feted by reddening, at least for a large outer sub-set. Sine the intrin-

si depth of the spheroid is small ompared to the distane to M31, in

the study of the basi properties and omparisons one an remove the

degeneraies introdued by the unertain knowledge of the individual

distanes.

M31 o�ers the unique opportunity of studying the GC system of a

spiral galaxy that is similar to the Milky Way in very good detail and

without some of the limitations that a�et the Galati GC system.

The OAB M31 team, in ollaboration with sientists of other Italian

and foreign institutions, is studying the globular lusters in M31 and

other galaxies of the Loal Group using both photometry (from the

UV to the IR bands) and spetrosopy. The sope of the program is

to use the globular luster systems to improve our knowledge on the

mass, dynamis and hemial evolution of the parent galaxies, and as

seondary distane indiators and stellar population templates.

In this framework, we have revised the atalog of andidate GCs

of M31 (Galleti et al. 2004), providing a omprehensive list of 1164

andidates { the revised Bologna atalogue { with full and updated

photometri information, inluding also JHK photometry for 693 of

them that has beome reently available from the 2MASS database.

The �nal revised Bologna atalog inludes 337 on�rmed GCs, 688 GC

andidates, 10 objets with ontroversial lassi�ation, 70 on�rmed

galaxies, 55 on�rmed stars and 4 HII regions lying within � 3 deg

from the enter of M31. It is the most omprehensive list presently

available of on�rmed and andidate M31 globular lusters, and is

available in eletroni form at the CDS (Strasbourg Data Center).
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Using this newly assembled database we have found that the V � K

olor provides a powerful tool to disriminate between M31 lusters

and bakground galaxies, and we have identi�ed a subset of 83 blue GC

andidates that have a high probability of being true M31 lusters and

that will be observed spetrosopially to asertain their nature. The

on�rmed lusters will be important additional kinematial probes for

a better determination of the mass pro�le and the total mass of M31.

A large sample of on�rmed GCs in M31 has been observed with

HST with the aim of omparing the harateristis of these stellar pop-

ulations with those of the Milky Way, and to measure the dependene

of the HB luminosity on metalliity for a sample of lusters at the same

distane. The CMDs obtained from WFPC2/HST observations for a

total sample of 19 GCs in M31 [in ollaboration with Rih (UCLA)℄

reah at least one magnitude fainter than the Horizontal Branh level.

Our analysis shows that M31 globular lusters are very similar to the

Milky Way globular lusters, and that there is no strong indiation of

an intemediate age luster population analogous to those found (for

example) in the SMC.

1.2.7 Globular Cluster Systems in external galaxies

People involved at OAB: Caiari, Federii, Galleti

Spetrosopy of extragalati globular lusters provides a wealth of in-

formation on the formation and evolution of their parent galaxies. The

aim of this projet is to study the globular luster systems in galaxies

of di�erent morphologial types (E/S0 and spirals), in order to inves-

tigate the existene of stellar sub-populations with di�erent hemial

and/or dynamial harateristis, to estimate the galaxy mass and to

probe the existene of a dark matter halo.

In this framework, we have obtained deep MOS spetrosopy using

FORS1 at the VLT of about 75 globular lusters andidates in the

Sombrero galaxy (NGC4594), an early-type spiral with a dominant

bulge.

Wide �eld imaging (BVR) of NGC 4594 was taken with the ESO/MPG

2.2m telesope. The sample of highly probable globular luster an-

didates seleted using olor and shape riteria shows a bimodal olor

distribution and has been observed with VIMOS in April 2003 during

Period 71. Fifty-seven andidates out to � 40 kp in the halo of the

galaxy were on�rmed to be bona-�de globular lusters, 27 of whih
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are new. The metalliities, derived from absorption line indies, on-

�rm a bimodal [Fe/H℄ distribution, in agreement with the results of

the photometry (Moretti et al. 2003). The distribution was �tted with

two gaussians peaking at [Fe=H℄ � �1:7 and [Fe=H℄ � �0:7, very

similar to those of globular lusters in our Galaxy. Preliminary results

have been presented by Held et al. (2003).

Sine eÆient spetrosopi observations require a previous iden-

ti�ation of a sample of bona-�de globular luster andidates, and

in preparation for a systemati spetrosopi study at the VLT with

FLAMES or VIMOS, we have undertaken a wide-�eld multiolor imag-

ing survey of galaxies of di�erent morphologial types (E/S0) as far as

the Virgo luster: NGC 3115, NGC 4526, NGC 4406, NGC 253, NGC

5128, NGC 4594. For one of these galaxies, NGC 253, we have already

analysed our 2.2m-WFI BVI images (FoV = 33�34 armin) and iden-

ti�ed about 400 globular luster andidates (Galleti et al. 2004). This

number of andidates is muh larger than the numbers found in all

previous surveys of this galaxy, and even taking into aount a signif-

iant degree of ontamination it represents a major improvement over

all previous studies.

This researh is in ollaboration with Held, Moretti, Rizzi (INAF -

Padova Obs.) and Testa (INAF - Rome Obs.)

1.3 Nearby Galaxies

1.3.1 The stellar luster system of the Magellani Clouds

People involved at OAB: Origlia, Fusi Pei

The spetral evolution of a Simple Stellar Population (SSP) and its

most evident olor glithes are ideal loks for dating primeval galaxies

and deriving a suitable, empirial relation between lookbak time and

redshift.

The empirial alibration of the lok whih settles the spetral

evolution of SSPs and its readability are the primary goals of our

projet. The globular luster system of the Magellani Clouds (MC)

provides a unique opportunity to investigate the integrated spetropho-

tometri behavior of stellar populations as a funtion of both age and

hemial omposition. We are takling these major astrophysial ob-

jetives by means of a oordinated spetrophotometri survey on a

representative sample of MC lusters, aimed at determining with great
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auray and in a homogeneous way their age, metalliity and overall

integrated spetral properties.

During a number of suessful observing runs with SOFI�NTT,

our group seured high quality J , H, K photometry of 20 LMC lus-

ters spanning the age range between 50 Myr and a few Gyr. Popolous

and omplete near-IR CMDs overing the entire RGB extension have

been obtained. The high quality and homogeneity of suh an IR

database will provide the most aurate empirial determination of

the ourrene of the so-alled AGB and RGB phase transitions and

their ontribution to the luster integrated light in eah photometri

IR band-pass and in bolometri. These empirial estimates ompared

to those of the models will allow to alibrate the integrated magnitude

and olour glithes in terms of age, i.e., to reliably alibrate the stellar

lok whih is the fundamental engine of any evolutionary synthesis

tehnique. The results based on the �rst set of data have been re-

ently published (see Ferraro et al. 2004) and demonstrated that the

full development of the RGB ours at ages around 700 Myr and is a

relatively fast event (duration � 300 Myr).

The orret reading of the age from a SSP requires the aurate

knowledge of the global metalliity. This major piee of information is

still laking, namely a self-onsistent metalliity sale and a detailed

desription of the abundane patterns of MC lusters. In order to �ll

suh a gap, we are performing a spetrosopi survey at medium-high

resolution in the visual (by using UVES+GIRAFFE at the ESO-VLT)

and in the IR (by using SOFI�NTT) for a representative sample of

MC lusters. Suh high quality spetrosopi data oupled with the

photometri database seured by our group over the last 10 years will

allow to alibrate the evolutionary lok, a fundamental tool to trae

the history of star formation and evolution of primordial galaxies.

This researh is in ollaboration with F. Ferraro (Bologna Univer-

sity), V. Testa (INAF{Rome Obs.), C. Maraston (Max-Plank Mu-

nih, Germany).

1.3.2 The areted omponent of the Galati Halo: The

Sagittarius Dwarf Spheroidal

People involved at OAB: Bellazzini, Monao, Panino.

There is now a growing body of observational evidene in favour of

an inhomogeneous halo, where the traks of the slow building up by
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hierarhial merging of sub-units should be still observable. The Sagit-

tarius dwarf Spheroidal Galaxy (Sgr dSph; Ibata et al. 1994) is the

most evident and striking example of a real time aretion event o-

urring in the Galati Halo. The main body of Sgr dSph orbits well

within the Galati spheroid (R

GC

' 16 kp) and shows lear signs

of being areted and disrupted by the Galati tidal �eld. Thus, the

Sgr dSph is (and has been) one of the major ontributors to the stellar

ontent of the whole Galati Halo.

In this framework, we have started a large photometri survey

of this disrupting dSph. At present we have assembled a atalogue

omprising V , I photometry and aurate astrometry (to within �0:2

arse) for � 500; 000 individual stars in a 1 � 1 deg

2

area entered

on the globular luster M54, whih oinides with the main density

peak of the Sgr galaxy. Near-Infrared J , H, K magnitudes for many

thousands of stars have also been obtained from the Point Soure

atalogue of the 2MASS survey. This large database provided the

basis for a detailed study of the hemial omposition of Sgr stars to

be performed with FLAMES�VLT, within the GTO program of the

ITAL-FLAMES onsortium.

Meanwhile, the analysis of the photometri database (Monao et

al. 2002) is ongoing. We have deteted blue horizontal branh stars

unequivoally assoiated with the Sgr galaxy, thus demonstrating that

the system ontains also old and metal-poor stars (Monao et al. 2003).

We have also shown that there is a nuleus at the enter of Sgr, oini-

dent in position with the globular luster M54 but populated by stars

that annot belong to the luster (muh more metal-rih; Monao et

al. 2004). This �nding shows that Sgr was indeed a nuleated galaxy,

independently of the presene of M54.

It is now established that the disruption of the Sgr dSph left a

trak of stars (torn away from the original Sgr dSph) that forms a

long-lived struture, following the past orbital path of the galaxy, i.e.

the Sgr Stream (Ibata et al. 2001). We have started a program to

searh for possible relations between known globular lusters and the

Sgr Stream. As a �rst important result we have found that the or-

bit of the Sgr galaxy is a preferential lous in the phase-spae for the

globular lusters in the range 10 � R

GC

� 40 kp (Bellazzini, Ferraro

& Ibata 2003). We have demonstrated that the observed phase-spae

lustering is statistially signi�ant, thus indiating that Sgr has left

behind in the Galati halo not only a stream of stars but also some

globular lusters. A �rst pilot searh of Sgr Stream stars around an-
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didate Stream lusters brought to the observational on�rmation of

two lusters as bona-�de members of the Sgr stream, i.e. Pal 12 and

NGC 4147.

This researh is in ollaboration with Ferraro (Astron. Dept., Uni-

versity of Bologna), and with the INAF{Trieste Observatory group

(Bonifaio, Molaro, Zaggia) within the ITAL-FLAMES Consortium.

The researh on the Sagittarius Stream is arried out in ollaboration

with R. Ibata (Observatoire de Strasbourg).

1.3.3 The areted omponent of the Galati dis: the Ca-

nis Major dwarf spheroidal

People involved at OAB: Bellazzini, Monao.

The aretion of the Sagittarius galaxy is urrently the only strong

evidene that the Milky Way is absorbing satellite galaxies. However,

the ring-like struture that has reently been disovered around the

galaxy ould be the onsequene of another suh event. First disov-

ered as an overdensity of blue stars in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey

(Newberg et al. 2002), the \ring" has sine been probed using the INT

WFS photometry (Ibata et al. 2003), the SDSS spetrometry and pho-

tometry (Yanni et al. 2003) and the 2MASS M giants (Roha-Pinto et

al. 2003). Surrounding the Galati disk, its galatoentri distane

ranges from � 15 kp to � 20 kp in �elds taken within 30 deg of the

Galati plane and for 227 deg > l > 122 deg. It has been proposed

(Ibata et al. 2003; Yanni et al. 2003; Helmi et al. 2003) that the stru-

ture ould be the stellar stream stripped away by the Milky Way tides

from a satellite galaxy whose orbital plane is lose to the plane of the

galaxy.

While studying the large sale struture of the ring using M gi-

ant stars from the 2MASS database, we have disovered a large over-

density of stars in the southern Galati hemisphere (Martin et al.

2003; hereafter M04), in the diretion of the Canis Major onstel-

lation, approximately enlosed between l = 220

o

and l = 260

o

and

�20

o

� b � 0

o

(see Fig. 3). The elliptial shape of this overdensity,

its overall struture and its spatial oinidene with a small ompat

group of globular lusters (Bellazzini et al. 2003) strongly suggest

that we have disovered a previously unknown dwarf galaxy, whose

progressive disruption by the Galati tidal �eld is probably at the

origin of the ring (see also Frinhaboy et al. 2004). The newly disov-
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Figure 3: Pixel maps of the distribution of the di�erenes in M-giant

starounts between the two Galati hemispheres, for di�erent ranges

of Galatoentri distane modulus. Note the large elliptial over-

density in the southern hemisphere at 220

o

< l < 260

o

, partiularly

evident in the middle panel. The northern part of the Ring is also

visible toward the Galati Antienter.

ered stellar systems turned out to be the nearest of all the Milky Way

satellites, lying at 8-10 kp (i.e., 26000{32600 light years).

We searhed the literature for wide �eld photometry of open lus-

ters loated in the foreground of the Canis Major objet (Bellazzini et

al. 2003, hereafter B03) and we deteted its main sequene (MS) stars

in several diretions within the above quoted range. In partiular,

from the ESO-WFI photometry of the luster NGC 2477 by Momany

et al. (2001), we obtained the �rst optial CMD of the system, fully

on�rming the results of M04. Finally, we have found very reent

WFI observations of a �eld loated at (l; b) = (244:2

o

;�8:2

o

), just � 5

degrees from the enter of the newly disovered struture. The data

further on�rm our disovery of a previously unknown stellar system,

the Canis Major galaxy (CMa), a new nearby dwarf satellite of the

Milky Way.

The redution of the data of a large spetrosopi ampaign per-
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formed at the 2dF-AAT is urrently in progress. Preliminary results

suggest that the Canis Major system has a distint veloity with re-

spet to ordinary dis stars and has a veloity dispersion typial of

loal dwarf spheroidals (� � 10 km s

�1

).

The \in-plane" orbit of the newly disovered reli strongly suggests

that we are witnessing { for the �rst time { a phenomenon related to

the last phases of the hierarhial assembly of the thik dis. The

disovery had a large eho on the sienti� press worldwide.

1

This researh is in ollaboration with: R. Ibata, N. Martin (Obs.

Strasbourg), G. Lewis (Sidney University), M.J. Irwin (Cambridge -

UK).

1.3.4 Dwarf spheroidal galaxies

People involved at OAB: Bellazzini, Origlia, Panino

The Loal Group (LG) of Galaxies is a unique laboratory to study

the properties of the most ommon types of galaxies in the Universe.

Moreover, it o�ers the opportunity to alibrate the luminosities of

standard andles { suh as Cepheids and RR Lyraes { whih an be

used to determine the extragalati distane sale, hene the value of

H

0

and the age of the Universe.

Our programme, aimed at the revision of the distane sale of the

Loal Group, based on our new RGB tip alibration (Bellazzini, Fer-

raro & Panino 2001), is proeeding. We obtained deep photometry

for a number of dwarf galaxies and the results of a omparative study

of the Ursa Minor and Drao dSph has been ompleted. The most

interesting result is the detetion of a striking di�erene in the stru-

ture in these otherwise similar galaxies. In partiular, UMi shows up

signi�ant sub-strutures that may be interpreted as a signature of

strong tidal stress.

Our photometri survey of the evolved population of loal dwarf

galaxies led to the disovery of the RGB bump in a number of dSph

galaxies (Sgr, Sex, UMi, Leo II). Suh disoveries have opened a new

line of researh aimed at the interpretation of this observational fea-

ture in omposite stellar populations, in order to obtain information

1

See http://www.bo.astro.it/ma/webpage e.html for an inomplete list of

press reports.
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on the early star formation histories of these galaxies from this new

observational onstraint (see Bellazzini 2003).

This researh is in ollaboration with Ferraro and Sabbi (Astron.

Dept., University of Bologna), and Oliva (INAF{Aretri/TNG Obs.).

1.3.5 Star formation histories in late-type dwarf galaxies

People involved at OAB: Origlia, Romano, Tosi.

Late-type dwarf galaxies are playing an inreasingly entral role in

understanding galaxy evolution, beause their proximity allows one to

examine in detail important issues, suh as the ourrene of galati

winds, the hemial enrihment of the interstellar and intergalati

media, the photometri evolution of galaxies. Besides, their low level

of evolution, as implied by the low metalliity and the high gas ontent,

makes these systems the most similar to primeval galaxies and, there-

fore, the most useful to infer the primordial galaxy onditions. Fur-

thermore, they have been suggested to represent the building bloks of

larger galaxies. Understanding how late-type dwarfs evolve and what

were their onditions at early epohs is then ruial also for osmo-

logial purposes. It is thus fundamental to derive the star formation

history (SFH) in a number of representative systems of the major mor-

phologial sub-lasses: blue ompat galaxies, dwarf irregulars, giant

irregulars (Tosi 2003a,b).

To this aim we are undertaking a long term projet in ollabo-

ration with Angeretti (Astron. Dept., University of Bologna), Greg-

gio (INAF{Padova Obs.), Annibali (Sissa), Monelli (Univ. Tor Ver-

gata), Aloisi, Clampin, Leitherer and Nota (Baltimore, USA), and

Tolstoy (Groningen, NL) to study, from deep and aurate photo-

metri data (VLT and HST), the stellar populations of a number of

dwarfs known to show evidene of galati winds. So far we have

studied IZw18, NGC 1569 and NGC 1705 and observed SBS1415+437

(with ACS�HST) and DDO210 (with FORS�VLT). Time has been

alloated at the ACS�HST to study some young lusters in the SMC.

The resolved stars allow us to derive the intensity as a funtion of time

of the star formation ativity and the IMF of these galaxies bak to

fairly old epohs with the method of syntheti CMDs pioneered by our

group and amply tested and applied by the international ommunity.

In 2003 we have published (Annibali et al. 2003) the study of the

SFH in NGC1705 from WFPC2�HST and Nimos�HST VIJH data
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Figure 4: Star formation history of onentri regions of the BCD

galaxy NGC1705 as derived from the appliation of the syntheti CMD

method to WFPC2�HST data. Region numbers derease for inreas-

ing distane from the galati enter. Di�erent line types indiate the

range of unertainty. From Annibali et al. (2003).

(see Fig. 4). These data have allowed us to derive the galaxy distane

with great auray from the red giant branh tip, and to show that

this blue ompat galaxy has a large fration of old stars (hene has

been strongly ative also in remote epohs) and has a population age

gradient, with dereasing age for dereasing galatoentri distane.

We have applied the syntheti CMDmethod to onentri regions from

the galaxy enter to study their SFHs and found that the SF has been

fairly ontinuous everywhere, but with signi�ant ups and downs in the

rate and with lear short quiesent intervals. Our study has made us

disover that NGC1705 is experiening now a new strong SF ativity.

We have ompleted the study of the U and B WFPC2�HST images of

NGC1705 on�rming the evolutionary senario mentioned above and
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providing the atalogue of its andidate star lusters (Monelli et al. in

preparation).

The syntheti CMD method has been applied also to the Ni-

mos�HST data on NGC1569 (Angeretti et al. in preparation). This

has allowed us to derive the SFH at epohs older than those overed

by optial data. We have found that this galaxy has been extremely

ative also in the past.

We have redued the VLT data on the Loal Group dwarf DDO210;

we are now applying extensive arti�ial star tests to these images to

derive the photometri properties (errors, inompleteness, blending)

to be inserted in the syntheti CMD ode to derive its SF history.

New numerial hemial evolution models have been omputed

(Rehi et al. 2004) for the blue ompat galaxy IZw18, based on

the SFHs derived by us (Aloisi et al. 1999) applying the syntheti

CMD method to HST data. These new generation models take into

aount the e�ets of the supernova explosions on the hydrodynamis

of their interstellar medium and the possible onset of galati winds.

Meanwhile, lassial hemial evolution models are being omputed

for IZw18, NGC1569, NGC1705, also assuming the SF history and

IMF derived with the syntheti CMD method. These simpler models,

one ompared with the observed abundanes and masses of the ex-

amined galaxies, provide useful information on the various parameters

and an provide indiations on how the yet unknown part of the gas

dynamis ould behave.

1.4 Syntheti model atmospheres of stars and high-

resolution stellar population synthesis

People involved at OAB: Buzzoni

A long-term projet has been further arried out in 2003, onern-

ing the omputation of a high-resolution syntheti spetral library of

stars. The work is in progress with the ollaboration of the Mexian

olleagues of the Instituto Naional de Astronomia, Optia y Ele-

tronia (INAOE) of Puebla (M. Chavez and E. Bertone), and is part

of the PhD thesis of L. Rodriguez, at the INAOE.

The syntheti SEDs rely on the Kuruz (1993) set of model atmo-

spheres, omputed by means of the ATLAS9/SYNTHE ode (Kuruz
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1995), with the \overshooting" update aording to the Castelli, Grat-

ton and Kuruz (1997) presriptions.

In its urrent version, the theoretial grid of stellar spetra ov-

ers the wavelength interval from 912 to 7000

�

A (Bertone et al. 2003;

Rodriguez-Merino et al. 2003). The library is divided into two sets

of spetra omputed independently. Part I is in the Far UV{Blue

spetral region from 912 to 4500

�

A at inverse spetral resolution R =

50,000, while Part II overs the range 3500{7000

�

A at R = 500,000.

The model grid spans metalliity from [M/H℄ = �2:0 to +0.5, and

onsiders both dwarf and (super)-giant stars (log g up to 5.0 dex).

The temperature range goes from 4,000 K to 50,000 K. Our library is

urrently the most extended one available in the literature at suh high

resolution, and is espeially useful for population synthesis studies in

order to address key questions on the overall evolutionary properties

of stellar systems.

A degraded version of the full SED library (at a 2

�

A FWHM res-

olution), more suitable for �tting galaxy and other massive stellar

aggregates through population synthesis models, has been produed,

and implemented in the Buzzoni (1989, 1995) original ode to explore

SSP models.

1.5 Pulsating variable stars

Pulsating variable stars are fundamental tools to set the astronomial

distane sale, and to sample di�erent stellar populations in galaxies,

through the study of the luminosity and luminosity-metalliity rela-

tion of the RR Lyrae stars; the Period-Luminosity (PL) and Period-

Luminosity-Color (PLC) relations of Anomalous, Type II, and Dwarf

Cepheids; the period distribution of the RR Lyrae variables, and the

double-mode pulsators.

Population II variable stars and their role in establishing the as-

tronomial distane sale have been a major �eld of study at the OAB

sine 1984 (e.g. Caiari et al. 1987). A number of new projets have

been started in more reent years (e.g. \The VSNG projet", Clemen-

tini 2003), in ollaboration with researhers of the INAF{Padova,

Napoli and Merate Observatories, to map out the variable star ontent

in a number of Loal Group galaxies of di�erent morphologial type.

RR Lyrae stars are exellent traers of the oldest stellar popula-

tion in galaxies (and therefore of the epoh of galaxy formation) and
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are the primary Population II distane indiators in the LG. Their

absolute visual magnitude M

V

(RR) sets the luminosity of the hori-

zontal branh (HB) and its dependene on metal abundane, usually

desribed as a linear relation: M

V

(RR) = � � [Fe=H℄ + �. The ze-

ropoint of this relation onstrains the GGC distanes and absolute

ages through the TO luminosity alibration, providing in turn a lower

limit to the osmi age. The slope gives lues on the GGC relative

ages and on the time sale of Galati halo formation and early evo-

lution. There is now a growing onsensus on a zero point � � 0:6 at

[Fe/H℄ = �1:5 (Caiari & Clementini 2003) whih supports the long

astronomial distane sale (see Clementini et al. 2003a). However,

the slope � and its uniqueness are still a matter of debate, with lit-

erature values in the range from 0.30 mag/dex to 0.18{0.20 mag/dex

(Caiari 1999, Carretta et al. 2000) and empirial (Rey et al. 2000)

and theoretial (Caputo et al. 2000) evidene for a non-linearity of the

M

V

(RR)-[Fe/H℄ relation for GGCs.

The value of � from the Baade-Wesselink method

People involved at OAB: Caiari, Clementini.

The zeropoint of the luminosity-metalliity relation of the Galati RR

Lyrae stars is investigated using the Baade-Wesselink (BW) method

on two RR Lyrae variables in the globular luster M3. We are testing

the e�ets on the tehnique of the most reent model atmospheres

with various approximations in the treatment of onvetion, di�erent

values of turbulent veloity and more omplete and aurate opaity

tables, as well as the use of the instantaneous gravity along the pulsa-

tion yle (Caiari et al. 2000). We have redued the high resolution

spetra obtained with SARG�TNG and built up aurate radial ve-

loity urves. Redution of the IR (K-band) photometry obtained

with ARNICA�TNG is in progress.
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The value of � from metal abundanes of RR Lyrae stars in

the LMC and in Sulptor

People involved at OAB: Bragaglia, Clementini, Maio.

The slope of the luminosity-metalliity relation followed by RR Lyrae

stars an be diretly measured using a population of RR Lyrae vari-

ables all at the same distane, and spanning a suitable range in metal

abundane. RR Lyrae stars in external galaxies play a key role in this

respet, sine they an be onsidered at the same distane from us,

are numerous, and generally span large metalliity ranges. The slope

of the luminosity-metalliity relation for RR Lyrae stars in the Large

Magellani Cloud (LMC) bar has been investigated in ollaboration

with Carretta, Gratton (INAF{Padova Obs.) and Di Fabrizio (INAF{

TNG), using low resolution spetrosopy obtained with FORS1�VLT.

These spetrosopi data have allowed us to measure metalliities

aurate to � 0.15-0.20 dex using a revised version of the �S in-

dex (Preston 1959; Gratton et al. 2004) for a sample of about 100

RR Lyrae variables in the bar of the LMC. The derived metal abun-

danes range from �0.27 to �2.12 with an average value of [Fe/H℄ =

�1:48� 0:03� 0:06. Individual metalliities were ombined with the

high quality photometri data by Clementini et al. (2003a) to deter-

mine the slope of the luminosity-metalliity relation of the LMC �eld

RR Lyrae stars: �M

V

(RR)/[Fe/H℄ = 0:214 � 0:047 mag/dex. This

mild slope is in very good agreement with the one obtained by reent

results on the HB luminosity of GCs in M31, and with results from

the BW analysis of MW �eld RR Lyrae stars (Fernley et al. 1998),

implying that the same luminosity-metalliity relation for HB stars

is valid in these three di�erent environments, and that a signi�ant

age-metalliity dependene is likely to exist in the family of the GGCs.

New observing time (10 hours FORS2�VLT servie mode) ob-

tained in 2003 has been devoted to multi-slit spetrosopy of about

150 RR Lyrae stars in the dwarf spheroidal galaxy Sulptor. The spe-

trosopi data have been fully redued and their analysis is in progress.

The derived metaliities will allow us to establish the luminosity-

metalliity relation followed by the RR Lyrae in Sulptor. The om-

parison with our results for the LMC will then provide a learut

proof on whether the slope of the luminosity-metalliity relation for

RR Lyrae stars is universal, with fundamental bearings upon the en-

tire Population II distane sale. This study is in ollaboration with

Gratton, Held (INAF{Padova Obs.), Ripepi (INAF{Napoli Obs.).
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1.5.1 Distane to the Large Magellani Cloud

People involved at OAB: Bragaglia, Clementini, Maio.

The luminosities of RR Lyrae and lump stars in the bar of the LMC

and their role in measuring distanes have been investigated in ollab-

oration with Carretta, Gratton (INAF{Padova Obs.) and Di Fabrizio

(INAF{TNG).

B, V , I light urves have been obtained for 129 RR Lyrae stars,

4 andidate Anomalous Cepheids, 11 Classial Cepheids, 11 elipsing

binaries, and one Æ Suti star in two �elds loated lose to the bar

of the LMC. The omplete atalogue of the individual photometri

measurements and light urves is provided in Di Fabrizio et al. (2004).

A very aurate estimate of the average apparent luminosity of the

LMC RR Lyrae and lump stars and independent estimate of the loal

LMC reddening have been obtained from these photometri data. The

dereddened apparent average luminosity of the LMC RR Lyrae stars

de�ned by our study has been ombined with a number of independent

determinations of the absolute luminosity of RR Lyrae stars, to obtain

estimates of the distane to the LMC. The derived values are only 1

� shorter than provided by the Population I distane indiators and

make it possible to reonile the short- and long-distane sales on

a ommon value for the distane modulus of the LMC of �

LMC

=

18:515� 0:085 mag (Clementini et al. 2003a).

In ollaboration with M. Maroni (INAF{Napoli Obs.) the exten-

sive and detailed grid of nonlinear onvetive pulsation models of RR

Lyrae stars omputed by Bono et al. (2001) and Maroni et al. (2004)

has been used to reprodue the observed V;B light urves of 7 ab-

and 7 -type pulsators in our LMC RR Lyrae sample. The method

performs the theoretial reprodution of both the general features and

detailed morphology of the observed light urves and provides in turn

an independent estimate of the distane to the LMC that is fully on-

sistent with the long distane sale (Maroni & Clementini 2004, in

preparation).

In ollaboration with MNamara (Brigham Young Univ.) we have

used the improved version of the period-luminosity relation for Æ Suti

stars de�ned by MNamara (2003) to derive an independent estimate

of the distane to the LMC based on the Æ Suti star identi�ed in one

of our LMC �elds (Clementini & MNamara 2004, in preparation).
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1.5.2 Variable stars in Loal Group galaxies

People involved at OAB: Baldai, Clementini, Maio.

Inreasing samples of short period pulsating variable stars populat-

ing the lassial instability strip from the horizontal branh of the

oldest population to a few magnitudes brighter are being found in

several LG galaxies, irrespetive of the galaxy morphologial type

(Baldai et al. 2004). The detetion and study of the short pe-

riod pulsating variables in a number of Loal Group Galaxies (Leo I,

NGC 6822, Fornax, Ursa Minor) is being arried out in ollaboration

with Held, Saviane, Momany and Rizzi (INAF{Padova Obs.), Poretti

(INAF{Brera Obs.), Maroni, Musella, Ripepi (INAF{Napoli Obs.),

Di Fabrizio (INAF{TNG), Smith (MSU), Catelan (PUC, Chile), Pritzl

(Maalester Univ.).

Fundamental assets of our study are: (i) the olletion of photomet-

ri data with wide �eld imagers and large aperture telesopes (e.g. the

Wide Field Imagers of the ESO/MPI 2.2m and of the CTIO/BLANCO

4m telesopes; the ESO Very Large Telesopes and the Magellan 6.5m

telesope); (ii) the use of most reliable PSF-�tting pakages for the

photometri redutions (DAOPHOT and ALLFRAME, Stetson 1994,

1996); (iii) the adoption of state-of-the-art tehniques for the dete-

tion of variable stars in rowded �elds (the Optimal Image Subtration

Method and the pakage ISIS2.1; Alard 2000); and the development

of tools spei�ally designed for the study of single and double-mode

pulsators (Graphyal Analyzer of TIme Series, Clementini et al. 2000)

and for variable star data arhive. See Clementini (2003) and Clemen-

tini et al. (2004a) for a general desription of the projet.

Based on multiolour WFI�2.2m time series photometry about

250 variable stars have been deteted in the Leo I dwarf spheroidal

galaxy. RR Lyrae stars represent about 4/5 of the sample. They

provide unambiguous evidene for the presene of old metal-poor stars

all the way to the innermost regions of this galaxy. The remaining

1/5 variables are Anomalous Cepheids. They trae the intermediate

age (t � 5 Gyr) stellar omponent and appear to be more entrally

onentrated (Baldai et al. 2003).

The same type of study onduted on the dwarf irregular galaxy

NGC6822 using FORS1�VLT led to the disovery of about 450 an-

didate variable stars (Baldai et al. 2003, 2004). We obtained the
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Figure 5: Instrumental b light urves for variable stars in the �eld

of the Fornax dwarf spheroidal galaxy (left panel) and in the galaxy

globular luster For 3 (right panel) from WFI observations. From

top to bottom: ab-, -, and d-type RR Lyrae (< V >� 21:3 mag),

Anomalous Cepheids (< V >� 20 mag), and Dwarf Cepheids (<

V >� 23 mag).

�rst identi�ation of RR Lyrae stars traing the old stellar ompo-

nent in NGC 6822, and leading to the distane modulus: (m�M)

0

=

23:36�0.17. We also found a signi�ant population of small-amplitude,

short-period variable stars �lling the instability strip starting at lumi-

nosities only a few tenths of a magnitude brighter than the RR Lyrae

stars. Given the extended star-formation history of NGC 6822, these

variables are likely to originate from a population of intermediate-

age, metal-poor He-burning stars younger and more massive than RR

Lyrae stars (Clementini et al. 2003b).

We obtained B,V time series photometry of a 33' � 34' area North

to the Fornax dSph enter using the WFI�2.2 m ESO-MPI telesope.

The seleted area ontains the globular lusters #3 and #6. We have

deteted and derived periods for 364 variables in the 2 hips of the
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8-CCD WFI mosai analyzed so far. The vast majority of these vari-

ables are RR Lyrae stars, however we also identi�ed Anomalous and

Population II Cepheids, and a large number of Dwarf Cepheids (55

objets; Clementini et al. 2004a). We estimate that the total number

of variable stars in the area of Fornax we have observed is of about

1000 (lower limit; Maio et al. 2003). This represents the most exten-

sive and deep survey of the variable stars in this galaxy. Figure 5

shows an example of the light urves of the variables in the �eld of

Fornax dSph (left panel) and in its globular luster # 3 (right panel;

see setion 1.5.3).

This study is in ollaboration with Held (INAF{Padova Obs.),

Poretti (INAF{Brera Obs.), Catelan (PUC), Smith (MSU), Pritzl

(Maalester Univ.).

The star formation history of Ursa Minor is investigated through

the study of the galaxy variable star populations. We are obtaining

V; I time series photometry of 3 �elds of Ursa Minor with the 1.5m

telesope of the Bologna Observatory in Loiano. The seleted �elds

ontain 5 of the 7 Anomalous Cepheids known in UMi, and the peak

of stellar density that Kleyna et al. (2003) identify with an unbound

stellar luster sloshing bak and forth within the UMi halo. This

study is in ollaboration with Maroni, Ripepi, Musella (INAF{Napoli

Obs.).

1.5.3 RR Lyrae stars in globular lusters

People involved at OAB: Bellazzini, Caiari, Clementini, Baldai,

Maio.

In merging senarios the Galaxy halo was made up of areted dwarf

Spheroidal Galaxies (dSph's) similar to the known satellite of the

Milky Way (MW). A number of GGCs thus may originate from dSph's

that were areted by the MW and should have properties that were

diretly inherited from their \anestors". A puzzling feature of the

GGCs is that they sharply divide into two distint Oosthero� types

aording to the mean periods of their RR Lyrae stars and the relative

proportions of fundamental and �rst overtone-mode pulsators (Oost-

erho� 1939). In the MW there are no lusters �lling the gap between

Oosthero� type I and type II objets. This is not true of the LMC

lusters, whih instead have mean periods that �ll the Oosterho� gap.
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The Galaxy annot have been assembled from LMC-like protogalati

fragments.

High quality BVI photometri observations were taken in Novem-

ber 2001 of the lusters NGC362 and NGC1904 for a detailed study

of their RR Lyrae variables and the seond-parameter e�et. These

data are presently being analysed, in ollaboration with M. Catelan

(Ponti�ia Universidad Catolia de Chile).

A very detailed analysis of the RR Lyrae stars in M3 is presently

being performed in ollaboration with Corwin (Univ. of North Car-

olina). Based on very aurate multi-olour photometry, this study

is showing the impat and harateristis of the Blazhko stars, the

presene of a good number of evolved stars and their properties, as

well as the harateristis of the main variable star population.

B; V time series photometry reahing half a magnitude below the

TO of the remote galati globular luster NGC2419 was obtained with

DOLORES�TNG. Study of the light urves and pulsation harater-

istis of the variables is in progress and will allow to hek whether

this luster ould be the relit of an extragalati system areted by

the Milky Way. This work is in ollaboration with Maroni, Musella,

Ripepi (INAF{Napoli Obs.), Di Fabrizio (INAF{TNG).

We are undertaking a systemati study of the variable stars in the

5 globular lusters of the Fornax galaxy to determine their Oosterho�

types and test whether the MW ould have areted GCs from Fornax-

like protogalati systems. 27 RR Lyrae (among whih 9 double mode

pulsators), 2 Anomalous and 2 Dwarf Cepheids have been identi�ed

in Fornax 3 (Clementini et al. 2004a). Examples of their light urves

are shown in the right panel of Fig. 5. B; V time series photometry of

lusters #2, #4 and #5 was obtained with the 6.5m Magellan/Clay

telesope. Figure 6 shows the instrumental olor{magnitude diagram

of Fornax 5, reahing about 2 mag below the luster TO. This study is

in ollaboration with Held (INAF{Padova Obs.), Poretti (INAF{Brera

Obs.), Catelan (PUC), Smith (MSU), Pritzl (Maalester Univ.).

Double-mode RR Lyrae stars (RRd's) pulsate simultaneously in the

fundamental and in the �rst-overtone radial modes, while evolving

aross the HB instability strip. They provide information on the mass,

mass-metalliity relation and on the diretion and rate of HB evolu-

tion. Re-analysis of Corwin & Carney (2001) time series data for the

GC M3 using the image subtration method (Alard 2000), has led to
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FGC 5 
N stars 2325

Figure 6: Unalibrated olor-magnitude diagram for the globular lus-

ter For 5 in the Fornax dSph galaxy, based on data obtained with the

Magellan/Clay 6.5m telesope and MagIC. Dots are stars belonging to

the luster, large �lled irles RR Lyrae variables, and �lled triangles

andidate binary blue straggler stars.

the disovery of three new double-mode RR Lyrae stars in this luster.

Two of them lie in the Petersen diagram (Petersen 1973), in positions

implying large spread in mass and/or heavy element mass fration

among the M3 HB stars. Three of the M3 RRd's have hanged their

dominant pulsations mode in a one year time-span, thus suggesting

that they are undergoing a rapid evolutionary phase, and that both

redward and blueward evolution may take plae among HB stars. Full

disussion of the results is presented in Clementini et al. (2004b). This

study is in ollaboration with Corwin (Univ. of North Carolina at

Charlotte), and Carney (Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill).
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1.6 Elipsing binaries

People involved at OAB: Bonifazi, Lolli.

The study of binary systems is of basi importane to derive funda-

mental stellar parameters (M, L, R) and therefore to test stellar stru-

ture and evolution. For this purpose we have olleted light urves of

many binary systems observed with the Loiano 60 and 152m tele-

sopes. We have also derived the preise timing of light minima of

the eentri systems DR Vul, V380 Cyg, RR Lyn, AK Her, ER Vul,

BF Aur, exibiting apsidal motion that an be orrelated to the mass

distribution in the stellar interior. We have observed with the Loiano

152m telesope the interesting W UMa-type systems RW Com and

XY Leo along with the pre-CV NN Ser and the CV TT Ari. Spetra

for NN Ser were also olleted at the 6m BAT.

Light urve analyses are performed with the Wilson-Prie program

(Barone et al. 1988) based on the Wilson-Devinney (1971) model. Af-

ter many tests of the ode and some preliminary solutions we pro-

eeded with the study of the binary star XY Leo. This very intriguing

W UMa-type system { possibly a triple system { shows unequal max-

ima. This is explained by the presene of spots on the surfae. One

of the best solutions is showed in Fig. 7, that displays the observed

(open irles) and omputed (solid line) light urves.

Our team inludes Guarnieri, Bartolini, Piioni and Cosentino

(Univ. Bologna), Beskin (SAO), Milano (Univ. Napoli) and Barone

(Univ. Salerno).

1.7 Planetary Nebulae

People involved at OAB: Stanghellini

Planetary Nebulae in the Magellani Clouds

This projet is a major e�ort started in 1997, aimed to study the

morphology and all the nebular and stellar properties of the Magellani

Cloud (MC) PNs. In ollaboration with B. Balik (U. of Washington),

C. Blades (STSI) and D. Shaw (NOAO) a series of observing pro-

grams to probe PN morphology in extra-galati environments have

been suessfully exeuted. We use optial STIS slitless spetrosopy
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Figure 7: Comparison of observations and solution model for XY Leo,

a W UMa binary star possibly onsisting of a triple system.

in snapshot mode, obtaining information on multi-wavelength mor-

phology, size, ionization, and entral star spetra of about 100 LMC

and 30 SMC PNs (about one half the known PNs in those galaxies).

Furthermore, we use UV spetrosopy to study the arbon emission

and the entral star spetra of a subsample of 30 LMC PNs.

Ultra-ompat SMC HII regions

Our STIS snapshot survey of SMC PNs was aimed at observing

all known (� 60) PNs previously identi�ed in that galaxy. Given the

nature of HST snapshot observations, only 30 targets were atually

observed. Of those, two turned out to be mislassi�ed PNs, and are

indeed H II regions. An additional H II region was observed within

the framework of these observations. A preliminary analysis of these

H II regions shows that they are extremely ompat (the largest one

is less than 3 p aross), extremely reddened (muh more than the

typial SMC H II region), and well populated star forming regions.

Previously, only three very ompat H II regions were known in the
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SMC (Heydari-Malayeri 1999; Testor 2001), all of them less reddened

and ompat than those found by us. The importane of studying

the ultra-ompat H II regions in the SMC is multi-fold. First, they

o�er an ideal laboratory to study star formation in a low-metalliity

environment. Seond, the small sizes of these regions, ompared to the

average SMC H II regions (50 to 270 p) are indiative of a very reent

star formation proess (Elmegreen 2000). Third, the low reddening

toward the SMC, together with the high resolution of HST, allow us

to measure the physial parameters of the ionizing stars, to build the

appropriate evolutionary diagrams, and to study star formation at

very low metalliity.
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2 Extragalati Astronomy and

Cosmology
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Example of high-resolution re-simulations. The upper-left panel shows

the projetion of a region of 30 Mp/h side around a massive (2:3 �

10

15

M

�

=h) dark matter halo, obtained in the VLS osmologial N-

body simulations arried out by the Virgo Consortium (Yoshida et al.

2001). The upper-right panel is a zoom in the 2 r

vir

(5:4 Mp/h) region

entered on the main halo; the mass resolution is m

p

= 6:68 � 10

10

M

�

=h, and about 3 � 10

4

partiles are shown in the image. The

lower panels are the orresponding images in the high-resolution re-

simulations: the mass resolution is now m

p

= 2 � 10

9

M

�

=h, and

more than 10

6

partiles are ontained within the virial radius of the

re-simulated halo. Credit: B. Lanzoni, G. Tormen, V. Springel, G.

Mamon, S.D. White.
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People involved at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: S. Bardelli, A. Cappi, P. Ciliegi, A. Comastri,

H. de Ruiter, C. Gruppioni, R. Merighi, M. Mignoli, L. Origlia,

L. Pozzetti, R. Sanisi, G. Stirpe, G. Zamorani, V. Zitelli, E. Zua;

� Fellows: E. Calabrese, S. Giaintui, B. Lanzoni, F. Marini,

H. MCraken, F. Pozzi, C. Vignali.

Observational extragalati astronomy has traditionally been one of

the main themes of researh at the Bologna Observatory. It inludes a

wide range of subjets, from the struture and evolution of \normal"

galaxies, to the physial properties of ative galati nulei (AGNs) to

observational osmology.

The extragalati researh at the Bologna Observatory is harater-

ized by a multiwavelength approah: while optial astronomy is the

main �eld at the Observatory, some of the sienti� sta� speialize

in X-ray observations of AGNs, and others �nd their main interest in

radio studies of galaxies and quasars.

Muh of this researh is based on an intensive use of the most ad-

vaned instruments available today: the X-ray satellites Chandra and

XMM-Newton, the ESO optial/NIR telesopes (inluding VLT), the

Westerbork, VLA and ATCA radiotelesopes.

2.1 Struture and evolution of galaxies

The struture of galaxies is studied either from a theoretial point

of view (inluding numerial modeling) or by radio observations of

neutral hydrogen.

2.1.1 Theoretial studies and numerial simulations

People involved at OAB: Cappi, Lanzoni, Zamorani.

N-body simulations of massive DM halos and the formation

and evolution of galaxy lusters

Given a sample of 15 massive (M = 10

14

� 10

15

M

�

) DM halos,

obtained by means of high-resolution N-body simulations in a �CDM

Universe (B. Lanzoni, PhD thesis), several studies on their properties
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and those of their galati population have been ahieved or are still in

progress at the Bologna Observatory, and involve ollaborations with

other national and international institutes.

A detailed analysis of the properties of the substrutures of DM

halos has been performed by B. Lanzoni with G. De Luia, G. Kau�-

mann, V. Springel, S. White (MPA, Garhing, Germany), F. Stoehr

(MPA), G. Tormen (Astronomy Dept., University of Padova), and

N. Yoshida (Harvard-Smithsonian Center forAstrophysis, USA), who

also studied a region of mean density. They �nd that the substruture

mass funtion is almost independent of the mass of the parent halo

and is well desribed by a power-law. Low-mass halos show steeper

radial number density pro�les of substrutures than high-mass halos,

and more massive substrutures are preferentially loated in the ex-

ternal regions of their parent halos. The mass aretion and merging

histories of substrutures is found to be largely independent of environ-

ment, and a signi�ant fration of the substrutures residing in lus-

ters at the present day were areted at redshifts z < 1 (thus implying

that a signi�ant fration of present-day \passive" luster galaxies

should have been still outside the luster progenitor and more ative

at z � 1). Clues on the physial origin of the saling relations observed

for nearby galaxy lusters and elliptial galaxies have been obtained

by B. Lanzoni, A. Cappi, G. Zamorani, in ollaboration with L. Ciotti

(Astronomy Dept., University of Bologna) and G. Tormen (Astronomy

Dept., University of Padova). Under the assumption of a reasonable

trend of the mass-to-light ratio with the luster total luminosity, the

DM halos are found to reprodue not only the Fundamental Plane,

but also the observed luminosity-radius and the luminosity-veloity

dispersion relations. Therefore, the saling relations of galaxy lusters

an be explained as the result of the osmologial ollapse of den-

sity utuations and the observed trend of the M=L ratio, while the

analogous saling relations of elliptial galaxies seem to require a non

negligible role of merging and gas dissipation during galaxy formation

and evolution.

By applying the semi-analytial hierarhial model GalICs (Hatton

et al. 2003) to the 15 massive DM halos, B. Lanzoni, in ollaboration

with J. Devriendt (Lyon Observatory, Frane), B. Guiderdoni and

G. Mamon (IAP, Paris), is studying galaxy formation and evolution

in lusters. The omparison with several observed properties of luster

galaxies (luminosity funtion, olor-magnitude relation, morphologial

frations, et.), as well as with the model results obtained for the �eld
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(Hatton et al. 2003) allows us to obtain insights on how galaxies form

and evolve, and on how and how muh the environment a�ets their

evolution and �nal properties.

The Fundamental Plane of Elliptial Galaxies

In ollaboration with L. Ciotti, and by means of fully analytial

galaxy models and Monte-Carlo numerial simulations, B. Lanzoni ex-

plored the importane of projetion e�ets in produing the observed

thikness of the edge-on Fundamental Plane. They �nd that the sta-

tistial ontribution of projetion e�ets to the observed rms thikness

is only marginal, while � 90% of it is due to intrinsi variations of

galaxy properties.

2.1.2 Neutral hydrogen studies

People involved at OAB: Sanisi.

High veloity gas and HI halos of spiral galaxies

R. Boomsma (PhD thesis, Groningen), R. Sanisi, T. van der

Hulst (Univ. Groningen), F. Fraternali and T. Oosterloo (ASTRON,

Dwingeloo) have ontinued the study of the vertial struture and

kinematis of HI gas in spiral galaxies. Two galaxies have been studied

in detail: NGC 6946 and NGC 253. In the diretion of the inner disk

of NGC 6946 large omplexes of high-veloity HI have been deteted

as well as many HI holes. Both are believed to be aused by the ative

star formation taking plae in the disk. HI holes and high-veloity gas

omplexes have also been found in the outer parts of NGC 6946, where

star formation does not seem to be playing a signi�ant role. These

may, therefore, have been produed by other mehanisms suh as the

ollision with infalling gas louds. Also the starburst galaxy NGC

253 shows HI peuliar features and plumes of gas whih apparently

extend vertially up to 8 kp from the plane. This may be related to

the starburst taking plae in the entral regions of the galaxy.

C. Barbieri (Tesi di Laurea, Univ. Milano), F. Fraternali and T.

Oosterloo (ASTRON, Dwingeloo), R. Sanisi, and G. Bertin (Univ.

Milano) have studied the distribution of mass and the presene of

HI (anomalous veloities) in the halo of the spiral galaxy NGC 4559.

They have used HI line observations obtained with the Westerbork
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radiotelesope. The HI piture obtained from these observations is

similar to that of NGC 2403 as derived by Fraternali et al. in reent

years. NGC 4559 is kinematially lopsided and shows an asymmetri

distribution also in the halo gas.

Galaxy Interations, aretion, minor mergers

T. van der Hulst (Univ. Groningen) and R. Sanisi have used new

HI observations with the Westerbork Radiotelesope to study the tidal

interation and gas aretion in the spiral galaxies NGC 3359 and NGC

4565. These galaxies show HI bridges and tails, lear signs of ongoing

tidal interations with small ompanions. These are believed to be

phenomena similar to the Magellani Stream and the stellar stream-

ers (e.g. Sgr) disovered in the halo of our galaxy.

Luminous and dark matter in spiral galaxies

G. Battaglia, F. Fraternali, T. Oosterloo (ASTRON, Dwingeloo)

and R. Sanisi have ompleted their study of the HI distribution and

dynamis of NGC 5055. This galaxy shows a very large, symmetri

warp and a deline of 25 km s

�1

in the rotation urve, both ourring

at about R

25

. A �rm lower limit is derived for the disk mass-to-light

ratio in a model with an isothermal halo. This galaxy also shows

a peuliar dynamial behaviour: at about R

25

the systemi veloity

hanges. A striking geometrial and kinematial symmetrization of the

system is obtained by allowing the entre and the systemi veloity

to vary. Furthermore, also in NGC 5055 the observations show the

presene of HI with anomalous kinematis.

E. Noordermeer (PhD thesis, Groningen), R. Sanisi, T. van der

Hulst, T.S. van Albada (Univ. Groningen) and R. Swaters (JHU, Bal-

timore) have ontinued the study of early-type disk galaxies (making

use of the WHISP database, morphologial types Sa and Sb). Rota-

tion urves are derived from the HI data and also from optial spetra.

They are found to rise quite steeply in the entre and often to deline

signi�antly in the outer parts. The more reent part of this work

onsists of the modelling of the ontribution of the di�erent mass om-

ponents in these galaxies to the observed rotation urves. The stellar

light distribution is deomposed in a spheroidal bulge and a at disk

omponent. The stellar disk is needed to explain the rotation urve at

intermediate radii, whereas the rotation veloities in the outer regions
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an only be explained by the presene of a substantial amount of dark

matter. The neutral gas is found to have little or no dynamial impat

in these systems. There is a degeneray between the ontributions of

the stellar disk and the dark matter, but these early-type disks are

ertainly not as dark matter dominated as most late-type and dwarf

galaxies.

R. Sanisi and R. Swaters (JHU, Baltimore) have ontinued their

study of the luminous and dark matter in the entral parts of spiral

galaxies. Sanisi (see ontribution at IAU Symp. 220, Sydney, 2003)

has emphasized the lose oupling between the luminous matter and

the dark matter in the entral regions of spiral galaxies (inluding

LSBs and low-luminosity systems).

2.2 Ative galati nulei and star-forming galax-

ies

2.2.1 Optial studies

People involved at OAB: de Ruiter, Stirpe, Zitelli.

Emission lines and variability of AGN

V. Zitelli and G. Stirpe, in ollaboration with D. Trevese (Univ.

Rome, La Sapienza), have started a ollaboration on photometri and

spetrosopi monitoring of high-z quasars using both Loiano and Asi-

ago telesopes. Aim of this researh is to study the variability of AGN

for both ontinuum and lines. The di�erent physial proesses of emis-

sion in both ontinuum and lines, originating in di�erent regions of the

AGN, produe a variability on time sales between 1 week and 1 month

for Sy 1 and reahing several months for low redshift QSOs. By means

of an intense monitoring of these soures it is possible to estimate the

BLR size using the ross orrelation among lines and ontinuum light

urves, as found by previous observations. At present orrelations are

found making use of samples with M

B

> �26 and the analysis is ex-

tended to bright objets by extrapolation. With these observations we

aim to obtain for the �rst time primary estimates of the virial mass

and Eddington ratio of high luminosity AGN. Preliminary light urves

have been obtained from the �rst year of data using the observations

of both sites. The auray of the measurements is � 5%, while the

variation in luminosity is of the order of 0.1 mag in the CIV and MgII
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lines.

Within a ollaboration led by A. Maroni (Aretri Obs.), G. Stirpe

is taking part in the monitoring of 2 high-luminosity, high-z QSOs

with the ESO VLT, with the purpose of measuring the emission line

vs. ontinuum light urve lag and thus obtain an estimate of the size

of the Broad Line Region. These are the highest luminosity AGN

monitored in this fashion, whih means extending this tehnique to

what are probably the most massive known blak holes. Photometri

and spetrosopi observations in the K band have been made on a

monthly timesale starting in 2001. Light urves have been obtained

from the �rst three years of data. They reveal variations of �10% in

both the ontinuum and H� line ux. A preliminary ross-orrelation

analysis shows that the line vs. ontinuum lags are between 50 and

200 days. Further monitoring is required to lengthen the time baseline

of the light urves and derease the unertainties of these estimates.

G. Stirpe, in ollaboration with A. Robinson and D. Axon (Rohester

Institute of Tehnology), is studying the distribution of properties of

the optial broad emission lines in AGN, overing a wide interval of

intrinsi luminosity. In partiular, estimates of the entral blak hole

masses have been obtained on the basis of the integrated luminosi-

ties and widths of H� { a newly-developed tehnique { and indiate

that blak hole masses in exess of 10

10

M

�

may be ommon in high-

luminosity AGN.

In ollaboration with J. Sulenti (Univ. of Alabama), P. Marziani,

R. Zamanov and M. Calvani (Padova Obs.), and V. Braito (Brera

Obs.), G. Stirpe has analyzed the H� spetra of a sample of high-z

QSOs, obtained at the ESO VLT in the near-IR bands. These are the

�rst H� spetra taken in the near-IR with quality suÆient to extend

to high luminosities and high redshifts the study of the Boroson-Green

Eigenvetor 1, whih orrelates various measured properties of the op-

tial emission lines of AGN. The analysis shows that the main spe-

tral harateristis of broad-line AGN are probably not luminosity-

dependent.

H. de Ruiter, in ollaboration with J. Lub (Leiden Obs.) on-

struted a database ontaining many hundreds of photometri and

spetrosopi measurements for a sample of about 15 type 1 and type

2 Seyferts in the southern hemisphere, based on fourteen years of ob-

servations. These data have now been made available for the general

astronomial ommunity: the alibrated spetra an be inspeted di-
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retly on the WEB

2

, or downloaded (in FITS format). Animations

that show the lighturves of a spetral region around 5000

�

A are now

available at the same WEBpage.

HST images of B2 radio galaxies

H. de Ruiter, in ollaboration with A. Capetti (Torino Obs.),

P. Parma and R. Fanti (IRA{CNR, Bologna), and R. Morganti (AS-

TRON, Dwingeloo), is studying HST images (in two olours, V and

I) of about 60 radio galaxies seleted from the B2 sample of low lu-

minosity radio galaxies. Brightness pro�les were derived for almost

all galaxies, and these were used to obtain a detailed mapping of the

(irum-)nulear dust. Fits (with a Nuker law) of the brightness pro-

�les of the B2 radio galaxies have been ompared with the pro�les of

other samples of galaxies (nearby radio quiet elliptials and brightest

luster galaxies) and have led to the onlusion that radio loud ellipti-

als have ore-type pro�les (and not power-laws). This is in line with

theoretial studies, whih show that merging of massive blak holes

neessarily produes ore-type pro�les, and presumably triggers the

radio emission.

The environment of AGN

V. Zitelli, in ollaboration with P. Foardi and B. Kelm (Astron-

omy Dept., Univ. of Bologna), is ontinuing the study of ompat

groups of galaxies; in partiular, the role of ative galaxies (AGN) in

dense environments is under investigation. Ample evidene has been

reported of a omplex environment in the loal universe around AGN

up to z � 3. However, while it is well established that radio-loud

quasars, radio galaxies and BL Las reside in denser than average

regions, the role of the environment and of interations on Seyfert

galaxies is to some extent still ontroversial. The omplexity of the

disussion inreases beause the samples used are limited in number.

To limit the statistial unertainty V. Zitelli and ollaborators adopt

a strategy based on the analysis of a statistially signi�ant sample of

nearby AGN and of appropriate ontrol samples seleted on the basis

of riteria independent of morphology and environmental properties.

A sample of about 300 physial ompat groups has been extrated

2

http://www.bo.astro.it/�deruiter/seyf spetable.html
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applying an automati ode to 3-D galaxy atalogues. During the

urrent year the ourrene of Seyfert galaxies is being analyzed, in a

subsample of these nearby Compat Groups (UZC-CGs) (Kelm et al.

2003). The behaviour of Sy-CGs and non Sy-CGs, when omparing

veloity dispersion, number of large sale neighbours and morpholog-

ial ontent, shows non-signi�ant di�erenes, though some Seyferts

assoiated to \extreme" CGs present larger veloity dispersion, many

neighbours and an unusually high number of elliptial members. An-

other interesting result from this analysis is that Seyfert 2s are pref-

erentially more assoiated with ompat groups than Seyfert 1s. Pre-

vious analyses showed a link between loal density and larger sale

environment; on the basis of this result it is expeted that truly iso-

lated galaxy pairs may display the largest evidene of galaxy inter-

ation. To fous this point a new volume-omplete sample of bright

isolated galaxy pairs has been extrated using the same algorithm. A

preliminary analysis of this isolated galaxy pair sample shows a de�it

of luminous dominants among E+E and E+S pairs relative to S+S

pairs (Zitelli et al. 2004). Optial observations are in progress using

the Loiano telesope to obtain a omplete and homogeneous spetral

lassi�ation, and broad-band two-olour photometry for the whole

sample. A post-graduate ontrat has been assigned for this purpose.

2.2.2 Near-IR studies

People involved at OAB: Comastri, Origlia.

Metal enrihment in starburst galaxies

The near-IR stellar luminosity of starburst galaxies is dominated

by massive red supergiants. Suh a stellar ontinuum generally largely

dominates over the gas and dust emission (Oliva & Origlia 1998;

Origlia & Oliva 2000), while in the visual range the nebular emis-

sion strongly dilutes the stellar absorption lines and dust an heavily

obsure the entral regions where most of the burst ativity is on-

entrated. Their absorption spetra show many atomi and moleular

lines whih an be used to infer reliable abundanes of key metals (e.g.

C, O, Fe and other �-elements). Metals loked in the stellar atmo-

sphere of red supergiants trae the abundanes just prior to the last

burst of star formation. On the other hand, the hot gas in the nu-

lear region, probed by X-ray observations, is heated by type II SN
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explosions and therefore is related to the gas just enrihed by the new

generation of stars. The X-ray spetra obtained by the new genera-

tion of X-ray telesopes (Chandra and XMM-Newton) have a quality

high enough to set good onstraints on the metalliity of the hot gas

in starburst galaxies and possible spatial gradients. We started with

a suessful observational ampaign at the TNG with NICS, when we

seured medium-resolution IR spetra of 4 starburst galaxies observed

with Chandra and/or XMM-Newton, to infer reliable abundanes of

Fe, C, O, Si, Mg, Ca and Al and to obtain a detailed sreening of the

most important abundane patterns, namely [C/Fe℄ and �/Fe℄, of the

pre-burst medium, loked into the stellar photospheres. For the �rst

time detailed stellar abundanes in the nulear region of the starburst

galaxy M82 have been obtained. They are ompared with those of

the hot gas as derived from an aurate re-analysis of the XMM and

Chandra nulear X-ray spetra. The ool stars and the hot gas sug-

gest [Fe/H℄ = �0:35�0:2 dex, and an overall [Si,Mg/Fe℄ enhanement

by ' 0:4 and 0.5 dex, respetively. This is onsistent with a major

hemial enrihment by SNe II explosions in reursive bursts on short

timesales. Oxygen is more puzzling to interpret sine it is enhaned

by ' 0:3 dex in stars and depleted by ' 0:2 dex in the hot gas. None

of the standard enrihment senarios an fully explain suh a behavior

when ompared with the other �-elements. The analysis of the IR and

X-ray spetra of other 3 starburst galaxies is in progress. This work

is arried out in ollaboration with P. Ranalli (Astronomy Dept., Uni-

versity of Bologna), R. Maiolino and A. Maroni (INAF-Aretri Obs.).

X-ray number ounts and evolution of star-forming galaxies

The utuation analysis performed on the Chandra deep �elds

(Miyaji & GriÆths 2001) shows an exess of soures at faint uxes

(

<

�

10

�17

erg s

�1

m

�2

) with respet to the preditions of AGN syn-

thesis models for the X-ray bakground (Comastri et al. 1995). The

exess an be explained as the emergene of a population of \normal

galaxies". The analysis of well de�ned samples of star-forming galax-

ies in the nearby and distant Universe indiates that a linear relation

between X-ray and radio luminosity holds up to z ' 1:3 (Ranalli et

al. 2003; Bauer et al. 2002) Sine the deepest radio surveys (Fomalont

et al. 1991; Rihards 2000) show that at faint (sub-mJy) uxes star-

forming galaxies dominate the radio ounts, it is possible to use the

radio/X-ray relation to transform the observed radio LogN{LogS in
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predited X-ray number ounts.

The predited ounts are in good agreement with the observed X-

ray number ounts (for uxes larger than 5�10

�17

erg s

�1

m

�2

) and,

at fainter uxes, with the observational limits from the utuation

analysis in the deepest Chandra �elds. Similar results are obtained if

we onsider the IR ounts from the ISO ELAIS survey (Gruppioni et

al. 2002), or if we integrate the X-ray luminosity funtion as derived

from the radio and far infrared luminosity funtions (Mahalski &

Godlowski 2000; Takeuhi et al. 2003; Sejeant et al. 2004).

This work is arried out in ollaboration with P. Ranalli and G. Setti

(Astronomy Dept., University of Bologna).

2.2.3 X-ray studies

People involved at OAB: Comastri, Vignali

The large olleting area of XMM-Newton has allowed to per-

form high-quality spetral analysis of the bright narrow-line Seyfert 1

galaxy Ark 564, whih was observed twie between 2000 and 2001.

The 0.6{10 keV ontinuum is well desribed by a soft blakbody om-

ponent with a temperature of kT � 140{150 eV plus a steep power

law (� � 2.50{2.55). The soure has shown signi�ant X-ray ux

variations (� 40{50%) over a time sale of one year, despite the lak

of spetral hanges. In both observations an absorption edge at a

rest-frame energy of � 0.73 keV, orresponding to OVII, has been

deteted. The XMM-Newton data support the idea that the power

spetral density shows two breaks, although the loation of the high-

frequeny break requires further onstraints. Curiously, the doubly

broken PSD resembles that seen in Cyg X-1 in its low/hard state,

ontrary to the expetation that Ark 564 might look more like the

high/soft state (whih only shows the high-frequeny break).

A signi�ant number of the high-redshift (z > 4) quasars disov-

ered by reent optial surveys have been followed-up in the X-rays.

These studies have been enabled primarily by the imaging and spe-

trosopi apabilities of Chandra and XMM-Newton. From a general

perspetive, one of the most interesting results is that the X-ray prop-

erties of z > 4 quasars are similar to those of loal quasars. Through

a joint X-ray spetral �tting of a sample of 46 radio-quiet quasars

(RQQs) with Chandra detetions in the redshift range 4.0{6.3 (� 750

soure ounts), it has been found that a power law with � = 1:9�0:1 is
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a good parameterization of the rest-frame � 3{40 keV ontinuum. No

evidene for widespread X-ray absorption has been found, although

some quasars are likely to be obsured. Overall, the emerging piture

is that the small-sale X-ray emission regions of quasars appear rel-

atively insensitive to large-sale environmental di�erenes at z � 6.

Similarly to the results obtained for the RQQs, neither the X-ray spe-

tral slope (� � 1:6�0:1) nor the jet emission of the radio-loud quasar

population seem to evolve signi�antly with osmi time. No evidene

for signi�ant X-ray brightening asribed to inverse Compton satter-

ing of energeti eletrons with Cosmi Mirowave Bakground photons

has been revealed by snapshot observations with Chandra.

The low bakground, sharp PSF, and sub-arse spatial resolution

provided by Chandra have also allowed the study of the X-ray proper-

ties of 6 objets seleted from among the OH gigamaser (OHG) soures

of the Darling & Giovanelli (2002) sample. This study was aimed at

understanding the nature of the engine powering OHGs. The Chandra

snapshot (� 4{5 ks) observations have allowed us to plae onstraints

on the relative ontribution between the AGN and starburst emission.

None of the soures has been deteted in the X-ray band; this is on-

sistent with the hypothesis that most of the power in OHGs omes

from a starburst, although it is not possible to rule out, at least in

some objets, the presene of Compton-thik (i.e., N

H

> 10

24

m

�2

)

absorption.

The superb imaging apabilities of Chandra have been further ex-

ploited to study the omplex nulear and extended emission (lobes and

jets) of the high redshift radio galaxy 3C 265. The heavily absorbed

nulear luminosity provides, together with the mirowave bakground

radiation, the seed photons whih are upsattered by inverse Comp-

ton with the relativisti eletrons in the lobes in the X-ray band. A

detailed analysis of the physial properties of the jets and lobes is

ongoing.

2.3 Surveys and Observational Cosmology

A large fration of the Observatory sta� is involved in surveys of ex-

tragalati objets

3

. Some of these surveys are ongoing long-term

3

As an aid to observational osmologists, de Ruiter has made available (on the

WEB) a olletion of osmologial formulas. For a number of models (the standard

Friedmann model, at models with non-zero osmologial onstant, and some more

exoti ones) distanes, volumes and look-bak times are given as a funtion of red-
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projets, but quite a few have started only reently, or will start in

the near future, and will require telesope time with new generation

optial telesopes like the VLT.

2.3.1 The VIRMOS/VLT Deep Survey (VVDS)

People involved: Bardelli, Cappi, Ciliegi, Merighi, MCraken, Pozzetti,

Zamorani, Zua.

The Bologna Astronomial Observatory is part of the Consor-

tium for the ESO-VLT Instrument VIRMOS (Visual Infra-Red Multi-

Objet Spetrographs).

The visual spetrograph VIMOS

4

is mounted at VLT-Melipal and

saw its �rst light suessfully on February 26, 2002. Commissioning

and testing were ompleted in 2002 and the guaranteed time observa-

tions started in Autumn 2002.

The huge multiplex apabilities of VIMOS will allow to assemble

redshift databases of large samples of faint galaxies. The Consor-

tium's guaranteed time will be used to perform a deep redshift survey

of about 10

5

galaxies seleted from both visual (B and I) and infrared

(K) de�ned samples. Given the large number of expeted redshift

measurements and the expeted redshift overage (up to z

>

�

2, with

a median redshift in the interval 0.6{0.9), this survey will allow to

determine with exellent statistis the evolution with redshift of the

luminosity funtions in di�erent bands for eah galaxy type.

Just a few of the ruial issues whih these data will allow to address

are:

� detailed tests of the preditions of various models of galaxy evolution

(e.g. hierarhial versus monolithi models);

� preise estimates, on the basis of a single sample with well under-

stood seletion riteria, of the star formation history up to at least

z � 2;

� studies of the still unertain nature of the extremely red galaxies

(EROs), determining whih fration of them is atually assoiated

with old elliptial galaxies at high redshift and whih fration is asso-

iated with dusty starburst galaxies.

shift. In many ases the solutions are given in analytial form. The ompendium

an be found on the WEB: http://www.bo.astro.it/�deruiter/osmo/.

4

http://www.astrsp-mrs.fr/virmos/index.html
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As a by-produt, sine no morphologial seletion will be applied

to the objets to be observed, this survey, with its expeted � 1000

AGNs down to I � 24:0, will allow the study of the optial luminosity

funtion and evolution of the faint (e.g. Seyfert-like) AGNs in a mag-

nitude range where the seletion of AGN andidates with the standard

olor and morphologial riteria is very diÆult and, possibly, largely

inomplete.

In partiular, during the year 2003 the researhers at the Obser-

vatory involved in the VVDS have worked and ontributed to the

following topis:

� Observations and data redution whih have led to the publi re-

lease (in 2004) of about 1600 redshifts to I

AB

� 24 aross the Chandra

Deep Field South.

� Prodution of the photometri multiband (BV RI +K) atalogues

whih are the starting point of the spetrosopi survey. Various tests

have been applied to these atalogues in order to verify the quality of

the data.

� Development of tools for the sienti� analysis of the survey: in par-

tiular for the luminosity funtion analysis, with the implementation

of di�erent estimators and testing their statistial robustness on sim-

ulated samples with di�erent ompleteness (Ilbert et al. 2004).

� Comparison of di�erent luster-�nding methods, applying the algo-

rithms on simulated samples (Rizzo et al. 2004).

� Preparation of the tools whih will be used in the statistial analysis

of the galaxy distribution, in partiular the orrelation funtion and

high-order statistis.

� Preparation of di�erent models of galaxy evolution in the frame-

work of a Pure Luminosity Evolution (PLE) senario to be used for

the omparison with the observed galaxy redshift distribution.

The �rst epoh data (to I

AB

= 24) have been used to derive the

luminosity funtion in di�erent bands up to z � 1:5. The global

luminosity funtion has been estimated in di�erent redshift bins, using

various estimators (see Fig. 8), revealing an overall brightening of this

funtion by � 1:5 magnitudes at z � 1, with a signi�ant strong

steepening of the faint end slope.

Given the large number of galaxies, it is possible to follow the evolution

of the luminosity funtion for the di�erent galaxy spetral types. All

galaxies have been lassi�ed in four types, from early-type to blue

star forming galaxies: while the luminosity funtion of the early-type
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Figure 8: Luminosity funtion in the B band (rest frame) for galaxies

from the �rst epoh VVDS, derived with various estimators: 1=V

max

(open irles), C

+

(open squares), SWML (open triangles) and STY

(solid line). The grey area represents the 1� unertainties for the STY

estimate. The dashed line represents the loal estimate from the Sloan

Digitized Sky Survey.
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population does not seem to evolve by more than � 0:5 magnitudes,

the funtion of the blue star forming galaxies is strongly evolving with

redshift.

2.3.2 The VIRMOS RADIO survey

People involved: Ciliegi, de Ruiter, Zamorani.

The radio survey has been obtained with the VLA at 1.415 GHz in

one of the VIRMOS region where deep BV RI band photometry was

already available (from CFHT observations) to a limiting magnitude

(5�) of about 25.5 and, for a fration of the area, in the U and K

bands with the ESO telesopes to a limiting magnitude of 25 and 20

respetively. The VIRMOS VLA radio survey has mapped an area of

1 square degree with a uniform noise of � 85�Jy (5�). A atalogue of

radio soures brighter than the loal 5� threshold has been extrated

from the 1 degree radio map. It ontains 1054 radio soures, 19 of

whih are onsidered as multiple, i.e. �tted with at least two separate

omponents. The soure ounts of this radio atalogue are in very good

agreement with those of other surveys. In partiular, our point at the

faintest ux level (� 0:1 mJy) is fully onsistent (with more robust

statistis thanks to the higher number of soures and a large area

overed) with the points obtained with a very deep radio observation in

the Hubble Deep Field (HDF). A detailed desription of the VIRMOS

RADIO survey is reported in the paper Bondi, Ciliegi, Zamorani et

al. 2003.

Subsequently, using the already available optial data, we per-

formed a detailed optial identi�ation using a Likelihood Ratio Anal-

ysis. We found � 730 reliable optial ounterparts. The expeted

number of spurious identi�ations is � 40 leading to an identi�ation

perentage of � 70%.

The olour properties of the optial ounterparts of the radio soures

have been analysed using the (B� V ) and (V � I) olours. The opti-

al ounterparts of the radio soures lassi�ed as extended have been

analysed in three di�erent magnitude slies. While in the brightest

magnitude range (18 < I

AB

< 20) the optial olour properties of the

radio soures are not di�erent from those of the whole optial sam-

ple, at fainter magnitudes the median olour of the radio soures is

redder than the median olour of the whole optial sample, probably

indiating a higher redshift for the radio soures.
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2.3.3 The K20 Redshift Survey

People involved at OAB: Lanzoni, Mignoli, Pozzetti, Zamorani.

The Bologna Observatory partiipates, with the observatories of

Aretri, ESO and Rome, in an ESO VLT Large Program (PI Cimatti,

Aretri Obs.), whih started in 1999. This program (alled K20

5

) aims

at deriving the redshift distribution of a galaxy sample omplete at

K < 20 in order to obtain stringent lues on the formation and evolu-

tion of present-day massive galaxies (Cimatti et al. 2002). The sample

onsists of about 500 galaxies seleted from a sub-area of the Chan-

dra Deep Field (CDF) and from a �eld around the quasar 0055�2659

(z = 3:7). Seventeen VLT nights have been alloated to this projet

over a period of two years. The survey makes use of both optial

(FORS1/FORS2) and near-IR (ISAAC) spetrosopy. The observa-

tions were ompleted in 2000. In addition, ultradeep spetrosopy

was obtained in November 2002 with FORS2 to derive information

on previously unidenti�ed EROs and z > 1:7 galaxies. We have pro-

vided spetra of 92% of the galaxies down to a ompleteness level of

about K < 20. Moreover, the K20 survey is triggering several follow

up studies in whih we are involved. High resolution spetrosopy (PI

Cimatti) was reently obtained with FORS2 to study the kinematis of

z > 1 galaxies in order to estimate their dynamial masses. The CDFS

sub-area of the K20 survey is also a target of the HST+ACS GOODS

Treasury Programme (PI Giavaliso) and of the SIRTF GOODS (PI

Dikinson) Legay Programme.

The sienti� analysis is still in progress and the main results ob-

tained up to now an be summarized as follows (details an be found

also in the previous reports):

� Amajor result was the disovery of a signi�ant high-redshift tail

(32% and � 9% of galaxies at z > 1 and z > 1:5 respetively),

not onsistent with urrent versions of hierarhial models of

galaxy formation (Cimatti, Pozzetti et al. 2002).

� We have obtained, for the �rst time, a spetrosopi sample of

EROs. We found that the two lasses of old and dusty star-

forming galaxies in the ERO population, based on both spetro-

sopi (Cimatti et al. 2002) and HST morphologial properties

5

http://www.aretri.astro.it/�k20/
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obtained from GOODS images (Cimatti et al. 2003), are about

equally populated. Conversely they show very di�erent stellar

populations, as well as di�erent lustering and orrelation length.

� We have arried out the analysis of the near-IR (J and Ks band)

Luminosity Funtions down to redshift � 1:9 (Pozzetti et al.

2003). The data are onsistent with a mild luminosity evolution,

in partiular, red and early-type galaxies dominate the bright-end

of the LF , and their number density shows at most a small de-

rease (< 30%) up to z ' 1, thus suggesting that massive el-

liptial galaxies were already in plae at z ' 1 and they should

have formed their stars and assembled their mass at higher red-

shift. Current versions of hierarhial models (Cole et al. 2000;

Kau�mann et al. 1999) signi�antly overpredit the density of

low luminosity galaxies at z � 1 and underpredit the density

of luminous galaxies at z � 1, whereas passive evolution models

are more onsistent with the data up to z � 1:5.

This year we have ompleted, in ollaboration with the Rome Ob-

servatory, the study of the Galaxy Stellar Mass Funtion and its evolu-

tion to z ' 2 (Fontana, Pozzetti et al. 2004, in press). We found that

the typial mass-to-light ratio of massive early type galaxies is larger

than that of less massive ones, suggesting that their stellar population

formed at higher z. The �nal K20 galaxy sample spans a range of stel-

lar masses from 10

9

M

�

to 10

12

M

�

: massive galaxies (� 10

11

M

�

) are

ommon at 0:5 < z < 1, and are deteted also up to z ' 2. The Galaxy

Stellar Mass Funtion shows only a mild evolution (i.e. by 20{30%)

up to z ' 1. At z > 1, the evolution in the GSMF appears to be muh

faster: at z ' 2, about 35% of the present day stellar mass in objets

with M

�

' 10

11

M

�

appears to have assembled. Moreover we found

that at z < 0:7, all galaxies withM > 10

11

M

�

are early type, while at

higher z a population of massive star-forming galaxies progressively

appears. The preditions from hierarhial models range from severe

underestimates to slight overestimates of the observed mass density

at � 2 (see Fig. 9).

From ultradeep spetrosopy we have furthermore investigated the

population of z > 2 galaxies (Daddi et al. 2004). We found a new

population of massive galaxies, with HST irregular morphology, and

with multi-band photometry and average spetrum onsistent with

high star formation rate absorbed by a large amount of dust, young

stellar populations and high metalliity (De Mello et al. 2004, in press).
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Figure 9: Cosmologial Stellar Mass Density for objets of M

�

'

10

11

M

�

in the K20 survey (Fontana et al. 2004, in press), ompared

with the theoretial models, divided aording to the relevant IMF:

upper panel: Salpeter (1955), entral panel: Gould et al. (1996), lower

panel: Kenniutt (1983). Filled squares and �lled triangles represent

di�erent Mass estimates. The empty irle and square at z = 0:1

represent the loal values of Cole et al. 2001. The models plotted

are: Meni et al. 2002 (M02), Meni et al. 2004 (M04) and Pozzetti

et al. 2003 (PLE) in the upper panel; Nagamine et al. 2001 (N01) in

the entral panel, and Cole et al. 2000 (C00), Somerville et al. 2004a

(S04a and S04b) and Granato et al. 2004 (G04) in the lower panel.

The relative value with respet to the loal value of Cole et al. 2001

is shown in the right-hand y-axis.
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This population is onsistent with being the progenitor of massive loal

elliptials.

At present, in Bologna, we are ompleting the analysis of the spe-

trosopi K20 sample, both studying the properties of the single ob-

jet spetra, and onstruting average templates for di�erent spetral

lasses and/or di�erent redshift bins, with the aim of haraterizing

a possible spetral evolution. In addition, we are ollaborating with

Aretri in the study of the star formation history using di�erent SFR

indiator ([OII℄, H�, UV ux) up to z ' 1:5.

Finally, in ollaboration with the Aretri Observatory (Alighieri,

Cimatti, Vernet) we are involved in the analysis of the high resolution

spetra of a subsample of early and late type galaxies at z ' 1, reently

obtained. In partiular we are arrying out the spetral analysis of

early type galaxies using high resolution model templates (Bruzual &

Charlot 2003) to derive new onstraints on their stellar population and

on the epoh of formation of massive elliptial galaxies. Moreover, we

are omparing the dynamial properties, derived from high-resolution

spetra of both elliptial and spiral galaxies, with those obtained by

the hierarhial model GalICs (Hatton et al. 2003). From observa-

tions we found well de�ned saling relations, as the Tully-Fisher and

the Fundamental Plane. Preliminary results show that model galax-

ies de�ne saling relations similar to those observed, even if the zero

point and satter appear not to be exatly the same. A more detailed

omparison and the interpretation of results in terms of the apability

of the hierarhial senario in desribing galaxy formation is still in

progress.

2.3.4 Radio observations of the ESP Survey

People involved at OAB: de Ruiter.

The ATESP atalogue ontains about 3000 radio soures down

to a 20 m ux limit of � 0:4 mJy. The radio data (inluding new

data at 5 GHz) are being used for various purposes: i) determining

the radio properties of ESP galaxies (e.g. radio luminosity funtion

of various types of galaxies), ii) deep radio soure ounts and optial

identi�ation of ATESP soures, iii) detailed optial studies of smaller

seleted areas: at present a sample of almost 70 objets, omplete

down to I = 19:0 has been observed at ESO, and spetrosopi data

are available for all objets. Spetrosopy of part of the fainter objets
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has reently been arried out with the VLT and analysis of the spetra

is in progress.

2.3.5 Bright galaxies from WENSS

People involved at OAB: de Ruiter, Stirpe.

The Westerbork Northern Sky Survey has mapped the sky (above

delination +30

o

) at 325 MHz (and is omplementary to the NVSS

survey at 20 m made by the VLA). The overall atalogue ontains

about 200000 radio soures with ux density above 15 mJy. Work is

in progress at the Bologna Observatory to extrat from the WENSS

atalogue all radio soures assoiated with \bright" (i.e. m

r

< 16:5)

galaxies. All automati proedures used in the extration proess have

now been tested, and a preliminary list of about 4000 WENSS bright

galaxies is available; the �nal list is expeted to be available by the end

of 2004. Several spin-o� programmes are in progress: a number of pos-

sible reli radio soures (haraterized by a steep radio spetral index)

were seleted for further study with the VLA at di�erent frequenies.

The new information on the radio struture and the spetral index

on�rms that two of the three soures are indeed fossile soures, while

the third is a fossile soure in whih the radio ativity has restarted.

2.3.6 X-ray Surveys

People involved at OAB: Ciliegi, Comastri, Mignoli, Pozzetti, Zamorani.

The HELLAS2XMM survey

The HELLAS2XMM survey is a large national projet arried out in

ollaboration with several Italian institutes (INAF{Aretri and Rome

Obs., Rome 3 Univ. and IASF{CNR, Milan). The �nal sienti� aim

of this projet is the evaluation of an aurate luminosity funtion over

a wide range of redshifts and luminosities for a large sample of hard X-

ray seleted soures deteted in 15 publi XMM-Newton observations,

overing an area of about 4 square degrees at relatively shallow hard

X-ray uxes (F

2�10 keV

> 10

�14

erg m

�2

s

�1

). This survey strategy

has been designed to be omplementary to deep penil beam surveys

by sampling a di�erent portion of the luminosity{redshift plane in

order to �ll the gap between the loal and deep surveys and to obtain
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a omplete measure of the density and evolution of X-ray seleted

AGN.

To date, the most important results from the HELLAS2XMM projet

are mainly related to the optial identi�ations and spetrosopi las-

si�ations of a sample of 122 soures deteted in �1 deg

2

(Fiore et al.

2003), obtained from an extensive ampaign of multiwavelength obser-

vations and the full exploitation of the ESO and TNG failities (e.g.

EFOSC2 at the 3.6m telesope in La Silla; FORS2 at the VLT tele-

sope; DOLORES at TNG). At the same time several multiwavelength

(radio, sub-mm and near infrared) follow-up programs have been or

are being arried out on a fration of these �elds. For two spei� �elds

high spatial resolution Chandra X-ray data are also available. The op-

tial ampaigns have provided optial identi�ations and spetrosopi

lassi�ations for 97 out of the 122 hard X-ray seleted soures; the

spetrosopi ompleteness of the sample (�80%, mainly limited by

the faintness of the optial ounterparts, R

>

�

24) is one of the highest

for soures deteted at ux level

>

�

10

�14

erg m

�2

s

�1

.

Given the relatively bright X-ray uxes sampled, an aurate X-ray

spetral haraterization was ahievable for almost all of the soures in

the sample. Out of these, 106 soures with 86% spetrosopi redshift

were used to evaluate the fration of X-ray absorbed (log N

H

> 22)

AGN at these limiting uxes, and to ompare it with that predited

by X-ray bakground synthesis models (Perola et al. 2004).

A detailed study of a spei� �eld (the PKS 0312�77 �eld) for

whih Chandra, radio and near-infrared data were also available, has

learly pointed out the importane of multiwavelength, high spatial

resolution observations to fully haraterize the physial properties of

hard X-ray soure ounterparts (Brusa et al. 2003). The overall piture

emerging from the optial identi�ations of the HELLAS2XMM sample

indiate a wide spread in the optial (both in the ontinuum shape

and emission lines) and X-ray properties of the soures responsible

for the bulk of XRB energy density. The optial appearane of hard

X-ray seleted AGN is di�erent from that expeted on the basis of

the AGN Uni�ed Sheme, alling for some revisions to aount for

the disrepant lassi�ations. In partiular, the ombination of X-

ray spetral analysis and deep VLT spetrosopy has revealed that

� 10% of high-redshift, high-luminosity objets optially lassi�ed as

unobsured BL AGN are absorbed in the X-rays by olumn densities

in exess of 10

22

m

�2

(Brusa et al. 2003; Perola et al. 2004).

What an be onsidered the most surprising and relevant �nding
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of the HELLAS2XMM survey is the disovery of a population of presum-

ably obsured AGN whih are haraterized by values of their X-ray

(in the 2{10 keV band) to optial (integrated over the R �lter) ux

ratio (X/O> 10), signi�antly di�erent from those of optially and

soft X-ray seleted, spetrosopially identi�ed AGN.

We have provided, for the �rst time, spetrosopi identi�ations (us-

ing VLT/FORS2 data) of a sizable sample (13) of high X/O soures

from the HELLAS2XMM sample. The majority of these turned out to be

spetrosopially lassi�ed as high luminosity, high redshift narrow-

line quasars (Fiore et al. 2003). Di�erent approahes to estimate the

redshift of optially faint X-ray soures have also been developed and

tested for the soures deteted in the deepest Chandra exposures: in

partiular, it was possible to derive the redshift of highly obsured ob-

jets by deteting a strong Fe K� line in a few high S/N X-ray spetra

of soures deteted in the deepest Chandra �elds (Comastri, Brusa &

Civano 2004).

Combining the results from the HELLAS2XMM survey with those ob-

tained from deep, penil-beam Chandra and XMM-Newton surveys, it

was possible to build a \virtually omplete" sample of identi�ed hard

X-ray soures over a wide range of redshifts and luminosities. We have

learly pointed out the need for a luminosity-dependent density evo-

lution for the soures responsible for the XRB (low luminosity soures

peaking at a later osmi time), to explain the observed number and

luminosity densities as a funtion of redshift (Fiore et al. 2003). With

this assumption, and the hypothesis that hard X-ray surveys probe the

largest fration of the whole AGN population, it is possible to explain

the observed loal BH mass density as entirely due to the growth of

AGN (Comastri 2003).

For a seleted subsample of 10 high X/O soures in the HELLAS2XMM

survey, undeteted in the optial band, deep VLT/ISAAC imaging

has been obtained: almost all of the observed soures (10/11) were

deteted in the K-band and their optial to near-infrared olors are

onsiderably redder than those of the �eld galaxy population, all of

them being lassi�ed as Extremely Red Objets (Mignoli et al. 2004).

Thanks to the quality of the near-infrared data a detailed analysis

of the surfae brightness pro�les allows us to lassify all of the near-

infrared ounterparts: the majority of these (7) have been lassi�ed as

elliptial (bulge) galaxies, two as pointlike objets and one soure with

an exponential pro�le (disky). The results of the �t of the extended

soures are reported in Fig. 10. None of the extended soures show
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any evidene for the presene of a entral unresolved objet traing

the putative X-ray emitting AGN.

Coupling the morphologial information derived from K-band sur-

fae brightness pro�les, it was possible to derive a \minimum" red-

shift for these objets ranging between 0.8 and 2.4; in partiular, the

elliptial hosts have z

min

= 0:9{1.4. The X-ray spetral properties of

these soures indiate that heavy (N

H

> 10

22

m

�2

) obsuration is

almost ubiquitous among objets with high X/O and that obsured

soures (in partiular QSO2, the high-luminosity, high-redshift ob-

sured AGNs predited in XRB synthesis models) an be hosted in

the bulge of luminous, massive elliptials whih already formed the

bulk of their stars at high redshifts.

This work is arried out in ollaboration with M. Brusa (Astron-

omy Dept., University of Bologna).

XMM-Newton observations of Extremely Red Objets

Hard X-ray observations of Extremely Red Objets (EROs) with

XMM-Newton have been arried out in one of the largest samples of

EROs available to date (Daddi et al. 2000), seleted in a ontiguous

area of � 380 armin

2

. We have obtained a total of 100 ks of XMM-

Newton data, split between two observations. This work provides the

�rst omprehensive haraterization of the X-ray properties of a large

sample of individually deteted EROs. It was possible to estimate for

the �rst time, over a large statistially signi�ant sample of objets,

the fration and the X-ray spetral properties of AGN among EROs.

The results obtained from the leaned 80 ks XMM-Newton observation

suggest that, at the relatively bright X-ray and near-infrared uxes

probed by this observation, AGN aount only for a negligible fration

(3%) of the optially seleted ERO population (Brusa 2003).

The X-ray and optial properties of individually deteted EROs

are similar to those of Quasars 2, the high-luminosity, high redshift

type II AGNs predited in XRB synthesis models. The somewhat

unexpeted link between EROs and QSO2, is intriguing: near-infrared

observations of obsured QSOs seleted on the basis of their high X/O

(e.g. from the HELLAS2XMM sample, see above) and, onversely, hard

X-ray observations of a omplete sample of EROs, provide some of the

strongest evidene that these two populations, originally disovered at
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Figure 10: Surfae brightness pro�les along the major axis (boxes)

and best-�tting models (lines) for all of the extended soures in the

HELLAS2XMM sample for whih VLT/ISAAC observations have been

obtained. In the upper left box we also show with a dashed line a

representative PSF.
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di�erent wavelengths, are intimately onneted.

A seletion riterion based on the X/O and the R � K olour

of hard X-ray seleted soures has been proposed, to eÆiently pik

up the elusive QSO2 population, whih is diÆult to selet at optial

wavelengths. Furthermore, X-ray deteted EROs an be used as light-

houses to investigate the aretion paradigm at high redshifts, in order

to address the issue of elliptial galaxy formation and the expeted o-

evolution with areting blak holes. Our work learly indiates that

the ombination of near-infrared and X-ray observations is a powerful

tool to selet this so-far elusive population of luminous, obsured X-

ray soures. These results have allowed to obtain Chandra data (90

ks) on the ERO �eld, to push the X-ray analysis to fainter uxes.

This work is arried out in ollaboration with M. Brusa (Astron-

omy Dept., University of Bologna).

2.3.7 The ELAIS Survey

People involved at OAB : Calabrese, Ciliegi, Comastri, Gruppioni,

Mignoli, Pozzetti, Pozzi, Zamorani.

ELAIS is a large European projet, involving 19 di�erent insti-

tutes, initially aimed at studying the nature and evolution of the ex-

tragalati soures deteted by the Infrared Spae Observatory (ISO)

in seleted areas of the sky. At present the ollaboration has enlarged

and the survey overage has extended to other wavelengths, so that

now the ELAIS southern area S1 (4 square degrees) is one of the best

studied due to its extensive multiwavelength overage.

In fat, this �eld is one of the main seleted �elds of the largest

survey performed with ISO (ELAIS, overing 12 sq. deg. at 15 �m):

its size is 4 sq. deg. and the 15 �m atalogue published by Lari et

al. (2001) ontains 329 extragalati soures over the ux range 0.5{

100 mJy. The entire area is overed by radio observations obtained

with the ATCA down to S

1:4�GHz

' 0:2 mJy (Gruppioni et al. 1999),

whih C. Gruppioni, F. Pozzi, P. Ciliegi and G. Zamorani, in ollabo-

ration with C. Lari (IRA{CNR Bologna), F. La Frana (Universit�a di

Roma3) and I. Matute (MPI) have used to investigate and derive the

radio-IR orrelation for the �rst time at those ux densities and for a

sample of that size (� 100 ISOCAM-radio assoiations with measured

z; Gruppioni, Pozzi, Zamorani, Ciliegi et al. 2003).
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S1 is also overed by R-band CCD exposures reahing R � 23 (ob-

tained at the ESO/Danish 1.5m telesope in ollaboration with F. La

Frana, I. Matute, C. Lari et al.), where 82% of the IR extragalati

sample have a likely ounterpart. Two main spetrosopi lasses are

found to dominate the MIR extragalati population: star-forming

galaxies mainly at z < 0:5, whih aount for � 75% of the soures,

and Ative Galati Nulei (AGN; both type 1 and 2), whih aount

for � 25% of the soures (La Frana, Gruppioni et al. 2004)

Again in the framework of the follow-up of the ELAIS region,

F. Pozzi, E. Calabrese, P. Ciliegi, C. Gruppioni, M. Mignoli and

G. Zamorani (in ollaboration with C. Lari, and P. Heraudeau (Gronin-

gen)) have studied the optial, near-IR and radio properties of the

omplete sample of 43 soures deteted at 15 �m in the ELAIS �eld

S2, where about 90% of the soures (39 out of 43) have optial ounter-

parts brighter than I = 21. The 15-�m, H� and 1.4-GHz luminosities

have been used as di�erent indiators of star-formation rate in galaxies

(Pozzi et al. 2003).

F. Pozzi, C. Gruppioni and G. Zamorani, in ollaboration with

S. Oliver (Sussex Univ.), I. Matute, F. La Frana, C. Lari, A. Franes-

hini (Univ. of Padova) and M. Rowan-Robinson (ICSTM), have ob-

tained the �rst diret determination of the 15-�m luminosity fun-

tion and its osmi evolution for galaxies from the ELAIS survey.

The analysis is based on �150 ELAIS galaxies in the redshift inter-

val 0:0 � z � 0:4, overing a large ux density range, intermediate

between IRAS and the deep ISOCAM surveys (0.5{50 mJy). Strong

evolution (of the order of (1+ z)

3:5

both in luminosity and in density)

is suggested by our data for the starburst galaxy population, while

normal spiral galaxies are onsistent with no evolution. The model

preditions have been ompared with other observables, like soure

ounts at all ux density levels (from 0.1 to 300 mJy) and redshift

distributions and luminosity funtions at high-z (0:7 < z < 1:0 from

HDF-N data), showing a remarkably good agreement. Using the evo-

lutionary model found for the 15-�m galaxies and the data points from

the 1=V

max

LF analysis, we have estimated the star-formation rate

density up to z � 1. At z � 0:4 our model preditions are well on-

sistent with other estimates derived from UV, optial and MIR data.

At higher redshifts our model preditions are signi�antly higher than

the UV extintion orreted data and lower by about a fator of two

than the estimates derived from radio data (Pozzi, Gruppioni et al.

2004).
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The ELAIS area S1 is one of the targets seleted by the Spitzer

legay programme SWIRE (PI C. Lonsdale (Calteh)) and will be ob-

served in June 2004. The SWIRE projet is the largest Survey projet

that will be performed with Spitzer, overing a total of about 70 sq.deg.

(10 of whih on the S1 region) at all available wavelengths (from 3 to

200 �m). Our 15-�m ISOCAM data will be of extreme importane

for alibrations and interpretation of the Spitzer data, sine they will

�ll the gap between the short- (IRAC: 3.6{8�m) and long-wavelength

(MIPS: 24{160�m) instruments on board Spitzer.

In the framework of the SWIRE ollaboration, we have obtained deep

B, V and R images with the WFI at the ESO 2.2m telesope (ESO

Large Programme ESIS: PI A. Franeshini) down to about B = 24:7,

V = 24:0 and R = 24:5 and in the I and Z band with VIMOS-VLT.

Moreover, about 1 sq. deg. of S1 has been overed by deep K

0

band

exposures with SOFI at the ESO NTT telesope (ESO Large Pro-

gramme: PI A. Cimatti (INAF{Aretri Obs.)) and in the X-ray band

with XMM-Newton (4 pointings of about 100 kse eah have been

obtained in the entral area of S1: PI F. Fiore (INAF{Rome Obs.))

with about 500 soures deteted in the 0.5{10 keV band down to a

ux of 2{3 �10

�15

gs.

Reently, a new very deep radio observation at 1.4 GHz has been ob-

tained with the Australia Telesope Compat Array (ATCA) (PI :

Boyle, CoI: Ciliegi, Condon, Lonsdale) in the ELAIS region S1 down

to an rms noise of 10 �Jy. The data have been olleted in January

and February 2004 and the data redution is ongoing.

Finally, 30 hours at the ESO VLT telesope with the VIMOS spetro-

graph have been alloated in the ELAIS S1 �eld (PI: F. La Frana)

with the aim of obtaining spetrosopi identi�ation for the fainter

15-�m ISO soures, for the new XMM and K

0

soures and for the

radio soures obtained with the new ATCA data.

2.4 Galaxy lusters and large-sale struture

2.4.1 Merging lusters in the ore of superlusters

People involved at OAB: Bardelli, Cappi, Giaintui, Marini, Zua.

A long term projet in whih the extragalati group is involved is

the multiwavelength study of the Shapley Conentration, the rihest

superluster in the nearby Universe. This study is devoted to investi-
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gating the e�ets of the environment and of the merging phenomena

on the physis of lusters and on their galaxy population. In partiu-

lar, the entral parts of superlusters are ideal laboratories in whih to

study dynamial proesses, given the high peuliar veloities indued

by the density exess.

We foused our attention on the three strutures formed by interat-

ing lusters (the A3558 omplex, the A3528 omplex and the A3571

omplex) whih dominate the ore of the Shapley Conentration. In

partiular from all our data and analyses we onluded that these om-

plexes are part of an evolutionary sequene: the A3528 omplex is at

the very beginning of a merger event, where the two merging entities

have just started \to feel eah other"; the A3558 omplex is thought

to be an advaned merger, where two lusters of similar mass have

already undergone the �rst ore{ore enounter; the A3571 omplex

represents the �nal stage of a merger event, where A3571 itself is the

resulting luster after virialization of the merger.

The main results of this work in the year 2003 were the following:

� In the last years we performed an extensive radio survey in the region

of the three luster omplexes, in order to �nd the e�ets of major

merging events on the radio emission of the galaxy population. The

most remarkable result was a signi�ant de�ieny of radio galaxies in

the A3558 omplex (Venturi et al. 2000), onsistent with an ongoing

merge. In order to better investigate this point we performed a deeper

survey in the region of A3562 and SC1329-131 at 1.4 GHz, in the

A3558 omplex (Giaintui et al. 2004). We on�rmed the presene of

a radio halo and of a head-tail radio galaxy at the entre of the luster

A3562. We performed a detailed radio multifrequeny study of the

head-tail galaxy, whih is ompletely embedded in the halo emission

(Venturi et al. 2003). The radio halo has an irregular shape, and a

largest linear size of � 620 kp, whih is among the smallest found

in the literature. The soure has a steep spetrum, i.e. �

1:4GHz

843MHz

� 2,

and its total radio power, P

1:4GHz

� 2 � 10

23

W Hz

�1

, is the lowest

known to date. The radio power of the halo and the X-ray parameters

of the luster, suh as L

X

and kT , niely �t the orrelations found

in the literature for the other halo lusters, extending them to low

radio powers. We found that the total number of eletrons injeted in

the luster environment by the head-tail soure is enough to feed the

halo, if we assume that the galaxy has been radio ative over a large

fration of its rossing time. Given the high statistis, we omputed

the radio luminosity funtion for both early and late type galaxies
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in this region, �nding for elliptial and S0 galaxies onsisteny with

Ledlow & Owen (1999). Given the lak of bright radiosoures that we

found analysing the whole A3558 omplex, this result suggests that

the de�it is entirely due to the A3558 luster. Moreover, a population

of faint (logP

1:4GHz

[W Hz

�1

℄ < 22) radiogalaxies has been found: half

of these objets are blue, suggesting that starburst is the driving radio

emission mehanism. Finally, we found 14 spiral galaxies, whose ratio

between radio and optial emission is similar to that of galaxies loated

in rih and dynamially evolved lusters.

� It is known that luster spiral galaxies tend to have less HI with re-

spet to �eld objets. It has been proposed that the dynamial events

ating during a merge ould be responsible for the HI depletion. In

order to hek this hypothesis, we started a projet aimed at observ-

ing the neutral hydrogen ontent of spirals in the A3558 omplex. As

pilot observations, we obtained time at the ATCA telesope for the

overage of three �elds with exposure time of 12 hours eah in a band

orresponding to the veloity interval [10700{18000℄ km s

�1

. The data

are urrently in the redution phase.

This work is arried out in ollaboration with T. Venturi, G. Brunetti

(IRA{CNR, Bologna), D. Dallaasa (Astronomy Dept., Univ. of Bolo-

gna), R. Morganti (ASTRON, Dwingeloo) and R.W. Hunstead (Syd-

ney Univ.).

� A3528, the dominant luster of the omplex, is a double luster

formed by two twin sublumps separated by 0.9 h

�1

Mp, and the

other two lusters of the omplex (A3530 and A3532) are a lose

pair, separated by � 1 Mp. Gastaldello, . . . Bardelli, . . . Zua

(2004) studied A3528 with XMM-Newton observations, obtaining sur-

fae brightness, temperature and abundane maps (see Fig. 11).

Although a bridge of hot gas onneting the two lumps has been

found, no shok is deteted: this fat is unexpeted, given the esti-

mated masses of the lumps (� 8� 10

13

M

�

eah) and their relative

distane. The most reasonable explanation is that the merging was

not head-on but o�-axis. After having subtrated a � model from the

surfae brightness of the two sublumps, we found emission exesses

whih an be used to determine the infalling diretion. The onlusion

is that this system is in an o�-axis post-merging phase, with the los-

est ore enounter happening � 1{2 Gyrs ago. The interesting point

is that the optial blue luminosities of the two sub-lumps, whih are

twins with regard to the X-ray properties, di�er by an order of mag-

nitude. This ould indiate that one of the two lumps su�ered more
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Figure 11: XMM-Newton observations of A3528. Upper panel: X-

ray surfae brightness distribution; note the hot bridge onneting the

two sublumps. Middle panel: temperature map. Lower panel: sur-

fae brightness residuals, obtained after having subtrated a smoothed

distribution.
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than the other from the galaxy \peeling" proess, probably indued

by a larger path through the large-sale environment. XMM-Newton

data on the ouple A3530/A3532 are at present in the redution phase.

Our general onlusion is that, although the two single pairs of lus-

ters (the two lumps of A3528 and A3530/A3532) are mergers in an

advaned state, the A3528 omplex as a whole is at an earlier mo-

ment of ollapse with respet to the A3558 omplex, and the masses

involved here are probably lower.

This work is arried out in ollaboration with S. Ettori (ESO), S. De-

Grandi (INAF{Milan Obs.), S. Molendi, F. Gastaldello (IASF{CNR,

Milan) and T. Venturi (IRA{CNR, Bologna).

Further information about this projet an be found on the WEB

6

.

S. Bardelli, A. Cappi, F. Marini and E. Zua, in ollaboration

with L. Mosardini (Astronomy Dept., University of Bologna), S. De

Grandi (INAF{Milano Obs.) and S. Ettori (ESO) are studying the

two lusters A2061 and A2067 in the entral region of the Corona

Borealis superluster. These two lusters appear to be separated by

1.8 h

�1

Mp on the plane of the sky, suggesting the possible presene

of interation. From two BeppoSAX observations (50 kse eah), we

estimated the global temperatures, the temperature pro�les and maps

for A2061 and A2067. We did not �nd evidene of interation between

these two lusters. However, from an analysis of the bi-dimensional

distribution of the hot gas, A2061 turned out to be elongated along the

axis onneting its two dominant galaxies. Moreover, in between these

two galaxies we found evidene of a signi�ant inrease of temperature,

due to a shok with a Mah number of 2{3. We speulated that a

group of galaxies merged in A2061 and is now near the enter of the

luster (Marini, Bardelli, Zua, . . . Cappi et al. 2003). The derived

infall veloity is about 2000 km s

�1

, similar to other ases found in

literature.

2.4.2 The MUSIC projet

People involved at OAB: Cappi.

A. Cappi is involved in a projet (MUSIC, MUltiwavelength Sam-

ple of Interating Clusters) with researhers at the Observatoire de

la Côte d'Azur (S. Maurogordato, C. Benoist, A. Bijaoui, E. Slezak),

6

http://www.bo.astro.it/�bardelli/shapley/shapley new.html
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the CEA/CEN in Salay (M. Arnaud, J{L. Sauvageot), and Innsbruk

University (C. Ferrari) aiming at a multiwavelength study of galaxy

and gas dynamis in a seleted sample of galaxy lusters. The �-

nal aim of the projet is the realization of a homogeneous database of

lusters in di�erent evolutionary phases, suited for a systemati statis-

tial study and a quantitative omparison with theoretial preditions.

This projet is based on optial observations (mainly at the ESO 3.6m

and CFHT telesopes, but presently also at the VLT) and on X-ray

observations with XMM-Newton and Chandra, while omplementary

radio observations are now arried out in ollaboration with Luigina

Feretti (IRA{CNR). The �rst objet studied in this survey is A521, a

omplex, relatively rih luster at z � 0:25, in the middle of two �la-

mentary strutures, with on-going merging (Maurogordato et al. 2000;

Ferrari, . . . Cappi et al. 2003). New spetrosopi observations have

inreased the number of known redshifts, giving a detailed map of the

substruture and dynamis of this omplex system, whih appears to

be at least qualitatively onsistent with the expetations of hierarhi-

al models of struture formation. Another luster we have studied in

detail is A3921, whih appears to be haraterized by a bimodal stru-

ture, and for whih we have obtained deep photometri atalogues and

measured more than 230 new redshifts, while XMM-Newton/EPIC

observations have been obtained by our CEA/CEN ollaborators (see

Ferrari, . . . Cappi et al. 2004). One important aspet of the merg-

ing proess is the way it may a�et star-formation in galaxies, and

we have planned more imaging and spetrosopi observations to map

the distribution and properties of star-forming galaxies in interating

lusters. In partiular, we are at present arrying out observations

with VIMOS at the VLT, in order to obtain a large number of high

resolution spetra for A2163, a luster at z � 0:2. Moreover, a dy-

namial study is urrently arried out also on another, regular luster,

A1413, for whih the Sunyaev-Zeldovih e�et has also been deteted,

and A1750. Other lusters will also be observed in the optial, X-ray

and radio passbands, to over the main phases of luster evolution.

2.4.3 Optially seleted galaxy lusters at high redshift

People involved at OAB: Bardelli, Zua.

A sample of a few hundred galaxy luster andidates has been

extrated from the wide angle multiolor ESO Imaging Survey (EIS),
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using a mathed �lter algorithm in the I band. The estimated redshift

range of these andidates has a high redshift tail reahing z � 1:3.

This sample will allow to determine the strutural parameters and

the galaxy population harateristis of lusters of di�erent rihness

in a wide range of redshifts (Da Costa et al. 2001).

A great e�ort has been undertaken in order to have a spetrosopi

on�rmation of a subsample of high redshift EIS lusters. In partiu-

lar, we on�rmed three lusters at z = 0:81; 1:14; 1:30 (Benoist et al.

2002; Joergensen, Bardelli, Zua et al. in prep.). It is partiularly

important that the two systems at z > 1 are the most distant lus-

ters identi�ed so far by their optial properties alone. The luster at

z = 1:30 oinides remarkably well with the loation of a �rm X-ray

detetion (> 5�) in a � 80 kse XMM-Newton image (Neumann, . . .

Bardelli, Zua et al. 2003). Moreover, we deteted in the same image

another X-ray emission from a serendipitously found onentration of

infrared galaxies at an estimated redshift of z = 1:7. The two emis-

sions are onsistent with a point-like pro�le and therefore are likely

to be assoiated with luster AGN. However, we annot exlude that

the hot gas emission of the lusters is extremely peaked, as expeted

for proto-lusters.

This work is arried out in ollaboration with L. da Costa and S. Ar-

nouts (ESO), C. Benoist (Nie Obs.), L. Olsen and H. J�rgensen

(Copenhagen Obs.), A. Biviano and M. Ramella (INAF{Trieste Obs.),

M. Sodeggio (IASF{CNR, Milan), D. Neumann and M. Arnaud (CEA/CEN,

Salay).

2.4.4 Properties of optially very luminous galaxies

People involved at OAB: Cappi.

A. Cappi is investigating the nature of galaxy systems hosting op-

tially very luminous galaxies (VLGs, M

B

� �21). This work is

arried out in ollaboration with C. Benoist, S. Maurogordato (Obs.

de la Côte d'Azure) and L.N. da Costa (ESO). In previous work on the

Southern Sky Redshift Survey 2 (SSRS2; Benoist et al. 1996; Cappi et

al. 1998a,b; Benoist et al. 1999; Cappi et al. 2001) it was shown that

the lustering amplitude of galaxies inreases for galaxies with L > L

�

(with a non-linear bias) and that VLGs have a orrelation length ap-

proahing that of lusters, even if most of them are not in rih lusters;

suh results have been on�rmed by the 2dFGRS (see e.g. Norberg et
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al. 2001). In our reent work (Cappi et al. 2003) we have analysed in

more detail the environment of a subsample of our VLGs using partly

our own spetrosopi observations obtained at the 1.93m telesope

at the OHP, and mainly the data for fainter galaxies obtained from

the 2dFGRS, seleting those whih are within 1.5h

�1

Mp from the

VLGs. In this way it has been possible to on�rm that many faint

objets previously deteted in the DSS images entered on VLG �elds

are at the same redshift of the VLG, and that late-type VLGs ap-

pear indeed to be in poorer systems, omparable to the Loal Group.

Present work is foalised in the analysis of the new available databases

(the 2dFGRS �nal release and the SDSS), whih will allow us to build

a more omplete and homogeneous sample of VLGs and to better de-

termine their statistial properties. We have also planned to perform

H� observations of VLG groups with the Wide Field Imager (WFI )

at the ESO 2.2m telesope, using �lters entered on the VLG redshift,

in order to eÆiently detet fainter andidate members, and to study

the star-forming galaxy population and the luminosity funtion of the

system. The aim is to understand the evolutionary properties of this

lass of poorly known systems. As an example, one important issue is

the muh debated overabundane of low-mass satellites in the Loal

Groups with respet to simulations, and we would like to know if this

is a ommon property of other similar groups.
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3 Hydrodynamis
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Galati wind in a starburst galaxy. The �gure shows a snapshot of a

dense old loud overrun by a hot galati wind. The simulation takes

into aount radiative losses and heat ondution. The top panels

show the gas density (left) and pressure (right). The bottom panels

show the X-ray (left) and OVI (right) emissivity. The physial dimen-

sion of eah panel is 100� 30 p

2

. The radius of the initially spherial

loud is 10 p.
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People involved at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: R. Bedogni, A. D'Erole, P. Londrillo.

A. D'Erole, in ollaboration with F. Matteui (Trieste Univ.), S.

Rehi (University of Kiel) and M. Tosi ontinued the studies about

the e�ets of SN explosions in starburst galaxies. The 2D simulations

performed in the past (whih take into aount two di�erent istanta-

neous bursts) are able to desribe the general hemial and dynamial

harateristis of the starburst galaxy IZw18. However, an analysis of

the stellar population indiates that the �rst star burst must be ontin-

uous over a time span of several hundreds Myr. We thus introdued

the possibility of ontinuous ativity in our ode. Under a number

of simply�ng assumptions (entrally onentrated star formation and

onstant hemial omposition of the newly formed stars) it was pos-

sible to study the dynamial and hemial e�ets of two star bursts

extended in time and separated by a quiesent period, adopting the

parameters suggested by Aloisi, Tosi & Greggio (1999). Contrary to

models with instantaneous bursts, the present models are more stable

and math the observed abundane ratio over longer time spans.

In ollaboration with A. Marolini and F. Brighenti (University

of Bologna), D'Erole extended to 3D a previously developed 2D hy-

droode and studied the e�et of the ram pressure of the IGM on

dwarf galaxies and on galati winds generated by starbursts our-

ring in these galaxies. A number of models have been run, overing

di�erent values of galati mass, IGM ram pressure and inlination an-

gle between the galati rotation axis and the galati veloity. While

galati winds in galaxies at rest arry away almost all the freshly pro-

dued metals, for partiular ombinations of the parameters the ram

pressure may inrease the fration of metals whih remain trapped

into the ISM.

Finally, in ollaboration with A. Marolini and D. Strikland (Johns

Hopkins University, Baltimore) D'Erole started 2D simulations of

old louds overrun by a hot galati wind taking into aount the

heat ondution. The aim of these simulations is to explain the spa-

tial distribution of the X-ray and OVI emissivity observed in starburst

galaxies.

R. Bedogni has omputed numerial simulations of SN remnant

evolution in a loudy medium for both Type I and Type II Super-

novae. Partiular attention has been paid to the evolution of the
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Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities inside the remnants beause of the e�ets

of ooling. More detailed simulations are done for the shok-louds

interations for a wide range of the density ontrast between the loud

and the ambient medium.

R. Bedogni, in ollaboration with A. Di Fazio, (INAF{Rome Obs.),

introdued the e�ets of a variable drag, in funtion of the Mah and

Reynold numbers, in a more general program to obtain the dynamial

evolution of a self-gravitating protoloud with turbulene. The frag-

mentation of a protoloud has been desribed using a \semi-empirial"

model of turbulene.

P. Londrillo has devised a new general method (Upwind Con-

strained Transport, UCT) to design higher order Godunov-type shemes

for magneto-hydrodynamis (in ollaboration with L. Del Zanna).

P. Londrillo, in ollaboration with L. Ciotti (Astr. Dept., Univer-

sity of Bologna) and G. Bertin (University of Milano), has performed

numerial and analytial analyses of a lass of toroidal equilibria hav-

ing relevane for stellar systems. Preliminary results have been pre-

sented at the AICPS Conferene (Como, 2003).
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4 Instruments and Tehnology
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3D view of the GIANO spetrograph: the optial benh with optis

and ray-traing.
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People involved at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: C. Caiari, E. Diolaiti, R. Merighi, L. Origlia,

V. Zitelli

� Tehnial sta�: G. Bregoli, G. Innoenti, P. Montegri�o

� Contrats: M. Lombini, E. Rossetti

4.1 The FLAMES projet

People involved at OAB: Caiari, Merighi, Rossetti

The Bologna Observatory is a member of the Ital-FLAMES Consor-

tium, whih also inludes the Observatories of Trieste, Cagliari and

Palermo, that partiipated in the ompletion of the FLAMES projet.

FLAMES is an instrument faility for multi-objet spetrosopy devel-

oped at ESO. It onsists of several omponents: a Nasmyth orretor,

a �ber positioner, a �ber link to the UVES high resolution spetro-

graph, an intermediate resolution optial spetrograph (GIRAFFE)

with its own �bre system, and oordinating observing software.

As part of the Ital-FLAMES Consortium, the Bologna Observa-

tory has provided the Templates for FLAMES in all observing modes.

This ativity has been arried out by the ontrator E. Rossetti, with

assistane from Ferraro (Astron. Dept., Bologna Univ.) and Merighi,

in ollaboration with personnel at ESO and the Trieste Observatory,

and with the oordination of Caiari, P.I. of the Ital-FLAMES Con-

sortium.

The FLAMES faility is now ompleted and operational. It was of-

fered to the ommunity with the ESO Call for Proposals of September

2002, and routine observations started on April 1st 2003. Observations

for Siene Veri�ation (SV) were suessfully performed during the

period Jan 24{Feb 2, 2003. The Bologna Observatory partiipated in

SV with observations of red giant stars in the globular luster NGC

2808 aimed at deteting mass outows from the atmospheres of these

stars (Caiari et al. 2003). The same observations were used to derive

Na and O abundanes (Carretta et al. 2003, 2004).
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4.2 The L3CCD projet

People involved at OAB: Bregoli, Ciattaglia, Innoenti

Sine the year 2001 a joint ollaboration between Bologna and

Aretri was started, in order to provide high resolution optial images

based on a fast detetor and suitable dediated software, for use in

systemati programs at the Loiano telesope, and later to develop a

photon ounting wavefront sensor for adaptive optis on large optial

telesopes.

In the framework of this projet, a program of laboratory- and

later sky-tests of this kind of detetor for adaptive optis applia-

tions was started in the spring of 2002, involving the Aretry Obser-

vatory, the Astronomy Dept. of the University of Bologna and the

Bologna Observatory. As a �rst step we have interfaed a ommerial

photon-ounting ontroller to a new type of detetor: the L3CCD,

an avalanhe intensi�ed CCD from E2V (ex Maroni AT) with the

aim of developing a low-noise wavefront detetor for adaptive optis.

The system performed as an eÆient and almost ready-to-use spekle

amera with a duty ile of 20 mse. During the year 2003 the �rst

eletroni generation was developed, as well as a suitable ryogeni

system for the sensor.

All of the optial benh data aquisition and analysis software have

been developed at the Bologna Observatory. This suitable software

requires a areful synhronisation among several instruments and great

aquisition exibility to ful�ll the spei� requirements of fast pixels.

In this way the great exibility of the haraterization faility allows

to haraterize sensor parameters easily, quikly and aurately, even

in a very low light regime. Many ustom parts for both the eletroni

ontroller (housings) and the ryogeni system have been developed

at the OAB, as well as the optial benh and the spekle amera.

4.3 GIANO: An ultra-stable IR spetrometer op-

timized both for low and high resolution

People involved at OAB: L. Origlia, M. Rossetti, P. Montegri�o, M.

Lolli

The reent development of high sensitivity infrared (IR) spetrom-

eters has opened a new window in astrophysis. The investigation of
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the 1 to 2.5 �m band has yielded the disovery of a wealth of diag-

nosti tools, both in terms of absorption features and emission lines,

whih are ruial for a thorough understanding of several hot topis

of modern astrophysis, from faint solar system objets and extra-

solar planets to stellar lusters and galaxies, up to the highest redshift

quasars.

The muh redued extintion at these wavelengths allows IR spe-

trometers to piere the dust embedding several Galati and extra-

galati objets, whih are heavily obsured in the optial. At high

redshift several emission and absorption spetral features, ommonly

exploited when studying loal galaxies, are shifted into the IR. These

and several other advantages of IR spetrosopy have led to a rapid

growth of the ommunity of astronomers, from essentially any sien-

ti� �eld, making use of these failities.

GIANO is an optimized near IR spetrograph whih an yield,

in one shot, omplete 0.9{2.5 �m spetra either at low (RS = 500)

or high (up to R = 50; 000 with a 0.5" slit) resolutions maintaining,

in both modes, a very high stability and throughput throughout the

whole spetral range.

This projet is part of the Seond Generation Instrumentation Plan

of the Telesopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG) loated at Roque de Los

Muhahos Observatory (ORM), La Palma, Spain.

The ore of GIANO is the spetrometer unit whih uses, in double

pass, the same optial elements (3 aspheri mirrors) as ollimator and

amera. These feed, through ross-disperser prisms, a ommerial

23.2 ll/mm R2 ehelle grating ating as high resolution disperser. All

these elements and the 2048

2

Hawaii-2 array are �xed to an optial

benh whih will operate in vauum at ryogeni and thermostated

temperatures.

By simply inserting a at mirror in front of the ehelle the instru-

ment \hanges its fae" (hene the name GIANO) and beomes a low

resolution spetrometer with an unpreedented ombination of spe-

tral overage, throughput and resolution. Measurements of irular

and linear polarization an be obtained using a ombination of beam

splitters and super-ahromati retarders whih an be inserted/rotated

in the pre-slit optial system.

More details about the projet an be �nd on the GIANO Web

page (http://www.bo.astro.it/giano).
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4.4 Large Binoular Camera

People involved at OAB: Diolaiti

The Large Binoular Camera (LBC) is a double imaging amera

for the Large Binoular Telesope (LBT). The projet involves the

Astronomial Observatories of Roma, Aretri, Padova and Trieste.

Eah LBC unit inludes a 6-lens optial orretor and a 6K � 6K CCD

detetor array; the two ameras, also named Blue and Red Channels,

are optimized for the blue and the red parts of the visible spetrum

and are haraterized by a very fast foal ratio (F/1.45) and a wide

�eld of view (approximately 30

0

in diameter). This instrument has

been designed for multi-band observations in seeing-limited mode; it is

provided with two types of �lters: standard photometri Bessel �lters

(U , B, V on the Blue Channel and V , R, I on the Red Channel) and

ustom �lters, still under de�nition, designed for spei� appliations.

The Blue Channel of LBC will be the �rst light instrument of the

Large Binoular Telesope.

Emiliano Diolaiti, formerly with the University of Padova and the

Osservatorio Astro�sio di Aretri, has been hired by OAB in Deem-

ber 2003. He ollaborates with the Aretri group on the design and

integration of the opto-mehanial parts of the instrument. In parti-

ular, during the year 2003, he has worked on the �nalization of the

Red Channel design, on the laboratory integration and alignment of

the Blue Channel orretor, whih is going to be installed at the tele-

sope in 2004, and on the de�nition and prourement of the �lters,

still in progress.

4.5 MAD

People involved at OAB: Diolaiti, Lombini

MAD is the aronym of Multi{Conjugate Adaptive Optis Demon-

strator. It is an adaptive optis prototype to be installed on a VLT

Unit Telesope, designed and built in the framework of a ollabo-

ration among ESO, two INAF Observatories (Aretri and Padova)

and the Fauldade de Cienias de Universidade de Lisboa (Portu-

gal). The main purpose of this prototype is the demonstration of the

multi-onjugate adaptive optis tehnique, whih has been proposed

to overome the anisoplanati e�ets typial of the single-onjugate
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adaptive optis. This goal is realized by means of several deformable

mirrors (two in the ase of MAD), onjugated to di�erent altitudes and

driven by a ontrol system whih ollets the information on the atmo-

spheri turbulene using several referene stars, in order to reonstrut

a kind of three-dimensional mapping of the turbulene. Two di�erent

wavefront sensing tehniques are implemented in MAD, namely star-

oriented and layer-oriented. A very interesting feature of the latter

approah is the possibility to ombine optially the light of even very

faint stars, thus improving the sky overage with natural guide stars

only. The 2

0

�eld of view orreted by MAD is imaged onto a ryogeni

infrared amera.

The INAF partners are in harge of the design and onstrution

of the layer-oriented wavefront sensor. In partiular, onerning the

people involved at OAB, Emiliano Diolaiti has worked mainly on the

optial design, on the prourement of the optial omponents and on

the system performane analysis; Matteo Lombini on the laboratory

integration and on the study of the siene ases, with partiular em-

phasis on deep �eld surveys of extra-galati objets.

4.6 LINC{NIRVANA

People involved at OAB: Diolaiti

The LINC{NIRVANA projet involves the Osservatorio Astro�sio

di Aretri and three German institutes: Max-Plank Institut f�ur As-

tronomie (Heidelberg), Universit�at zu K�oln, Max-Plank Institut f�ur

Radioastronomie (Bonn). LINC{NIRVANA is a near-infrared imag-

ing interferometer for the Large Binoular Telesope (LBT), designed

to ahieve the maximum angular resolution possible with LBT, orre-

sponding to its longest baseline. The beams olleted by the two tele-

sope units are �rst orreted by two adaptive optis systems, then o-

phased by a fast mirror and ombined inside a ryogeni near-infrared

amera, forming a foal plane interferene pattern. The two adap-

tive optis systems are based on the layer-oriented multi-onjugate

approah. Eah of them inludes two units: a wavefront sensor on-

jugated to the ground layer, driving the adaptive seondary mirror of

LBT, and a mid-high layer wavefront sensor, whih may be onjugated

to any other layer up to an altitude of 15 km and may drive up to two

deformable mirrors.

The INAF partners are mainly in harge of the design and on-
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strution of the wavefront sensing units. Emiliano Diolaiti ollabo-

rates with the Aretri group on this task; during the year 2003 he has

realized the preliminary optial design of the wavefront sensors and

he has ontributed to the de�nition of the mehanial design; more-

over he has ollaborated with the Heidelberg group on the veri�ation

of the ryogeni amera optis design. The instrument has passed a

preliminary review. The design phase is still in progress and will be

ompleted before the �nal review, presumably in late 2004.

star enlarger pyramid

parabolic mirror

folding mirror

prime focus corrector

Figure 12: Optial layout of the LINC{NIRVANA ground-layer wave-

front sensor.

4.7 TNG

People involved people at OAB: Zitelli.

Zitelli is a member of the \Site testing" working group for the Tele-

sopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG).
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Sine the Canary Islands are under inuene of Oean weather with

dominant trade wind from the north, espeially during summer time,

TNG is inuened by the alima e�et: the dust from the Sahara

desert. Zitelli with Poreddu (INAF{Cagliari Obs.) and TNG per-

sonnel have olleted and analyzed dust data from a statistial point

of view. The aim of this experiment is to ompare the behaviour of

dust grains of di�erent sizes and the meteo parameters, to hek the

inuene on astronomial seeing.
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5 Loiano observing site
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View of the 60m telesope of the Loiano observing site
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People involved at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: R. Merighi, V. Zitelli.

� Tehnial sta�: S. Bernabei, A. De Blasi, I. Bruni, R. Gualandi,

R. Mezzini, I. Muzi, P. Salomoni, G. Bregoli, C. Ciattaglia, G.

Innoenti.

� Contrats: S. Marinoni

Loiano, observing site of the INAF{Bologna Observatory, is lo-

ated at 785 m above sea level and is at 37 km from Bologna. We

have in Loiano 3 buildings (two hosting the 152m and 60m, and the

guest house) and 23 hetares of wood. The person in harge of the

observing site is V. Zitelli.

The 152m telesope, dediated to G.D. Cassini, was built by

REOSC and has been operating sine 1976. A general desription of

the Cassini telesope is given in Table 1.

The main foal instruments presently available at the telesope

are:

1. A spetrograph/foal reduer: BFOSC (Bologna Faint Objet,

Spetrograph and Camera), based on transmitting optis rang-

ing from 330 to 1100 nm, equipped with a CCD amera EEV

1340 � 1300 and the possibility to hoose between two sets of

�lters: a standard Johnson-Kron-Cousins system and a Gunn

system. An H� �lter has been reently made available too.

2. A lassial, ooled, �ve-olour Photoeletri Photometer

3. A two-hannel photoeletri Photometer (3 olours).

BFOSC has been the most sheduled instrument, with about 80%

of the total alloated time, well mathing the seeing and the variable

meteo onditions of the Loiano site.

The 60m telesope was built in 1933 by Zeiss of Jena following

the most modern tehniques of the time. It was originally equipped

with a photographi amera at the F/3 diret fous and was later

modi�ed to a f/20 Cassegrain system. At present it is equipped with a

5-olour photometer, and a new amera, a CCD Maroni (series 4710,

13/�m pixel size, 1055�1026 pxs), is mounted at the Cassegrain fous
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modi�ed with a foal reduer to a f/5.6. It is now permanently used

by undergraduate students. A tehial report an be found on the web

page:

www.bo.astro.it/ loiano/ManualeCCD60m/ManualeCCD60m.htm.

In summer the 60m telesope is also used for outreah ativities

(see setion Outreah and eduational ativities for more detailed in-

formation).

Table 1. Cassini telesope

Mount type English

Optial on�guration Rithey-Chr�etien

Main mirror diameter 152 m

Foal ratio (main mirror) F/3

Cassegrain fous equivalent foal length 1200 m

equivalent foal ratio F/8

sale 16.8 arse/mm

FOV 70 armin

5.1 Operations and use of the 152m telesope

People involved at OAB: Zitelli, Bernabei, De Blasi, Gualandi, Bruni,

Muzi, Salomoni, Bregoli, Ciattaglia, Innoenti.

The 152m telesope is regularly used for sienti� observations,

and is available for about 350 nights/year. In the last few years both

the 60m and 152m Loiano telesopes are also open to students. The

statistis of the last years is given in Table 2. Time is alloated every 6

months, starting in January and July. Eah program is sheduled tipi-

ally for one week, to avoid exessive fragmentation of the observing

time.

It is possible to pre-redue the observed data with a PC in a lo-

al network. See setion 6.4 for an updated situation of the Loiano

omputer failities. MIDAS and IRAF pakages are available and it

is possible to implement other software failities.
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Table 2. Cassini Telesope { Nights used per year

nights/year 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

used (t>50%) 106 122 105 98 110 121 133 138

used (t<50%) 26 19 41 22 38 35 31 35

used for test 37 32 58 33 15 10 6 3

not used (weather) 183 180 142 179 189 163 172 107

not used (tehnial) 3 1 10 4 1 3 0 0

not assigned 11 11 10 29 13 33 23 30

5.2 Appliations to the 152m Telesope

The main observing programs of 2003 at the 152m telesope are de-

sribed in the following. For the �rst time, two long term programs

were approved, and were alloated about 20 nights eah semester (the

�rst two of the list). Servie observing for ToO and monitoring pro-

grams is also performed.

1. Foardi P. (Univ. Bo), Zitelli V., Kelm B., Marinoni S.: The

role of environment-ativity relationship on galaxies

2. Clementini G. (OAB), Ripepi V., Maroni M.: The star for-

mation history of Ursa Minor dwarf from its variable stars

3. Terranegra L. (OACapodimonte), Chavarria C., Moreno M.A.

(UNAM, Mexio): Spetrosopi study of the PMS group near

DL Ori

4. Polaro V.F. (CNR/IASF): Peuliar objet in young open lus-

ters

5. Masetti N. (CNR/IASF), Foshini L., Palazzi E., Cappi M.,

Dadina M., Bassani L., Malaguti G. Hunting the nature of ul-

traluminous X-ray soure NGC4168-X1

6. Trevese D. (Univ. Roma La Sapienza), Zitelli V., Stirpe G.,

Vagnetti F.: The mass of intermediate redshift QSOs

7. Masetti N. (CNR/IASF), Palazzi E., Pian E.: SN2002ap in its

nebular phase
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8. Polaro V.F. (CNR/IASF): Photometry and Spetrosopy of high

mass stars in young open lusters

9. Nesi R. (Univ. La Sapienza, Roma) and Massaro E.: Follow up

of andidates radio quiet BL Las

10. Pizzihini G., Guarnieri A., Bartolini C., Piioni A., Masetti

N.: ToO di GRB in partiolare rivelati da HETE

11. Silvotti R. and several CoI: Pulsating subdwarf B stars: multisite

ampaign

12. Giovannelli F. (IAS-CNR) et al.: Spetrophotometri and pho-

tometri observations of X-ray binaries and Interations with

SNRs

13. Gavazzi G. (Univ. Bioa Mi), Cortese L. : Redshift measure-

ments in A1367

14. Masetti N. (CNR/IASF) et al.: Searh for the optial ounterpart

of the X-ray soure SAX J1532.4+7349

15. Stassun K. (Wisonsin), Van den Berg M., Tagliaferri G.: Chan-

dra Orion Megaseond Projet Ground Support { are monitor-

ing

16. Formiggini L. (The Wise Obs., Israel): Spetrosopial on�rma-

tion of white dwarf and subdwarf andidates from FAUST UV

photometry

17. Ripepi V. (OA Capodimonte): A multisite ampaign for Delta

Suti PMS V346 Ori and HD35929

18. De Martino D. (OAC): Fast time photometry of new intermediate

polar andidates

19. Maroni M.(OAC): Photometri monitoring of Delta Suti an-

didates

20. Foppiani I.(Univ. BO): Test Maroni L3CCD

21. Marhesini D. (SISSA/ISAS): What auses the FRI-FRII di-

hotomy in radio galaxies
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22. Butler R. (NUI Galway Ir): A photometri searh for binary and

variable stars in seleted open lusters

23. Goolden A. (NUI Galway Ir): Long term photometri monitoring

of brown dwarfs

24. Galleti S. (Univ. Bo), Federii L., Bellazzini M., Fusi Pei

F.: Globular lusters in M31

� List of appliations for undergradate ourses of both Italian and

European degrees in Astrophysis:

1. Redfern M. (NUI-Galway-IE): 8 nights (20 students)

7

2. Righini (Firenze Univ.): 6 nights (15 students)

3. Stanga R. (Pisa Univ.): 2 nights (10 students)

4. Gavazzi G. (Milano Bioa): 10 nights (8 students)

5. Trevese D. (Roma La Sapienza): 3 nights (4 students)

5.3 Sienti� prodution involving the 152m Tele-

sope

1. Mukadam A.S. et al., Constraining the evolution of ZZ Ceti,

2003, ApJ, 594, 961.

2. Cortese L., Gavazzi G., Iglesias-Paramo J., Boselli A., Car-

raso L., Optial spetrosopy of galaxies in the nearby Abell1367,

Coma and Virgo lusters, 2003, A&A, 401, 471.

3. Gavazzi G., Cortese L., Boselli A., Iglesias-Pramo J., Vilhez,

J., Carraso L., Capturing a star formation burst in galaxies

infalling onto the Abell luster 1367, 2003, ApJ, 597, 210.

4. Gavazzi G., Zaardo A., Sanvito G., Bonfanti C., Boselli A.,

Spetro-photometry of galaxies in the Virgo luster. II: The data,

2003, A&A, 417, 499.

7

www.physis.nuigalway.ie/Courses/loiano.html
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5. Cortese L., Gavazzi G., Boselli A., Iglesias-Pramo J., An extra-

galati HII region in the Virgo luster, 2004, A&A, 416, 119.

6. Pinheiro F.J.G., D.F.M. Folha, M. Maroni, V. Ripepi, F. Palla,

M. J. P. F. G. Monteiro, Osillations in the PMS delta Suti star

V346 Ori, 2003, A&A, 399, 271

7. Ripepi V., M. Maroni, S. Bernabei, F. Palla, F. J. G. Pinheiro,

D. F. M. Folha, L. Terranegra, A. Arellano Ferro, X.J. Jiang,

J.M. Alal�a, T.D. Oswalt, Multisite observations of the PMS Æ

Suti star V351 Ori, 2003, A&A, 408, 1047

8. Ripepi V., Reent Observations of PMS delta Suti Stars, 2003,

Ap&SS, 284, 69

9. Polaro V.F, Gualandi R., Nori L., Rossi C., Viotti R.F., The

LBV nature of Romano's star (GR290) in M33 2003, A&A, 411,

193.

10. Shuh S.L., Heber U., Dreizler S., . . . , Silvotti R. et al., 2003,

Balti Astronomy, 12, 55

11. Mukadam A.S., . . . ,Bernabei S. et al., 2003, Balti Astronomy

12, 71

12. Masetti N., Foshini L., Ho L.C., Dadina M., Di Coo G.,

Malaguti G., Palazzi E., Yet another galaxy identi�ation for

an ultraluminous X-ray soure 2003, A&A 406, L27

13. Grandi P., Foshini L., Masetti N., Palazzi E., 1WGA J2223.7-

0206; A narrow Line Quasi Stellar Objet in the XMM Newton

�eld of view of 3C445, 2004, A&A, 418, 907

14. Silvotti R., 2003, Pro. of the 2nd Eddington Workshop on

Stellar Struture and Habitable Planet Finding, ESA-SP Conf.

Pro., eds. F. Favata & S. Agrain, in press.

15. Silvotti R., Bonanno A., Frasa A., et al., 2003, Astrophysis and

Spae Siene (speial edition), Kluwer Aademi Publishers, in

press.

16. de Martino, 2003, NATO Si. Ser. 105, 321.
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17. Piioni A. et al. (2003): GRB 030324 GCN 1963

18. Guarnieri A. et al. (2003): GRB 030226 GCN 1892

19. Pizzihini G., Ferrero P., Bartolini C., Guarnieri A., Piioni

A., Righini A., Bruni I., HETE GRB 030329, orretion to R

observations in Loiano, 2003 GCN 2228

20. Bartolini C. et al. (2003): GRB 030329 GCN 2003

21. Guarnieri A. et al. 2003: GCN 1940

22. Bartolini C. et al. 2003: GRB030329 GCN 2030

23. Guarnieri A. et al. 2003: GRB30217 GCN 1873

24. Carpino M., Righini A., Gualandi R., Forti G., Minor Planet

Observations [598 Loiano℄, 2003, MPC 49907 1C

25. Santangelo MMM, Ciabattari F., Comet observations [598 Loiano℄,

2003, MPC 49222 50S

26. Masetti N., Foshini L., Optial observations of the IGR J18539+0727

�eld, 2003, ATel. 158, 1

27. Pizzihini G., Ferrero P., Bartolini C., Guarnieri A., Piioni A.,

Righini A., Bruni I., GRB030329: r photometry in Loiano,

2003, GCN 2136

28. Masetti N., Foshini L., Ho L.C., Dadina M., Di Coo G.,

Malaguti G., Palazzi E., The Challenge of identifying Optial

Counterpart to ultraluminous X-ray soure, 2003, MSAIS 3 256

406 L27
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6 Computer enter and omputer network
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People involved at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: F. Delpino, R. Merighi;

� Tehnial sta�: R. Di Lua, M. Gatti, M. Lolli, G. Madama, P.

Montegri�o, R. Poliastro.

� Contrators: I. Nardinohi

The prinipal ativity of the omputer enter during 2003 has been

addressed to the improvement of the network seurity and network

onnetions. Old omputers have been replaed with newer ones or

new hardware has been added. A new linux server, providing DHCP

and CUPS printing servies, has been installed. A Gbit lan onneting

the 152 m Loiano Observatory with the old 60 m telesope and the

guesthouse has been implemented.

6.1 Computer enter improvements

People involved at OAB: Delpino, Di Lua, Gatti, Lolli, Madama,

Merighi, Montegri�o, Nardinohi, Poliastro.

During 2003 several old Alpha workstations were replaed by newer

ones or with PCs running Linux OS. Several high performane PCs,

equipped with AMD Athlon XP 2200+ and 1GBy RAM have been

installed, working typially as personal omputer faility for large

data redution programs. To this purpose, these mahines were also

equipped with DAT and DVD-RW units, for data bakup. The hydro-

dynamis group has ompleted the alpha workstation luster adding

a new HP DS20 Server with 1GByte RAM and 34GB disk.

The number of PCs used as Unix-Linux workstations ontinued to

inrease during 2003. Most of them have been updated with DVD-RW

and SCSI DAT tapes.

A new HP Proliant DL380 Xeon bi-proessor power-redundant

linux server has been installed. This omputer works as seondary

DNS for the bo.astro.it domain, ats as DHCP server for the site and

as CUPS printing server. The DHCP servie is available only for au-

thorized (via ma address) omputers. This server now also hosts the

network liense manager for the IDL pakage and a new loal news

server (INN).
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After the Observatory outsoured the mail servie to the CeSIA

(Centro per lo Sviluppo e Gestione Servizi Informatii d'Ateneo {

Univ. of Bologna), two Ative Diretory servers, providing LDAP ser-

vie for the mail server, have been installed.

In order to improve the network seurity, a �rewall Fortigate 400

has been installed. This devie has several advaned funtions. Be-

sides �ltering inoming traÆ and allowing the reation of network

areas with di�erent seurity poliies, it also applies anti-virus �ltering

on inoming pakets, blak-listing of http sites and mail ontrol on

both input and output messages.

Additional personal �rewalls have been installed on several PCs,

both Linux and Windows.

6.2 Improvements in the geographi network

6.2.1 Computer networks

People involved at OAB: Delpino, Di Lua.

During the past years work has been done onerning all the rele-

vant aspets of omputers networks both at loal (LAN) and geograph-

ial (MAN and WAN) level with the aim of testing the new generation

protools at OSI levels 2 and 3 (pure ATM, ATM LAN emulation, IP

next generaion, OSPF). ATM in partiular has been tested extensively

due to the possibility of realizing multiple high speed onnetions on

the same links, with stati or dynami band partition. That makes

ATM attrative for all the environments with the need of multiple and

multimedia data transfers (housekeeping data, sienti� data, images

in sequene, voie and video).

Delpino has drawn the development model for the projet of the

new broad-band researh network of the Emilia Romagna region, whih

is based on an private bakbone at 1000 Mbit/se. On that model basis

a hierarhial struture, formed by a top level independent bakbone

interfaing a large number of ampus networks, has been planned.
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6.2.2 Web appliations

People involved at OAB: Gatti.

Gatti has developed the Administration's web site, where several

funtions are available. Among them: sta� database, di�erent sets of

forms for internal use, legislative referenes and other useful informa-

tion.

6.3 Improvements in the aessory servies

People involved at OAB: Di Lua, Merighi.

Conerning aessory servie improvements, a new high-quality

network printer HP 4300N (17 ppm, 600dpi, auto-duplex unit) and

a new olor laser printer OKI C 7300 have been bought. This new

olor laser printer has advaned apability for both speed and proto-

ol support.

6.4 Loiano station

People involved at OAB: Lolli, Gualandi, Dilua

After the installation in 2002 of the 2Mbit onnetion between the

Loiano Observatory and Bologna, a �ber opti link onneting the

152m Loiano telesope and the old 60m telesope and the guest-

house has been installed. This link allows also the onnetion of a

GPS reeiver belonging to the Department of Physis of the Bologna

University with downtown omputers. This equipment is part of a

geo-physis loal network monitoring earth-rust movements.

6.5 Routine ativities

People involved at OAB: Di Lua, Gatti, Lolli, Madama, Montegri�o,

Poliastro.

Besides all the ativities desribed above, a large part of the work

of the omputer enter sta� has been, as usual, devoted to routine

ativities suh as hardware and software maintenane, failure man-

agement and user assistane.
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Routine operations inlude:

� bakup and user management on the entral VMS omputer

� bakup and user management on omputers dediated to data-

redution

� supply of onsumables (toners, paper for printers, magneti sup-

ports for bakup et.)

� printer maintenane

� loal network management

� administrative management of the omputer enter (software

and hardware lienses, guarantees, purhases, maintenane on-

trats)

� updates and new installations of appliation software for astro-

nomial redution (MIDAS, IRAF et.)

� management of the Observatory's WWW server

6.6 Other ativities

People involved at OAB: de Ruiter, Gatti, Montegri�o.

Other omputing ativities have been arried out during 2003.

Among them:

In 2002 and 2003 a projet �naned by the European Union in

the framework of the \Information Soiety and Tehnologies (IST)"

programme was arried out by de Ruiter as a ollaboration between

the OAB, IRA and CINECA (all at Bologna), the IFCTR (Milano),

the Observatory of Catania, and ASTRON (the Netherlands). The

aim of this projet was to produe a software pakage for displaying

and manipulating three dimensional data sets. The data sets may

be 3D images (i.e. gridded data), or lists of data with three or more

variables. The pakage an handle a wide variety of data formats

(inluding FITS �les). The projet was suessfully ompleted at the

end of 2003. A User Guide is available on-line; a paper version is in

press.
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Gatti ontinues the ollaboration with the Administration of the

Observatory providing the informati support, nowaday essential to

the administrative work, and writing spei� programs and proe-

dures.

Montegri�o has developed original software for data analysis in

digital photometry in rowded �elds.

� CATAPACK is a pakage for management and manipulation of

photometri atalogues of stellar �elds, partiularly suitable for

the determination of aurate astrometri solutions: it has been

oneived for the preparation and exeution of some Observatory

sienti� programs suh as that of the ItalFLAMES Consortium.

This pakage has been designed to be user-friendly and portable

on di�erent platforms (Compaq TrueUnix64, Linux, HP, Sun).

Written in the ANSI C language, it is provided with autoon�gu-

ration tools based on GNU automake, autoonf and libtool. The

ore of the pakage is represented by two programs: CataXorr

e CataComb.

� CataXorr (Catalogues Cross Correlator) performs ross orrela-

tions and oordinate transformations between an arbitrary num-

ber of input atalogues. The program is able to �nd aurate

transformations with a ommon referene system of linear or

spherial oordinates, independently of sale di�erenes, axis ro-

tation or inversion, produing astrometri solutions and relative

alibrations. The main harateristi is its high degree of au-

tomatization thanks to a pattern reognition algorithm based on

identi�ations of similar triangles. The program has a GUI based

on the Gnu GTK library that permits omplete user ontrol over

the algorithms and an immediate hek of results. Spherial

oordinate projetions are realized through Mark Calabretta's

WCSLIB libraries; oordinate models onform to reent FITS

standards and by a simple auxiliary sript it is possible to put

all relevant WCS information in the original �ts images from

whih atalogs have been produed.

� CataComb (Catalogues Combiner) is a program that allows to

ombine an arbitrary number of input atalogs produing a sin-

gle output atalog with the desired quantities. Objets from
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input atalogs an be assoiated by means of a ross-orrelation

table produed by CataXorr or by identi�ation number. Cat-

aComb's main harateristi is exibility: free format for input

atalogs, high number of �les that an be proessed simultane-

ously (up to 64), output ontent ontrolled by a very simple and

intuitive syntax thanks to a parser able to interpret arithmeti

and logial expressions of high omplexity.

CataPak is urrently used and tested by many astronomers at various

INAF Institutes (e.g. OAB, TNG and Rome Observatory). OAB,

as a member of the ItalFLAMES Consortium, was involved in the

\Siene Veri�ation" stage of the instrument: the requested auray

for observation targets was of 0.2 arse only. Astrometry derived with

CataXorr in severely rowded star �elds has been suessfully tested

during the 1st GTO phase (May 2003) when all given targets (� 250

stars in M22; � 800 stars in Omega Cen and 130 stars in NGC2808)

were orretly observed. GUI for CataComb is under development: it

an produe fast plots of diagrams and maps, mean ridge lines and

best�t relations and also density maps (Hess diagrams and density

ontour plot).
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7 Library
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People involved at OAB:

� Library sta�: M. Marra

� Contrator: K. Alboresi

A speial task for 2003 was the intense ontribution to the �rst

omplete INAF report on its libraries, whih was prepared for INAF

between November 2002 and May 2003. On the whole, our library's

ativity for 2003 has in any ase seen a main emphasis on the ordi-

nary ativities, whih remain well-appreiated by our > 950 registered

users.

It is widely aepted that the mission of modern libraries fouses

on the aess servies to information. At this time, we have again

managed as many as �80 doument delivery requests for a total of 90

artiles; our library is mainly a supplier (with � 75% of requests being

sent out to other libraries and 25% asked for internal researhers),

whih demonstrates that the internal researh personnel has generally

been satis�ed with the doumentation our library has given aess to

in 2003.

The number of inter-library loan requests has inreased by 30%,

with an average of almost one a month. Here too, only � 8% of

requests omes from the inside, whereas the large majority of requests

managed has served external libraries and researhers. Our library's

web page in 2003 has been visited as many times as during the �rst

year of its omplete renovation: last year's visits have exeeded 9000,

making it one of the best-liked web resoures on the loal server. The

ataloguing ativities have ontinued, aquiring to the online atalogue

older books previously atalogued only in paper form, as well as loal

dissertations. Thus, about 500 reords have been made available in the

online mode. New aquisitions mainly means new books, purhased by

the OAB for loal researhers for an amount of �5000 euros in 2003.

Librarians still also take are of the many daily book loans, train part-

time students, update the national and the loal online atalogues,

update the inventory database for books and journals, assist loal

students and the publi in general with their doumentation needs,

supervise journal and book suppliers, manage journal binding.

In the sta�, Pietro Candelaresi and Marina Zuoli from the Dept.

of Astronomy of the Bologna University still work together with INAF

personnel Monia Marra and with Katia Alboresi (INAF ontrator).
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8 Outreah and eduational ativities
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The model of the Solar System at the Loiano Observatory: the Sun

and the inner planets.
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People involved at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: S. Bardelli, R. Bedogni, A. Cappi, P. Ciliegi, G.

Clementini, F. Delpino, F. Fusi Pei, B. Lanzoni, G. Parmeg-

giani, P. Ranalli, V. Zitelli, E. Zua.

� Tehnial sta�: S. Bernabei, I. Bruni, A. De Blasi, R. Di Lua,

O. Diodato, R. Gualandi, C. Pavan.

The OAB is inreasingly involved in outreah and eduational a-

tivities through exhibitions, eduational ourses, workshops and sem-

inars. Many of these ativities, due to the growth of publi interest

in astronomy and astrophysis, have led to a stable partnership be-

tween the OAB, the Astronomy Department of the University of Bo-

logna (AD), the Institute of Radio Astronomy (IRA) and the amateur

astronomers of Bologna (Assoiazione Astro�li Bolognesi, hereafter

AAB) and S. Giovanni in Persieto (Astro�li Persietani, hereafter

AP).

The outreah ativities during 2003 were:

� Col Favore del Buio;

� Estate Astronomia Bolognese;

� Con il laser tra le stelle;

� Premio Guido Horn d'Arturo.

The eduational ativities in the same period were:

� Usiamo a vedere le stelle;

� Paro delle stelle;

� Conferenze della Speola;

In November the important workshop Stelle di arta was also held (see

Setion 12).
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8.1 Outreah Ativities

8.1.1 Col Favore del Buio

People involved at OAB: G. Parmeggiani, V. Zitelli, A. De Blasi

Eight years ago the ollaboration between the OAB and the Coun-

illor for ulture of the Provine of Bologna led to the reation of Col

Favore del Buio: a program to visit the telesopes, radiotelesopes and

planetarium of the Provine.

It is organized by the OAB and proposes visits to the Loiano Ob-

servatory, the Radio Astronomy Observatory of Mediina (IRA), the

Speola Museum (AD), the amateur observatories of San Giovanni in

Persieto (AP) and Monte San Pietro (AAB), the Planetarium of San

Giovanni Persieto (AP) and the Eduational Laboratory of the Bo-

logna Planetarium of the Bologna City Counil. Visitors in 2003 were

over 30.000. The events at the Loiano Observatory have been espe-

ially suessful. The shedule for the last year has inluded more than

52 evening sessions with about 1900 visitors. Views of the most mag-

ni�ent objets of our sky are organized with the 60m. This telesope

is interesting also by itself beause it has kept its original 1930 me-

hanial struture. After using the telesope, the visitors are invited

to observe the sky without instruments, while astronomers introdue

them to stars, planets, and blak holes. While the 60m telesope an

be visited in the Col Favore del Buio event, the 1.52m telesope (G.D.

Cassini) is open to the publi only the �rst Saturday of eah month

and to shools during the day, upon reservation.

8.1.2 Estate Astronomia Bolognese

People involved at OAB: S. Bardelli, R. Bedogni, A. Cappi, P. Ciliegi,

F. Delpino, F. Fusi Pei, B. Lanzoni, G. Parmeggiani, P. Ranalli, I.

Bruni, R. Di Lua, R. Gualandi.

The OAB and the AD have organized three exhibitions with the

support of the Bologna City Counil, in the framework of the summer

event Viva Bologna:

Serate on il laser ai Giardini Margherita. Two Visite guidate

della volta eleste have been organized at the Giardini Margherita of

Bologna in July and August. A laser beam was used to desribe the
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onstellations in the sky. Those events were led by F. Fusi Pei. For

about 2 hours, with the help of a laser, F. Fusi Pei taught the visitors

how to orientate themselves in the dark sky. More than 400 people

attended eah performane.

Inontri on l'Astronomia. During the summer ten astronomy on-

ferenes have been held in the Cortile d'Erole of the Palazzo Poggi,

Retorate of the University. Every event has been attended by more

than 100 people.

Apertura serale del Museo di Astronomia. The museum, loated

in the rooms of the anient Speola (meridian room, turret room and

globes room), has been opened for eight evenings with wide publi

partiipation.

8.1.3 Con il laser tra le stelle

People involved at OAB: F. Fusi Pei, G. Parmeggiani, I. Bruni, R.

Di Lua, R. Gualandi

Further events with the laser beam were organized at the Giardini

Margherita of Bologna (Deember, more than 300 people), at the S.

Giovanni in Persieto amateur observatory (May and September, eah

time more than 200 people), and at the soer �eld of Loiano (August,

more than 200 people).

The events in Bologna and S. Giovanni in Persieto were led by

F. Fusi Pei, diretor of OAB, while that in Loiano by B. Marano,

diretor of AD. In eah event, with the help of a laser, the visitors

were taught how to orientate themselves in the dark sky.

8.1.4 Premio Guido Horn d'Arturo

People involved at OAB: G. Parmeggiani, V. Zitelli, A. De Blasi, R.

Di Lua

The OAB in ollaboration with the AD, the AAB and with the

support of the Italian Astronomial Soiety (SAIt), has launhed a

new ontest, the Premio Guido Horn d'Arturo: amateur astronomers,

either individuals or teams, were invited to present a proposal for an

astronomial observation to be made at the Loiano 60m telesope.
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From all the reeived appliations, a Jury seleted a proposal on-

erning a photometri study of the Galati star lusters NGC 129

and NGC 7790.

8.2 Eduational Ativities

8.2.1 Usiamo a vedere le stelle

People involved at OAB: S. Bardelli, R. Bedogni, A. Cappi, F. Fusi

Pei, B. Lanzoni, G. Parmeggiani, V. Zitelli, E. Zua, S. Bernabei,

I. Bruni, A. De Blasi, R. Di Lua, O. Diodato, R. Gualandi, C. Pavan

During the �rst week of September, the OAB, in ollaboration with

the AD, the INAF{Torino Astronomial Observatory, Alenia Spazio

Spa, the Assoiazione per la divulgazione dell'Astro�sia di Torino

(ADAS), and with the support of the SAIt, has organized Usiamo a

vedere le stelle: an eduational ourse for students of the last two years

of High Shools. To partiipate the students had to present a written

essay on astrophysial topis. From all appliants, a Jury seleted

20 students. The winners, oming from all over Italy, were hosted in

Loiano for a week. They followed astronomial ourses and observed

at the telesopes of the Loiano observatory.

8.2.2 Paro delle Stelle

People involved at OAB: G. Parmeggiani, V. Zitelli, S. Bernabei, I.

Bruni, A. De Blasi, R. Gualandi

The Paro delle Stelle at the Loiano Observatory is an eduational

park built by the OAB for the students oming to see the telesopes.

Is has been built with a grant from the MIUR. It onsists of:

Solar system model. In order to understand the dimensions of

our planetary system and the distanes to the various planets, the

OAB, in ollaboration with the AD, has built a model in sale of

the Solar System. It starts from the 152m telesope building and

goes along a path in the forest, reahing the dome that hosts the

historial 60m telesope. One meter along this path orresponds to

15 million kilometers. To give a better feeling of the dimensions of
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planets and Sun there is a seond unit of measure with one entimeter

orresponding to 7000 kilometers.

Solar telesope. A Coronado solar telesope allows people to see

the Sun in H� light and understand part of its physial harateristis.

Sundial. A modern sundial has been built to show how the Sun

moves in the sky.

Cosmi Calendar. In June 2004 a new exhibit will be opened:

Imagine ompressing the history of the universe in one year with the

Big Bang ourring in the �rst seonds of New Year's Day, and all

our known history ourring in the �nal seonds before midnight on

Deember 31st. Using this timesale, eah month orresponds to a bit

more than a billion years.

8.2.3 Conferenze della Speola

People involved at OAB: R. Bedogni, G. Clementini, E. Delpino, F.

Fusi Pei, G. Parmeggiani, R. Di Lua, O. Diodato, C. Pavan

On every �rst Wednesday of the month, at the Speola, the old

Observatory of Bologna in the town enter, there is a seminar on

astronomial topis. The audiene is mainly formed by High Shool

students. On average 80/90 people attend eah onferene. The texts

of the onferenes are available on the web page of the Observatory.

8.3 Eduational and Publi Outreah

A. D'Erole edits the olumn Spigolature astronomihe for the Gior-

nale di Astronomia.

G. Parmeggiani edits the book review for the Giornale di Astronomia.

8.3.1 Publiations

1. M. Bellazzini, Omega Centauri: un ammasso o os'altro?, Le

Stelle, maggio 2003
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10 Observing Campaigns

Radio Telesopes

1. ATCA (Australia Telesope Compat Array), Wide - Area Deep

Radio Observations of SWIRE/APEX �elds, PI: B. Boyle Co-

I: Norris, Jakson, Webster, Ivison, Lonsdale, P. Ciliegi, 120

hours, January-February 2004

2. GMRT (India), Low frequeny observations of NGC326, PI: M.

Murgia, Co-I: de Ruiter et al., 18 hours, 11-12 July 2003

3. GMRT 235 MHz, 327 MHz, 610 MHz, Low frequeny study of

the radio halo in the merging luster A3562, PI: T. Venturi, o-I:

S. Bardelli et al., 20 hours, January-February 2003

4. GMRT 235 MHz, 327 MHz, 610 MHz, 1420 MHz, Low frequeny

study of the radio reli in the ongoing luster merger A2061, PI:

T. Venturi, o-I: S. Bardelli, E. Zua et al., 36 hours, August-

Otober 2003

5. GMRT 1420 MHz, Radio soure birth and reurrent radio ativ-

ity in D galaxies, PI: T. Venturi, o-I: S. Bardelli et al., 14

hours, August 2003

6. VLA (U.S.), Fossil radio galaxies, PI: M. Murgia, Co-I: H. de

Ruiter et al., 20 hours, 4{9 Deember 2003

ESO

VLT

7. ESO VLT+FLAMES, GTO Italames { Chemial omposition

and dynamis of dwarf Spheroidals in the Loal Group, PI: Boni-

faio P., Co-I: M. Bellazzini, [...℄, E. Panino et al., 1 night

8. ESO VLT+FLAMES, Formation and evolution of Galati Glob-

ular Clusters: the �rst billion years, PI: Carretta E., Co-I: A.

Bragaglia, E. Panino et al., 74 hours, 2003-2004 (servie)
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9. ESO VLT+FLAMES, Understanding the blue straggler forma-

tion proesses in galati globular lusters, P.I.: Ferraro F.R.,

Co-I: [...℄, E. Carretta, [...℄, M. Bellazzini, F. Fusi{Pei,

C. Caiari, E. Panino, Sabbi E., Beari G., 4 nights

10. ESO VLT+FLAMES, Settling an homogeneous metalliity sale

for stellar lusters in the large magellani loud from high res-

olution spetrosopy, PI: Ferraro F.R., Co-I.: L. Origlia, Testa

V., E. Carretta, F. Fusi{Pei, Valenti E, 16 hours

11. ESO VLT+FLAMES, GTO Italames { Understanding the hem-

ial enrihment history of massive globular lusters: ! Centauri

and M 22, PI: Ferraro F.R., Co-I: E. Panino, M. Bellazzini,

L. Origlia, C. Caiari, Monao L, Bonifaio P., 2 nights

12. ESO VLT+FLAMES, Absolute ages for Globular Clusters with

auray of � 1 Gyr: the fundamental importane of preise red-

denings and metalliities, PI: R. Gratton, Co-I: A. Bragaglia,

M. Bellazzini, G. Clementini et al., 27 hours, 2004 (servie)

13. ESO VLT+FLAMES, The origin and evolution of metals in the

LMC: a novel and powerful onstraint to the star formation his-

tory, PI: V. Hill, Co-I: M. Tosi, 19 hours, Marh 2003

14. ESO VLT+FLAMES, Ital-FLAMES GTO It#4: Multiobjet spe-

trosopy of Galati Open Clusters of di�erent ages and metal-

liity, PI: R. Pallaviini, Co-I: A. Bragaglia, M. Tosi et al., 3

nights, 21 May & 01 Deember 2004, 14 February 2004

15. ESO VLT+FLAMES, Old Open Clusters as key traers of the

evolution of light elements and the Galati disk, PI: S. Randih,

Co-I: A. Bragaglia, M. Tosi et al., 20 hours, 2004 (servie)

16. ESO VLT+FORS1, Optial identi�ation of faint HELLAS2XMM

soures: hasing type 2 QSOs, PI: F. Cohia, Co-I: F. Fiore, A.

Baldi, N. Carangelo, S. Molendi, A. Comastri, M. Mignoli,

M. Brusa, P. Ciliegi, [...℄, Vignali C., 1.8 nights, Marh 2004

(visitor)

17. ESO VLT+FORS2, GMASS: the Galaxy Mass Assembly ultra-

deep Spetrosopi Survey, PI: Cimatti, Co-I: Berta, Cassata,
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Daddi, di Serego Alighieri, Franeshini, Kurk, B. Lanzoni,

Vernet, M. Mignoli, L. Pozzetti, [...℄, G. Zamorani, 30.3

hours: April 2004 (servie)

18. ESO VLT+FORS2, The �rst building bloks in the Loal Group:

probing the oldest stellar populations in Dwarf Galaxies through

the metal distribution of the RR Lyrae stars in Sulptor, PI: G.

Clementini, Co-I:A. Bragaglia et al., 10 hours, 2003 (servie)

19. ESO VLT+FORS2, The age-metalliity relation and star forma-

tion history of the SMC: star lusters, PI: E. Grebel, Co-I: M.

Tosi, 18.5 hours, P73

20. ESO VLT+ISAAC, Spetrosopi identi�ation of a new pop-

ulation of super-EROs hosting AGNs, PI: Maiolino, Co-I: M.

Mignoli, L. Pozzetti, Brusa, P. Ciliegi, A. Comastri, [...℄,

C. Vignali, 12 hours, April 2004 (servie)

21. ESO VLT+ISAAC, Supermassive Blak Holes in High Redshift

Quasars, PI: A. Maroni, Co-I: D. Axon, [...℄, G. Stirpe, 19.5

hours, 2003-2004

22. ESO VLT+ISAAC, Unveiling the nature and star formation a-

tivity of dusty EROs, PI: Vernet, Co-I: Cimatti, Daddi, di Serego

Alighieri, M. Mignoli, L. Pozzetti, Renzini, G. Zamorani,

34 hours, April 2003 (servie)

23. ESO VLT+UVES, Detailed hemial properties of �eld Blue Strag-

glers Stars: probing the formation mehanism in low-density en-

vironments, PI: Carretta E., Co-I: A. Bragaglia, C. Caiari

et al., 25 hours, 2003-2004 (servie)

24. ESO VLT+UVES, The properties of dusty red giants in globular

lusters, van Loon J., L. Origlia et al., 2 nights

25. ESO VLT+VIMOS, A Spetrosopi Study of the Globular Clus-

ters in the Sulptor Spiral Galaxy NGC253, PI: C. Caiari

Co-I: L. Federii, S. Galleti, E.V. Held, A. Moretti, 6 hours,

June 2003 (servie)
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26. ESO VLT+VIMOS, Large Programme: An ESO-SIRTF WIDE-

AREA IMAGING SURVEY (ESIS), targeting the history of os-

mi transformations of baryons in stars and ative nulei, PI:

Franeshini, Co-I: Vettolani, Held, Lonsdale, G. Zamorani,

Rowan-Robinson, Smith, Rizzi, P. Ciliegi, La Frana, Oliver,

Perez-Fournon, C. Gruppioni et al., 96 hours, April, August

2003 (servie); 20 hours, April 2004 (servie)

27. ESO VLT+VIMOS, An ultra deep IFU spetrosopi overage of

the Hubble Deep Field south, PI: Giallongo, Co-I: S. Bardelli,

[...℄, G. Zamorani, 98 hours: April 2003, 62 hours: April 2004

(servie)

28. ESO VLT+VIMOS, Globular lusters in the outer halo of the

Sombrero galaxy, PI: E.V. Held, Co-I: A. Moretti, L. Federii,C.

Caiari et al., 13.5 hours, April 2003 (servie)

29. ESO VLT+VIMOS, VIMOS Spetrosopy of the COSMOS 2-

square degree ACS Survey Deep Field, PI: Kneib, Co-I: Soville,

[...℄, G. Zamorani, S. Bardelli, A. Cappi, M. Mignoli,

L. Pozzetti, E. Zua, Marano, Vettolani and the COSMOS

team 68 hours: April 2004 (servie)

30. ESO VLT+VIMOS, AN ESO-XMM-SIRTF WIDE AREA SUR-

VEY: the measure of the lustering of AGN, and the nature and

evolution of infrared galaxies, PI: F. La Frana, Co-I: F. Fiore,

[...℄, A. Comastri, E. Daddi, C. Gruppioni, R. Maiolino, M.

Mignoli, S. Molendi, G.C. Perola, L. Pozzetti, F. Pozzi, G.

Rodighiero, H.E. Smith, Zamorani G., 30 hours, April 2004

(servie)

31. ESO VLT+VIMOS, The VIRMOS/VLT Deep Survey (VVDS),

PI: O. Le F�evre, G. Vettolani, Co-I:G. Zamorani, S. Bardelli,

A. Cappi, L. Pozzetti, E. Zua, P. Ciliegi, H. De Ruiter

et al. (VIRMOS Consortium), 19 nights (GTO), February-

September 2004

32. ESO VLT+VIMOS, The VIRMOS/VLT Deep Survey (VVDS),

PI: O. Le F�evre, G.Vettolani, Co-I:G. Zamorani, S. Bardelli,

A. Cappi, L. Pozzetti, E. Zua, P. Ciliegi, H. De Ruiter
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et al. (VIRMOS Consortium), 5 half nights (GTO), Deember

2003

33. ESO VLT+VIMOS, A2163: A \pre" and \post" merger?, PI: S.

Maurogordato, Co-I: Benoist, A. Cappi et al., 2 nights, may

2004 (visitor)

34. ESO VLT+VIMOS, Culling K-Band luminous, massive galaxies

at z=2, PI: Renzini, Co-I: Arimoto, Brusa, Broadhurst, Cimatti,

A. Comastri, Daddi, Ikuta, Ohta, L. Pozzetti, G. Zamorani,

34 hours: Otober 2003 (servie)

35. ESO VLT+VIMOS (IFU), Dynamis at High Redshifts: the Key

Role of Integral Field Spetrosopy, PI: D.Rizzo, o-I: S. Bardelli,

A. Cappi, A.Zanihelli, E. Zua, 11 hours, Marh 2003

NTT

36. ESO NTT+SOFI, Large Programme: The nature and evolu-

tion of infrared galaxies: bridging optial and SIRTF-SWIRE

data with near-infrared observations of the ELAIS-S1 �eld, PI:

Cimatti, Co-I: Berta, P. Ciliegi, A. Comastri, Daddi, di

Serego Alighieri, Fiore, Fontana, Franeshini, C. Gruppioni,

La Frana, Lonsdale, Maiolino,M. Mignoli, Poli, L. Pozzetti,

Rodighiero, Sarao, Smith, Vernet, G. Zamorani, 14 nights,

September-Novemeber 2003 (visitor)

37. ESO NTT+SOFI, Optial/IR emission lines in bright ISO/SIRTF

quasars, PI: Serjeant S., oI: C. Gruppioni, T. Morel, 2 nights,

Otober 2003 (visitor)

38. ESO NTT+SOFI, Publi Imaging Survey, PI: Krautter, Co-I:

Arnaud, [...℄, G. Zamorani et al, 18 nights: January, August,

Otober 2003; September 2004 (visitor)

39. ESO NTT+SOFI, Optial/IR emission lines in bright ISO/SIRTF

quasars, PI: S. Serjeant, Co-I:C. Gruppioni, T. Morel, 2 nights,

Otober 2003

3.6m
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40. 3.6m+EFOSC2, Dynamial state and star formation within the

bimodal galaxy luster A2933: wide �eld imaging and multi{

objet spetrosopy, PI: C.Benoist, Co-I: A. Cappi et al., 2

nights, Otober 2003

2.2m

41. ESO 2.2m+WFI, Completing the pre-FLAMES publi survey of

the tidally disrupted Sagittarius Dwarf Spheroidal Ferraro F.R.,

M. Bellazzini, Monao L., Sabbi E., E. Panino, Valenti E.,

Bonifaio P., Sbordone L., 8.2 hours

42. ESO 2.2m+WFI, Large Programme: An ESO-SIRTF WIDE-

AREA IMAGING SURVEY (ESIS), targeting the history of os-

mi transformations of baryons in stars and ative nulei, PI:

Franeshini, Co-I: Vettolani, Held, Lonsdale, G. Zamorani,

Rowan-Robinson, Smith, Rizzi, P. Ciliegi, [...℄, C. Gruppioni

et al 70 hours: April 2003 (servie)

43. ESO 2.2m+WFI, Publi Imaging Survey - GALEX and SIRTF

Coverage and Completion of the Deep Survey, PI: Krautter, CoI:

Arnaud, [...℄, G. Zamorani, et al, 34 hours, April 2003 (servie)

44. ESO 2.2m+WFI, Publi Imaging Survey: WFI Follow-up of

XMM-Newton Serendipituous Fields, PI: Krautter, CoI: Arnaud,

[...℄, G. Zamorani et al, 157.5 hours, April-Otober 2003 (ser-

vie)

45. ESO 2.2m+WFI, Searh for planetary transits in the metal-rih

open luster NGC 6253 and the surrounding �eld, PI: G. Piotto,

Co-I: A. Bragaglia et al., 10 nights, June 2004

1.52m

46. ESO 1.52m+FEROS Ground-based haraterization of the tar-

gets for the COROT spae mission, PI: E. Poretti, Co-I: A.

Buzzoni and the COROT intl. team, 5 nights, January 2003

TNG
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47. TNG+DOLORES,Getting aurate distanes to loal-group galax-

ies, PI: F.R. Ferraro, Co-I:M. Bellazzini, L. Origlia, E. Pan-

ino, 3 nights

48. TNG+DOLORES, The RR Lyrae star population of the remote

Galati Globular Cluster NGC 2419, PI: V. Ripepi, Co-I: M.

Maroni, I. Musella, M. Di Cresienzo, G. Clementini et al.,

12 hours, 2003, servie

49. TNG+LRS Do old metal-rih open lusters hide the seret of

the UV-upturn phenomenon in elliptial galaxies?, PI: L. Buson

Co-I: A. Buzzoni, E. Bertone, 7hours, AOT8 period (servie)

50. TNG+LRS, Struture of the Galati Halo towards the North

Galati Pole (NGP), PI: C. Caiari, Co-I: A. Bragaglia,

A. Buzzoni, T. Kinman, A. Spagna, 32 hours, Spring 2003

(servie)

51. TNG+LRS, Struture of the Galati Halo towards the Anti-

enter, PI C. Caiari, Co-I A. Bragaglia, A. Buzzoni, T.

Kinman, A. Spagna, 27 hours, 24-26 Jan 2004

52. TNG+LRS/MOS, Membership in old open lusters from multi-

slit intermediate resolution spetrosopy: Be 17 and Be 32, PI:

A. Bragaglia, Co-I: M. Tosi, E.V. Held, L. Di Fabrizio, 18

hours, February 2004 (servie)

53. TNG+LRS/MOS, Spetrosopi follow-up for andidate transit-

ing planets in the open luster NGC 6791, PI: G.P. Piotto, Co-I:

A. Bragaglia et al., 5.5 hours, Spring 2004 (servie)

54. TNG+NICS, Near-Infrared PL and PLC relations of anomalous

Cepheids in the dwarf spheroidal galaxy Ursa Minor, PI: M. Mar-

oni, Co-I: F. Caputo, G. Clementini et al., 24.5 hours, 2003

(servie)

55. TNG+NICS/DOLORES, F. Fusi{Pei, A. Buzzoni, M.

Bellazzini, L. Origlia, Ferraro F.R. et al., Spetral energy dis-

tribution and bolometri orretions of luminous RGB stars in

old star lusters, 30 hours
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56. TNG+SARG,Metal abundanes of old open lusters as traers of

Galati hemial evolution, PI: A. Bragaglia, Co-I: M. Tosi,

E. Carretta, R. Gratton, 31 hours, Autumn 2003, servie

57. TNG+SARG, Metal abundanes of open lusters as traers of

Galati hemial evolution : NGC 6791, the oldest one, PI: A.

Bragaglia, Co-I: M. Tosi, E. Carretta, R. Gratton, 2 nights,

24-25 July 2004

58. TNG+SARG Ground-based haraterization of the targets for

the COROT spae mission, PI: E. Poretti, Co-I: A. Buzzoni

and the COROT intl. team, 2 nights, January 2003

Misellaneous ground based telesopes

59. CTIO 4m Blano+WFI, The Oosterho� Phenomenon In Glob-

ular Clusters of the Fornax Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxy, PI: H.

Smith, Co-I:G. Clementini, M. Catelan, E. Poretti, E.V. Held,

B. Pritzl, 3 nights, 13-15/11/2003

60. JKT+JAG, RR Lyrae distanes to the Sagittarius stream, PI:

F. Prada, Co-I: D. Martinez-Delgado, [...℄, G. Clementini, 7

nights, 1-7 February 2003

61. KECKII+NIRSPEC, Abundanes of Bulge stars and Clusters,

Rih M., L. Origlia, 1 night

62. Magellan 6m Clay+MagIC, SX Phoeniis and RR Lyrae vari-

ables in two dense globular lusters of the Fornax dSph galaxy,

PI: M. Catelan, Co-I: G. Clementini et al., 3 nights, 12-14

November 2003

63. NOT+AFOSC, RR Lyrae distanes to the Sagittarius stream,

PI: D. Martinez-Delgado, Co-I: F. Prada, Z. Ivezi, L. Di Fab-

rizio, K. Vivas, R. Zinn, G. Clementini; 5 nights, 2003

64. WHT+WYFFOS, Investigating the nature of Low Luminosity

Ative Galati Nulei (LLAGN), PI: D. Trevese, Co-I: F. Vagnetti,

V. Zitelli, 2 nights, April 2003

FUSE
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65. FUSE, FUV spetra of the most metal-poor star forming dwarf

galaxies in the loal universe, PI: A. Aloisi, Co-I: M. Tosi, 115

kse, yle 5

HST

66. HST+ACS, Searhing for primeval galaxies: the promising ase

of SBS 1414+437, PI: A. Aloisi, Co-I: M. Tosi, 18 orbits, May

2003

XMM{Newton

67. XMM-Newton, Exploring the onnetion between the X-ray prop-

erties and reurrent radio ativity, PI: S. Bardelli, o-I: E.

Zua et al., 43 ks, August 2004

68. XMM-Newton, Unveiling the nature of hard X{ray seleted AGN

through XMM{Newton spetrosopy, PI: M. Brusa, Co-I:A. Co-

mastri, C. Vignali, M. Mignoli, F. Fiore, F. La Frana, G.

Matt, S. Molendi, F. Cohia, N. Carangelo, A. Baldi, G.C.

Perola, P. Ciliegi, R. Maiolino, 80 ks, to be sheduled

69. XMM-Newton, Spatially resolved observation of merging lusters

in the Shapley Conentration: A3530, PI: S. Ettori, Co-I: S.

Bardelli, E. Zua et al.; 20,000 se, January 2004

70. XMM-Newton, Evolution of AGN in the osmi web: the HST

+ VIMOS + SWIRE Cosmos �eld, PI: G�unther Hasinger, Co-I:

A. Comastri, [...℄, G. Zamorani, 840 ks, Deember 2003{

Deember 2004

71. XMM-Newton, Elusive AGN and the loal density of ative galax-

ies, PI: R. Maiolino Co-I A. Comastri et al., 90 ks, Summer

2004

72. XMM-Newton, Gaseous abundanes in M82, PI: P. Ranalli, Co-

I: A. Comastri, L. Origlia, R. Maiolino, 100 ks, April 2004

Chandra
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73. Chandra, A Chandra survey of Extremely Red Objets, PI: M.

Brusa, Co-I: A. Comastri, A. Cimatti, E. Daddi, C. Vignali,

L. Pozzetti, M. Mignoli, D.M. Alexander, 90 ks, June 2004

74. Chandra, Spatially resolved observation of a major merging event

in the Shapley Superluster PI: S. Ettori, Co-I: S. Bardelli, E.

Zua et al.; 80 ks, Marh-Deember 2003

75. Chandra, Chasing quasar 2, PI: F. Fiore, Co-I: A. Comastri,

M. Brusa, P. Ciliegi, M. Mignoli, [...℄, C. Vignali, 45 ks,

July 2003

76. Chandra, Unveiling the engine powering OH Gigamaser soures

through X-rays. A well-de�ned Chandra survey, PI: C. Vignali,

Co-I: A. Comastri, N. Brandt, 27 ks, Deember 2003
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11 Positions held in working groups and

siene poliy ommittees

� Bardelli S.

- Board of Diretors (sine January 17, 2002): member

� Bellazzini M.

- Board of Diretors (sine January 17, 2002): member

� Bragaglia A.

- ESO OPC Panel D \Stellar Evolution" (sine otober 2003):

member

� Buzzoni A.

- Assoiate Astronomer at the Telesopio Nazionale Galileo, La

Palma (Spain)

� Caiari C.

- SOC for the IAU Commission 27 (Variable Stars): member

- PI of the ITAL{FLAMES Consortium (Bologna, Trieste, Cagliari

and Palermo Observatories) for the FLAMES instrument

� Comastri A.

- ESA: XEUS (X-ray Evolving Universe Spetrosopy) Astro-

physis Working Group: member

- ESA: XMM{Newton User Group: member
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� de Ruiter H.

- Expert evaluator of the European Union Marie Curie Training

and Researh Networks

- Loal sienti� oordinator of the European Union program

\Cosmolab" in the framework of the \Information Soiety and

Tehnologies (IST)" programme

� Fusi Pei F.

- Diretor of the Bologna Observatory

- INAF Dip.1: member of the Board

- INAF Dip.3: member of the TS Committee

- Cagliari Astronomial Observatory: member of the Board

- Sardinia Radio Telesope: member of the Board

- Consiglio Fondazione TT1 (Telesopio Toppo): member

� Mignoli M.

- Organizer of the Observatory \Thursday Seminars"

� Origlia L.

- TNG Time Alloation Commettee member

- Prinipal Investigator of the GIANO projet

� Pozzetti L.

- ESO Observing Programmes Committee (OPC), panel A (os-

mology): member

� Sanisi R.

- Sienti� Tehnial Committee, ESO, Garhing: member

- TNG Time Alloation Committee member

- Board of Diretors: member
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� Tinti F.:

- Board of Diretors: member

� Tosi M.

- Deputy Diretor of the Bologna Observatory

- Spae Telesope Users Committee: ESA member

- Loal Late Galati Evolution Group, International Spae Si-

ene Institute (ESA), Berna (sine 1998): member

- INAF Working Group for the Maro{Area Stars and Interstel-

lar Medium : oordinator

- INAF Working Group for the Equal Opportunities: member

- PhD in Astronomy at the University of Bologna, Collegio dei

Doenti: external member

- INAF ommittee for the seletion of post-dotoral fellowships:

member

- National Coordinator of MIUR-Co�n projet

� Zamorani G.

- ESO : VIRMOS Siene Team : member

- ESO: Survey Working Group : member

- XMM: Time Alloation Committee: Survey panel : hairman

- SAX: Siene Steering Committee (1999 - 2002): member

- INAF: Comitato di Consulenza Sienti�a: hairman

� Zitelli V.

- Board of Diretors: member

- Coordinator of Loiano telesopes

- Member of the TNG working group site test

- Bologna University { Teaher of \Laboratorio di tenihe as-

tro�sihe", AA 2002/2003
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12 Organization of Workshops

12.1 Bologna Workshop on Stellar population syn-

thesis models and osmology

People involved at OAB: L. Pozzetti, M. Tosi, F. Fusi{Pei

In Otober 31st 2003 a workshop on \Stellar population synthesis

models and osmology" was held at the OAB on the oasion of the

visit of Prof. G. Bruzual, diretor of Centro de Investigationes de As-

tronomia, and one of the major expert of population synthesis models.

The most ative Italian experts on this spei� �eld, oming from dif-

ferent Italian and international institutes, were invited. The workshop

was intended to disuss the most updated versions of synthesis models

and to ompare the opinions of di�erent leading experts, both theo-

rists and observers, on several open questions, suh as stellar popula-

tions in elliptial galaxies, with partiular interest on Lik indies and

alpha-enhanements, as well as on stellar populations in lusters and

high-redshift galaxies and on the photometri estimate of the masses.

The day was organized with several short presentations by the parti-

ipants (listed below), a talk by G. Bruzual, and interesting disussions

on both observational data and models.

List of presentations:

� C. Chiosi: \Star formation in Elliptials"

� R. Tantalo: \Lik Indies and enhanement"

� L. Piovan: \E�ets of dust around AGB stars"

� A. Buzzoni: \Beyond the Lik Indies"

� G.A.Bruzual: \Population Synthesis of Galaxies at the

Resolution of 2003" (Talk)

� A. Bressan: \Models in the FIR"

� C. Maraston: \Last news on Synthesis models"

� O. Straniero: \White-dwarfs"

� A. Renzini: \Two Spheroids, MW and M31"
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� B. Poggianti: \Stellar population in lusters"

� L. Pozzetti: \Stellar population at high-redshift"

� S. Berta: \Estimation of the Galaxy Stellar-Masses"

List of parteipants: Angeretti L., Annibali F., Berta S., Bres-

san A., Buzzoni A., Chiosi C., Cimatti A., D'Erole A., Fusi Pei

F., Greggio L., Maraston C., Panino A., Piovan L., Poggianti B.,

Pozzetti L., Origlia L., Renzini, A., Romano D., Straniero, O.,

Tantalo R., Tosi M., Zamorani G.

12.2 Bologna Workshop on Stelle di Carta

People involved at OAB: A. Cappi, F. Fusi Pei, G. Parmeggiani, A.

De Blasi, R. Di Lua, O. Diodato, C. Pavan

On November 27th and 28th the OAB and the AD have organized,

with the support of INAF, SAIt, and University of Bologna, the work-

shop Stelle di arta: la riera astronomia e i media in Italia.

The aim of workshop was to serve as an informal forum for the dis-

ussion of topis related to the present and future relationship between

the astronomial ommunity and the media. Eighty people attended

the workshop where, apart from the astronomers, the media world

was present with newspaper and television journalists. The program

of the workshop was as follows:

STELLE DI CARTA: LA RICERCA ASTRONOMICA

E I MEDIA IN ITALIA

Bologna, 27-28 novembre 2003

Programma

�) Gioved�� 27 Novembre - Mattina

9:30 - Saluto del Direttore dell'Oss. Astronomio di Bologna

Saluto del rappresentante dell'Universit�a di Bologna

Intervento del rappresentante del Miur
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Dall'uÆio stampa alla prima pagina

Modera: Lua Tanredi Barone

9:50-10:15Fabio Pagan: La sienza sui giornali: il aso Boomerang

10:15-10:40 Frano Foresta Martin: La mahina mediatia

10:40-10:55 Disussione

Co�ee break (20 minuti)

11:15-11:40 Lars Lindberg Christensen: The ideal ommuni

ation oÆe

11:40-12:05 Enria Battifoglia: Le agenzie di stampa e il usso

mediatio

12:05-12:30 Laura La Posta: La sienza \quotidiana"

12:30-12:55 Piero Bianui: Dall'uÆio stampa alla prima

pagina

12:55-13:10 Disussione

�) Gioved�� 27 Novembre - Pomeriggio

L'astronomia sulle riviste

Modera: Giangiaomo Gandol�

14:30-14:55 Maro Cattaneo: La sienza sulle Sienze

14:55-15:20 Andrea Parlang�eli: Comuniare su un periodio di

sienza e di suesso

15:20-15:35 Disussione

Co�ee break (20 minuti)

La sienza e il pubblio

Modera: Stefano Giovanardi

15:55-16:20 Pietro Greo: La perezione pubblia della sienza

16:20-16:45Fabiana Fini: La perezione aademia del pubblio:

sienziati e media

16:45-16:55 Eva Benelli: Siti web istituzionali: EpiCentro ha

fatto entro

16:55-17:10 Disussione, e a seguire
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Tavola rotonda: Spazio agli astronomi

Modera: Lua Tanredi Barone

The Chairman of Sait, and those representing, or in harge of out-

reah in the Institutes and Observatories present the relevant ativi-

ties of their individual institutions and exhange views with journalists

about their experienes of ommuniation with the media world. Eah

partiipant is awarded 5 minutes and is enouraged to use at most 3

slides for his/her presentation.

20:30 : Cena soiale

�) Venerd�� 28 Novembre - Mattina

La sienza in onda

Modera: Stefano Sandrelli

9:30-10:00 Silvia Rosa-Brusin: Sienza e Tv: il aso di Leonardo

10:00-10:30Giosu�e Boetto Cohen: Sienza e TV: il aso di RAI

Eduational

10:30-11:00 Barbara Gallavotti: Sienza e Tv: il aso di Ulisse

11:00-11:15 Disussione

Co�ee break (15 minuti)

11:30-12:00 Sylvie Coyaud: Sienza e radio: anhe i giornalisti,

nel loro piolo

12:00-12:15 Disussione

Tirando le somme dell'inontro

Modera: Giangiaomo Gandol�

12:15-12:45Giovanni Caprara e Flavio Fusi Pei: disussione

�) Venerd�� 28 Novembre - Pomeriggio

15:00-15:30 Piero Benvenuti: Ruolo e iniziative dell'Inaf nel

ampo della omuniazione
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A seguire, tavola rotonda:

Verso un uÆio stampa dell'INAF

Modera: Leopoldo Benahio

The diretors of the Institutes formerly in CNR and of the Obser-

vatories, those in harge of outreah in the Institutes/Observatories

and any interested journalists are all invited to partiipate. The aim

of this open debate is to disuss the guidelines for eÆient ommuni-

ation with the media, and to de�ne ommon intents, on the basis of

the doument presented by the relevant INAF ommittee.

Sessione di poster

Eah INAF Institute and Observatory may present a standard-

size poster (tehnial details will be provided elsewhere) desribing its

sienti� and/or outreah ativities.
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13 Seminars and visiting astronomers

1. January 16, 2003, Dario Trevese (Dipartimento di Fisia -

Universita' di Roma "La Sapienza"), Variabilita' del Continuo

Ottio-UV dei Nulei Galattii Attivi

2. January 30, 2003, Vinent Ike (Sterrewaht Leiden, NL),

Hydrodynamis from one to three dimensions

3. February 4, 2003, T.D. Kinman (NOAO/KPNO, Tuson,

USA), Preston's Blue Metal-Poor (BMP) Stars

4. February 13, 2003, Paolo Mazzali (INAF { Osservatorio As-

tronomio di Trieste), Hypernovae and Gamma Ray Bursts

5. February 27, 2003, Massimo Meneghetti (Dipartimento di

Astronomia, Universit�a di Padova), Le propriet�a degli arhi grav-

itazionali ome strumento osmologio

6. Marh 6, 2003, Elena Panino (INAF-OABo & Dipartimento

di Astronomia, Bologna), Popolazioni stellari multiple in Omega

Centauri

7. Marh 20, 2003, Christian Marinoni (Lab. d'Astrophysique,

Marseille, Frane), Rivelazione dell'Energia Osura mediante red-

shift survey profonde

8. Marh 27, 2003, Horae Smith (Department of Physis and

Astronomy - Mihigan State University, USA), RR Lyrae Stars

and Oosterho� Groups

9. April 3, 2003, Steinn Sigurdson (Department of Astronomy

and Astrophysis, Pennsylvania State University, USA), PSR

1620-26: an unusual triple revealed
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10. April 29, 2003, Alessia Gualandris (Astronomial Institute

\Anton Pannekoek' & Setion Computational Siene { Univer-

sity of Amsterdam, NL), N-body simulations of stars esaping

from the Orion nebula

11. May 15, 2003, Giorgio Bianiardi (Universit�a degli Studi di

Siena), L'origine della vita nel osmo

12. May 22, 2003, Eline Tolstoy (Kapteyn Institute - Rijksuni-

versiteit Groningen, NL), Dwarf Galaxies: Important Clues to

Galaxy Formation

13. May 29, 2003, Franesa D'Antona (INAF - Osservatorio As-

tronomio di Roma), Neessit�a e modalit�a dell'autoinquinamento

negli Ammassi Globulari

14. June 5, 2003, Jaqueline van Gorkom (Department of As-

tronomy, Kapteyn Institute, NL), The Fate of Gas in Merger

Remnants: an HI perspetive

15. June 12, 2003, Maro Limongi (INAF - Osservatorio Astro-

nomio di Roma), The (still small) zoo of the Extremely Metal

Poor Stars: what do they tell us about the �rst stellar genera-

tion?

16. September 18, 2003, Tommaso Treu (California Institute of

Tehnology - Astronomy Department, USA), The dark halos of

early-type galaxies and the Hubble onstant

17. September 25, 2003, Manuela Magliohetti (SISSA - As-

trophysis Division - Trieste), How many galaxies an �t a dark

matter halo? Constraints on their halo oupation number and

spatial distribution from the 2dF Redshift Survey.
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18. Otober 2, 2003, Gian Luigi Granato (INAF { Osservatorio

Astronomio di Padova), A Physial model for the o-evolution

of QSOs and their spheroidal hosts

19. Otober 9, 2003, Matteo Viel (Institute of Astronomy { Uni-

versity of Cambridge, UK), The Lyman-alpha forest as a osmo-

logial probe

20. Otober 17, 2003, Lodewijk Woltjer (INAF { Osservatorio

Astronomio di Aretri), The Absorbing Torus in AGN

21. Otober 23, 2003, Stefano Ettori (European Southern Ob-

servatory { Garhing, DE), Confrontando ammassi di galassie

viini e lontani: propriet�a �sihe e relazioni di sala

22. Otober 31, 2003,Gustavo Bruzual (Centro de Investigaiones

de Astronomia (CIDA) Merida, Venezuela), Population Synthe-

sis of Galaxies at the Resolution of 2003

23. November 6, 2003,Meredes Filho (Istituto di Radioastrono-

mia (IRA-CNR), Bologna), Nulear Ativity in Nearby Galaxies

24. November 13, 2003, Rob Swaters (Department of Physis and

Astronomy { Johns Hopkins University, US), Dwarf Galaxies

and CDM: A Core Problem

25. November 27, 2003, Andrea Merloni (Max-Plank-Institute

f�ur Astrophysik, Garhing, DE) The fundamental plane of blak

hole ativity and the osmologial history of aretion

26. Deember 2, 2003, Brian Chaboyer (Dartmouth College {

Hanover, NH, USA), The Evolution of Metal-Poor Stars
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27. Deember 4, 2003, Vinenzo Mainieri (Max-Plank-Institut

fuer extraterrestrishe Physik (MPE), DE), Deep X-ray surveys:

beyond the optial spetrosopi limit and a new X-ray luminosity

funtion for AGN

13.1 Visiting astronomers at the Observatory

1. E. Tolstoy (Groeningen, NL), May 2003

2. J. van Gorkom (Kapteyn Institute, Groningen), June 2003

3. O. Ilbert and L. Tresse (LAM, Marseille), July 2003

4. E. Bertone (INAOE, Puebla, Mexio), September 2003

5. T.S. van Albada (Kapteyn Institute, Groningen), Otober 2003

6. G. Bruzual (Centro de Investigationes de Astronomia, Merida,

Venezuela), Otober 2003
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14 \Laurea" thesis

Marh 2003

1. Matteo Barnab�e, Modelli Stazionari per il Gas Extra-planare

nelle Galassie a Spirale (R. Sanisi)

2. Diego Savalli, Modelli di evoluzione himia della Galassia (B.

Marano, M. Tosi)

July 2003

3. Angela Bongiorno, La Survey VIRMOS: analisi fotometria del

ampo profondo (B.Marano, E. Zua)

4. Franesa Civano, Analisi spettrale di sorgenti on alto rapporto

X-ottio nelle survey profonde di Chandra (G. Palumbo, A. Co-

mastri, M. Brusa)

5. Erika De Simone, Le SED degli ammassi globulari di M31: on-

fronto fra osservazioni e modelli teorii (F. Ferraro, F. Fusi

Pei, M. Bellazzini,A. Buzzoni,L. Federii)

6. Claudia Greo, La popolazione delle variabili di ampo e am-

masso nella galassia sferoidale nana Fornax (B. Marano, G.

Clementini, E.V.Held, E. Poretti)

7. Erika Taribello,Metalliit�a delle variabili RR Lyrae nella Grande

Nube di Magellano (F.Bonoli, G. Clementini, A. Bragaglia)

Otober 2003

Enrio Tagliati, Radiogalassie estese in ammassi in interazione

(C.Fanti, T.Venturi, S. Bardelli)

Deember 2003

8. Silvia Bonoli, Il Piano Fondamentale delle Galassie Ellittihe:

e�etti della rotazione, (L. Ciotti., B. Lanzoni)

9. P. Antonio Carusillo, Et�a e metalliit�a di ammassi aperti vehi:

il aso di Be29 (F. B�onoli, M. Tosi)
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10. Fiore De Luise, Studio fotometrio dell'ammasso aperto Melotte

71 (F.R. Ferraro, A. Bragaglia, M. Tosi)

\Laurea" in other departments

February 2003

11. Claudia Veronia Barbieri, Nuove Propriet�a delle Curve di Ro-

tazione nelle Galassie a Spirale: il Caso di NGC 4559 (Univer-

sit�a degli Studi di Milano, R. Sanisi)
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15 PhD theses

1. Lua Angeretti, Star formation histories of nearby galaxies, II

year (advisors: M. Tosi, B. Marano)

2. Lara Baldai, Variable stars and stellar populations in Loal

Group dwarf galaxies, II year (advisors: G. Clementini, L.

Gregorini)

3. Marella Brusa, Physis and evolution of the soures of the

X{ray and infrared bakgrounds, III year (advisors: B. Marano,

A. Comastri)

4. Silvia Galleti, The distane and stellar population of the An-

dromeda galaxy and its satellites, I year (advisors: F.R. Ferraro,

M. Bellazzini, F. Fusi Pei)

5. A. MaroliniHydrodynamial simulations of starburst galaxies,

I year (advisors: A. D'Erole, F. Brighenti)

6. Lorenzo Monao, Stellar Populations in the Galati halo, III

year (advisors: F.R. Ferraro, M. Bellazzini, E. Panino)

7. Piero Ranalli, High energy emission properties of starburst

galaxies, III year (advisors: G. Setti, A. Comastri)

8. Antonio Sollima, The star formation and hemial evolution

history of Omega Centauri, I year (advisors: F.R. Ferraro, M.

Bellazzini, E. Panino)

9. Elena Valenti, Stellar populations in the Galati bulge, I year

(advisors: F.R. Ferraro, L. Origlia)

Foreign PhD theses

1. Rense Boomsma, HI Holes and High Veloity Gas in Spiral

Galaxies Groningen University (advisor: R. Sanisi)

2. Edo Noordermeer, Dark Matter in Early-Type Spiral Galaxies

Groningen University (advisor: R. Sanisi)
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16 Post-Dotoral, Post-Laurea fellowships

and Contrats

1. Lara Baldai, Post Laurea fellow

2. Giaomo Beari, Post Laurea ontrat

3. Emanuela Calabrese, Post Laurea fellow

4. Franesa Civano, Post Laurea fellow

5. Erika De Simone, Post Laurea ontrat

6. Filippo Fraternali, Post Dotoral ontrat

7. Simona Giaintui, Post Laurea ontrat

8. Claudia Greo, Post Laurea fellow

9. Barbara Lanzoni, Post Dotoral fellow

10. Matteo Lombini, Post Laurea fellow

11. Henry MCraken, Post Dotoral ontrat

12. Marella Maio, Post Laurea ontrat

13. Franesa Marini, Post Laurea ontrat

14. Silvia Marinoni, Post Laurea ontrat

15. Lorenzo Monao, Post Laurea fellow

16. Ilario Nardinohi, Post Laurea ontrat

17. Elena Panino, Post Dotoral fellow

18. Andrea Possenti, Post Dotoral fellow

19. Donatella Romano, Post Dotoral fellow

20. Emanuel Rossetti, Post Laurea fellow

21. Antonio Sollima, Post Laurea fellow
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22. Christian Vignali, Post Dotoral fellow

23. Matteo Voale, Post Laurea ontrat
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17 Budget information

Il bilanio preventivo per l'anno 2003 �e stato approvato dal Consiglio

di Osservatorio (CdO) il 20 Diembre 2003, seondo riteri di assa.

Quello onsuntivo il 31 Marzo 2004.

Nel orso dell'anno sono state apportate variazioni di bilanio in

oasione di inque sedute del CdO, essenzialmente per prendere in

ario nuove entrate (ASI, MIUR, et.) o per apportare adeguamenti

tenii in aluni apitoli di spesa.

Le Tabelle 1 e 2 riportano in modo estremamente shematio il

quadro delle entrate e delle spese (in migliaia di euro).

Table 1: ENTRATE (in K-euro)

desrizione Previsioni de�ntive Risosse

Avanzo di assa 5.806 ||

Trasferimenti INAF 3.760 3.760

Trasferimenti INAF vinolati 183 183

Partite di giro 1.550 841

Totale 11.299 4.784

Il onto onsuntivo si ompone del rendionto �nanziario, della situ-

azione amministrativa e dell'eleno dei rediti e dei debiti al 31 diem-

bre 2003. Dalla situazione amministrativa si evine l'avanzo di assa

de�nitivo al 31 diembre 2003, pari a euro 5.468.163,45.

L'eleno dei rediti e dei debiti (qui non riportato per brevit�a, ma

disponibilie) rappresenta l'ammontare delle operazioni in sospeso alla

hiusura dell'eserizio, la ui manifestazione �nanziaria avverr�a nel

orso del 2004.

L'avanzo �e stato de�nito ome vinolato in quanto ripartito tra

apitoli la ui opertura deve essere garantita sia per rispetto dei on-

tratti e degli impegni vigenti, sia in osservanza a norme di legge.

Come si evine rapidamente anhe dalle Tabelle qui riportate,

gran parte dell'avanzo �e dovuto a 4.438 K-euro l�� onuiti a ausa
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Table 2: SPESE (in K-euro)

desrizione Previsioni de�ntive Pagate

Spese per organi 25 21

Oneri per Personale 3206 2958

Aquisto di beni e servizi 207 185

Correnti per la riera 553 376

Correnti per la riera vinolate 572 310

Oneri �nanziari e tributari 2 1

Spese diverse 225 0

Aquisti e manutenzioni straord. 134 40

Investimento per la riera 189 104

Investimento per la riera vinolate 131 114

Edilizia (impegno vinolato) 4504 154

Partite di giro 1550 859

Totale 11.299 5.122

dell'impegno assunto per la omparteipazione alla ostruzione della

nuova sede ongiunta OAB -Dipartimento di Astronomia, al Navile.

Il resto dell'avanzo �e dovuto sostanzialmente a due voi prinipali:

� fondi di riera aventi durata pluriennale e destinazione vino-

lata, e aantonamenti per aquisti, interventi, manutenzioni et.

su base pluriennale (io�e non attuabili on le risorse disponibli

in un unio eserizio �nanziario);

� fondo di riserva o fondi vinolati per norme di legge.

.
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